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Abstract

Lightning is an extremely energetic electric discharge process in our atmo-

sphere. Lightning activity is used as an indicator for the nowcasting of severe

weather, signi�cantly a�ects atmospheric chemistry, and threatens electrical

and electronic devices. Yet, our fundamental understanding of atmospheric

electricity is far from complete. For example, new processes above thun-

derclouds have been discovered which are collectively known as Transient

Luminous Events (TLEs) and Terrestrial Gamma ray Flashes (TGFs). This

PhD project aims to characterize and improve on a thunderstorm detector

recently developed by private industry to warn of local lightning activity at

airports. Most existing lightning location systems rely on sub-ionospheric

propagating radio waves. The new technique measures the displacement cur-

rents induced on an electrode exposed to changes in the atmosphere's electric

�eld between 1-45 Hz, associated with all forms of lightning and wind-blown

space charge. The unique dataset provided by this instrument has been in-

vestigated to (1) design a noise rejection and waveform recognition algorithm

based on machine learning methods; (2) identify the source of anomalously

strong current transients detected in fair-weather and their link to TLEs;

(3) provide the �rst multi-instrumental analysis of thunderstorms producing

superbolts and TLEs in the UK and northern Europe; (4) study the contribu-

tion of global lightning activity and associated Schumann Resonances (SR)

on the quasi-electrostatic currents measured at Portishead (UK) during a

5-year period. This work indicates that the technique can be pro�tably used

to prevent the risk posed to humans and infrastructures by intense lightning

discharges, and additionally suggests a broad range of new applications for

this method in atmospheric electricity research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the thesis

From the dawn of mankind, lightning has been one the most evident and

awesome events among natural phenomena. It inspired myths and supersti-

tions for ages as well as arts and poetry, but it is only recently, after the mid

18th century, that a rigorous scienti�c investigation was taken. Lightning is

currently referred as the optical perceptible part of an electrostatic discharge,

originating from an electri�ed cloud, which produces a burst of electromag-

netic radiation over a wide frequency range along with shock-waves, related

to the typical acoustic manifestation known as thunder.

Lightning detection is an important tool for nowcasting of severe weather

and harmful e�ects associated with thunderstorms (Yair, 2018). The light-

ning density rate across Europe is of the order of 0.1 to 4 �ashes/km2 per

year, showing a signi�cant seasonal and geographical variability (Anderson

and Klugmann, 2014). The British Isles and Scandinavia, along with sur-

rounding seas, typically experience the lowest density with respect to the

rest of Europe, with a peak between July and August. The highest densi-

ties are instead associated with continental Europe during spring/summer

season in proximity to mountainous areas. The winter season is dominated

by thunderstorm activity across the Mediterranean sea, due to heat reservoir

from the preceding summer which is e�ective in triggering convection. Given

the low �ash density, lightning risk to UK inhabitants is relatively small and

decreased signi�cantly during the last century (Elsom, 2015). An analysis of

1
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the 9-year period (2008-2016) estimated the risk of lightning causing a fatal-

ity to be 0.016 per million population per year, corresponding to one person

killed for nearly 59,000 lightning counts in the same period when considering

only the UK land area (Elsom et al., 2018). The risk of being struck by

lightning and injured is markedly higher than that of being killed, as many

more people are injured than die. Hence, the found value rises to one person

killed or injured for approximately 4,000-5,000 lightning counts in the same

period of time (Elsom et al., 2018). Such risk must be seriously taken into

account when carrying out outdoor activities either for work, i.e. airport

refueling operations or handling explosives, or leisure. In addition to the

threat to public safety, lightning is frequently the cause of major disruption

to power lines and other infrastructure. Aircraft and tall structures, such as

wind turbines, are reputedly able to initiate lightning discharges, potentially

causing important damage (Montanyà et al., 2016).

The present PhD develops in the broader context of the Marie Skªodowska-

Curie action H2020 SAINT (Science And INnovation with Thunderstorms,

https://www.saint-h2020.eu/), a research program supported by the Eu-

ropean Commission that involves both academic institutions and industrial

partners. The project uses data from a unique standalone thunderstorm

detector (BTD-300) recently developed by Biral, a UK meteorological in-

struments manufacturer. The system provides early warning of imminent

thunderstorm activity and lightning �ash location within a range of about 90

km (Bennett, 2018). The technique employs a novel method of discriminat-

ing between lightning and non-lightning sources, by comparison of the signal

strength measured simultaneously on three co-located electrodes, which is a

function of their di�erent geometry and exposure to changes in the atmo-

spheric electric �eld (AEF) in the range 1-45 Hz (Bennett, 2013; Bennett,

2017). The method achieves a detection e�ciency larger than 95% for a sin-

gle lightning �ash (any type) within 56 km and a false alarm rate lower than

2% (Biral, 2018). This PhD aims at further reducing the false alarm rate. A

method for discriminating between true and false positive is thus described

that may be eventually implemented for real-time analysis.

https://www.saint-h2020.eu/
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Equally the project aims at broadening the research scope of the BTD-300.

With this regard, the detection of anomalously strong signals from powerful

lightning sources several hundred kilometers away, usually cloud-to-ground

(CG) exceeding peak currents of 200 kA in absolute value, is of particular

interest since these �eld changes are not consistent with the inverse cube

law of the electrostatic �eld change at ground after a lightning �ash (Ben-

nett and Harrison, 2013; Bennett, 2014). In addition, the link to such kind

of intense sources is relevant, as they are often the cause of major damage

to buildings and infrastructure and given their impact on the upper atmo-

sphere including transient luminous events (TLEs). The �rst scienti�c goal

of this research is then to unveil the physical mechanism behind such strong

transients and clarify if they are directly related to the lightning source or

indirectly, through the interaction of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) on

the lower ionosphere. This is made by combining concurrent electromagnetic

and optical observations together with numerical simulations of return stroke

(RS) and EMP processes (Pizzuti et al., 2021; Kolma²ová et al., 2021). An

unambiguous interpretation of these transient signals would potentially o�er

a new technique for monitoring the phenomena occurring in the mesosphere,

without the need of clear skies and dark nights necessary for optical obser-

vations. Likewise this study is expected to �ll the existing gap in knowledge

about small scale winter thunderstorms around the British Isles and their

potential ability to produce intense discharges, related to elves and other

TLEs, as already predicted in analogy to winter storms in Japan (Takahashi

et al., 2003). The distribution of these sources is fundamental to assess the

area of risk for aviation and maritime companies operating in the region

(Wilkinson et al., 2012; Montanyà et al., 2016). The measurements may be

also bene�cial for the Atmosphere-Space Interactions Monitor (ASIM) and

future spaceborne observatories, being complementary to other ground-based

observations.

Variations of air conductivity and accordingly the AEF occur on a broad

range of timescales in response to turbulent space charge and di�erent weather

conditions, along with the diurnal and seasonal variation of global thunder-

storm activity and near-surface aerosol concentration (Bennett and Harrison,
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2007; Bennett and Harrison, 2008). As a consequence, the variability of the

AEF in fair weather can be e�ectively used to study either the global electric

circuit (GEC) or emphasize local e�ects due to anthropogenic sources or dust

over speci�c areas (Nicoll et al., 2019a; Tacza et al., 2020). In addition to

detection of all types of lightning discharges within range, the BTD-300 is

sensitive to these secondary sources of electric �eld change and the use of

low noise internal circuitry enables it to measure also the AC component of

GEC, linked to the Schumann resonances (SR). One of this sensors operated

continuously over 5-year period (2015-2020) in Portishead, southwest Eng-

land (51.483° N, 2.769° W). The second scienti�c goal is thus to process and

analyze this dataset, otherwise unused by the scienti�c community, in order

to investigate the diurnal, seasonal and interannual SR variability. Data are

�ltered to separate local e�ects (1-5 Hz) from contribution of the SR back-

ground (10-45 Hz), related to global lightning activity (Price and Melnikov,

2004; Price, 2016). The method proves hence suitable for further applica-

tions in atmospheric electricity and climate studies, including monitoring of

volcanic environments (Nicoll et al., 2019b; Vossen et al., 2021) and extend-

ing the capabilities of more commonly used electric �eld mills (EFM).

1.1 Thesis structure

This thesis is submitted in the alternative format, where the main scienti�c

�ndings are presented in the form of published/publishable academic papers

linked together with contextualizing and commentary text. Besides this, the

thesis is accompanied by traditional chapters. The next chapter contains a

review of general topics in atmospheric electricity relevant to this research

work, including a discussion on the various thunderstorm-related phenom-

ena in the lower ionosphere. Chapter 3 provides a detailed discussion on the

measurement technique used, that is essential for the interpretation of the

results obtained in the following sections. A description of the signal pro-

cessing methods is also given, with additional details included in the papers

attached. Chapter 4 describes the false positive rejection algorithm devel-
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oped, along with a statistical analysis of its performance when applied to new

data. The following sections are organized in three papers, each preceded by

a commentary. The papers are:

1. �Signatures of large peak current lightning strokes during an unusually

intense sprite-producing thunderstorm in southern England� (published

in Atmospheric Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2020.

105357).

2. �On the relationship between lightning superbolts and TLEs in North-

ern Europe� (published in Atmospheric Research, https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.atmosres.2022.106047).

3. �Long-term observations of Schumann resonances at Portishead (UK)�

(published in Atmosphere, https://doi.org/10.3390/atmos13010038).

Additional work from the candidate that is cited but not included in this the-

sis, includes poster/conference presentations and a fourth paper to which he

originally contributed with ideas and data. This is �First observations of elves

and their causative very strong lightning discharges in an unusual small-scale

continental spring-time thunderstorm� by Kolma²ová et al. (2021), published

in JGR Atmospheres https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JD032825. Conclud-

ing remarks are given in the �nal section of this thesis, with a summary of

main achievements and suggestions for future work.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2020.105357
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2020.105357
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2022.106047
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2022.106047
https://doi.org/10.3390/atmos13010038
https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JD032825


Chapter 2

Overview of Atmospheric

Electricity

This chapter introduces the general background of this research project, re-

porting brie�y on the historical development of atmospheric electricity stud-

ies and lightning research. Hence the basic principles of cloud electri�cation

and lightning types are presented. Lightning discharges emit electromagnetic

radiation over a wide frequency band, which is commonly used for source ge-

olocation from local to global scale by various lightning location systems. A

wide variety of transient optical phenomena in the upper atmosphere above

thunderstorm activity has been discovered in the last few decades; a summary

of such observations and the theory behind them is reviewed.

2.1 Historical background

Lightning is amongst the most spectacular natural phenomena on this planet,

yet a familiar sight for nearly all inhabitants. It is well known for the po-

tential destructive e�ects when hitting objects or people. Yet, it may even

have played a key role in prebiotic synthesis and emergence of life on Earth.

Lightning data from the space-based Optical Transient Detector (OTD), as

seen in �g. 2.1, revealed that about 1.4 billion �ashes occur each year over

the entire Earth, meaning an average of 44±5 lightning �ashes every second

6
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(Christian et al., 2003).

Even with such large rate of events, it was only in the 18th century that

Figure 2.1: Global annual lightning density map as observed during 5 years
operation of OTD. Reprinted from "Global frequency and distribution of
lightning as observed from space by the Optical Transient Detector", by
Christian H. J. et al., 2003, Copyright by American Geophysical Union.

scienti�c investigation on lightning has begun, thanks to the groundbreaking

work carried out by Benjamin Franklin. In 1746 he started conducting ex-

periments on electricity, aware of triboelectric e�ect, a type of electri�cation

process due to frictional contact between two di�erent materials. At the same

time, he took advantage of the newly introduced Leiden jar, a prototype of

a modern charge capacitor. During his experiments, Franklin observed the

similarities between lightning and sparks created in the lab and hence sug-

gested a method to demonstrate thunderstorms electricity, by means of an

iron rod exposed to the atmosphere (Franklin and Cohen, 1941; Dwyer and

Uman, 2014). The experiment was successfully performed in France in 1752,

when sparks were observed to originate from the insulated rod, and in the

same year Franklin himself conducted the famous kite experiment, in which

he observed a spark discharge from the moist string, extended to the electric

�eld of the cloud and acting as a conductor, to the ground. Such observa-

tions led him also to propose the lightning rod as a protection system from
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hazardous e�ects of lightning discharges, providing a preferential attachment

point and a safer transmission line to ground for high currents from light-

ning.

Again in 1752, the French scientist Lemonnier discovered that the atmo-

sphere is weakly positively charged in fair-weather conditions, resulting in a

persistent electric �eld (E) of about 100 V/m pointing downward (Le Mon-

nier, 1752). This was later con�rmed by Canton (1753) and Beccaria (1775),

who also reported a change in the polarity when thunderstorms were over-

head and a general variability related to di�erent meteorological phenomena

(MacGorman et al., 1998).

Steps forward to the understanding of lightning physics were made possible

in the following century, after the introduction of photography and spec-

troscopy. Notable results were obtained by Schuster (1880), who provided

the �rst complete identi�cation of lines in the optical spectrum of lightning,

and Slipher (1917), who found that lightning spectrum is characterized also

by continuum emission. A wide description of such results is reported in

(Rakov and Uman, 2003). In addition, the invention of high-speed photog-

raphy resulted in the discovery of multiple strokes within the same lightning

�ash and enabled Schonland to observe that a typical negative CG lightning

consists of a so-called stepped leader moving downward and a subsequent

upward return stroke (Schonland et al., 1956).

At the same time, the �rst attempts to obtain an electromagnetic charac-

terization of lightning and thunderclouds were also made. At the beginning

of the 20th century, Pockels (1900) inferred for the �rst time lightning peak

current from residual magnetization in basalt pieces, placed in the vicinity

of a striken lightning rod (Uman, 2012). An important contribution in un-

derstanding the charge structure of lightning-producing clouds, came from

the Nobel Prize winner C. T. R. Wilson (Wilson, 1921), who estimated the

amount of charge transferred during a �ash. Wilson played a remarkable role

also in developing the concept of a global electric circuit (GEC), which links

diurnal variations in atmospheric electric current to global lightning activity,

after he measured in 1906 the fair-weather air-Earth current density which

has a value of approximately 2× 10−12 A/m2 (Rycroft et al., 2012).
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During 1940s and 1950s, the �rst direct ground measurements of electromag-

netic �elds radiated from lightning were performed, e.g. the extensive and

signi�cant datasets on lightning current waveforms from an instrumented

tower in Switzerland (Rakov and Uman, 2003).

A systematic study of lightning related topics begun in the 1970s, when high-

time resolution instruments became available and ground observations were

promptly complemented by concurrent space-based detectors.

2.2 Cloud electri�cation

Thundercloud is the primary source of lightning activity and develops as a

result of atmospheric instability, which leads warm and moist air parcels to

move upward adiabatically due to convection (Rakov and Uman, 2003; Soula,

2012). When rising air parcels reach the condensation level, which depends

on relative humidity at ground level and determines the height of cloud base,

a visible cloud is formed, referred to as a cumulus. At this stage, a condition

may occur for which the moist-air temperature lapse rate is lower than the

vertical atmospheric dry-air temperature gradient. As a consequence, such

air parcels remain unstable and continue to rise, leading potentially to tow-

ering Cumulonimbus (Cb). In that case, if condensed water particles exceed

the 0 °C level, they begin to freeze; however it is not until the −40 °C that all

particles can be considered frozen. This 0 °C to −40 °C mixed-phase convec-

tive region, within a Cb, is where commonly cloud electri�cation processes

are supposed to occur (Rakov and Uman, 2003; Deierling et al., 2008).

A fast-growing Cb cloud (or thundercell) is the underlying structure of a

single-cell thunderstorm. Typically, a single thundercell lasts for approxi-

mately 15-60 minutes, covering an area with a radius between 6 and 10 km,

and evolves through three main stages: 1) growth stage, as towering cumu-

lus when only updraft is present; 2) mature stage, when both updraft and

downdraft coexist, typically coinciding with strong precipitations and peak

in lightning activity; 3) dissipating stage, with downdraft only (Soula, 2012).

In some cases, a thundercell may also exhibit a mesocyclonic circulation:

this is the so-called supercell, often associated with tornadoes and extremely
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hazardous winds. Large thunderstorms are commonly formed by several cells

in di�erent development stages. Multicell thunderstorms usually persist for

many hours and are responsible for heavy precipitation, strong wind gusts

and �oods. Moreover, such type of thunderstorms can cluster into an orga-

nized Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) (Fritsch and Forbes, 2001). The

thundercloud charging process implies two main mechanisms capable of elec-

trifying individual hydrometeors (e.g. liquid or solid water particles in the

atmosphere with fall speed ≥ 0.3 m/s ) and explain the layered charge struc-

ture of di�erent regions in the cloud. Currently, a widely accepted theory is

the non-inductive graupel-ice collisional mechanism in the presence of water

droplets (Rakov and Uman, 2003), which can reproduce the classical tripole

charge distribution shown in �g. 2.2, where a main positive layer is at the

top (+40 C), main negative in the middle (−40 C) and lower positive at the

bottom (+3 C). The large-scale separation between charged layers is due

to the action of gravity (Saunders, 2008). Balloon measurements suggest

that additional charge layers can be present in thunderclouds. Based upon

E soundings through di�erent clouds, Stolzenburg et al. (1998) identi�ed

four charge regions in the convective updraft and at least six charge regions

are seen outside the updraft. The derived conceptual model of the charge

structure within an idealized isolated, mature, thunderstorm is shown in �g.

2.2. Marshall and Rust (1991) inferred charge densities between 0.2 and

13 nC m−3 in charge regions of active storms, where all charge resides on ei-

ther precipitation or cloud particles. Several studies investigated also the role

played by pollution and atmospheric aerosol-loading on cloud microphysics,

suggesting a convective invigoration e�ect leading to heavier precipitation

and enhanced lightning density around highly polluted urban areas (Yuan

et al., 2011; Altaratz et al., 2017, and references therein).
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Figure 2.2: The basic charge structures in ideal, mature, midlatitude thun-
derstorm convective regions. Adapted from "Charge Structure and Dynamics
in Thunderstorms", by Stolzenburg M. et al., 2008, Copyright by Springer
Science+Business Media B.V.

2.3 Types of lightning

Once the charge structure within a thundercloud is established, as explained

in section 2.2, the electric potential di�erence between two distinct regions

of opposite polarity in the cloud may lead to electrical breakdown resulting

in a lightning discharge. This term indicates the series of electric processes

taking place within a time interval generally shorter than 1 s (but up to

nearly 8 s for a single �ash in rare cases (Lang et al., 2017)) by which charge

is transferred along a highly conductive channel between two charge layers

of opposite sign within the same thundercloud or between di�erent clouds

(intra-cloud or inter-cloud, respectively, or equally cloud pulse), between a

cloud charge centre and the Earth's surface (cloud-to-ground), or between a

cloud charge layer and surrounding air (cloud-to-air).

A single lightning discharge is commonly referred to as a cloud-to-ground

(CG) �ash if it contains one or multiple return strokes (RS) (i.e. main
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microsecond-scale pulse of electric current in a lightning channel connect-

ing to ground) usually occurring in rapid succession and most following the

same lightning channel, thus being more dangerous to lives and property

(Dwyer and Uman, 2014). On the other hand, a lightning discharge that

only consists of cloud pulses and does not attach to ground (i.e. no return

stroke exists) is called IC or cloud �ash. It is widely accepted that similar

processes are involved in lightning initiation and its subsequent development

in both IC and CG �ashes, the main di�erence consisting only in the regions

of the cloud where initiation occurs and the direction of progressing lead-

ers. The application of VHF interferometry allowed mapping of lightning

radiation sources in the cloud for the �rst time, otherwise visually unavail-

able to ground observers. VHF measurements con�rmed the concept that

all types of �ashes develop bidirectionally like a two-ended zero-net-charge

bipolar tree, one end of the tree consisting of the branching negative leader

(i.e. hot plasma channel self-propagating towards space charge regions of

opposite polarity) and the other of the branching positive leader progress-

ing in opposite direction (Mazur, 2016). Once the lightning tree is formed,

the development of a typical IC �ash consists of two main phases: 1) the

initial active stage, during which negative and positive leaders co-exist and

propagates outward with respect to �ash origin point, the former being the

dominant VHF radiation source; 2) the later stage (or junction stage), during

which the negative leader is terminated by a current cut-o� in the intermedi-

ate channel connecting positive and negative parts of lightning tree and �ash

continues to evolve only in the positive end of the tree, with the positive

leader and negative recoil leaders, that retrace the pre-ionized branches of

the positive leader towards the point of �ash origin. IC �ashes tend to out-

number the CGs in typical thunderstorms, but the actual proportion strongly

depends on various factors, including the seasonality (Medici et al., 2017).

Multi-stroke negative CG �ashes accounts for the majority of lightning that

reach the ground. The dynamics of negative CG �ash development, prior to

ground attachment, is essentially the same as IC �ashes. After the initial

breakdown, normally occurring between the bottom of the main negative

charge region and the small lower positive charge region, the negative leader
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in this case starts propagating downward. On timescales measured in frac-

tions of a second, the negative leader moves beyond the lower positive charge

region and continues to progress in virgin air outside the cloud, becoming vis-

ible as a faint luminous process that descends in branching pattern, referred

to as the stepped leader. The stepped leader progress towards the ground at

an average speed of about 2× 105 m/s along a non-continuous path due to the

variable conductivity of surrounding medium, until it reaches the proximity

of the ground in about 20 ms. At this stage, the substantial �ow of negative

charge attracts positive charges from a ground electrode and leads to the de-

velopment of an upward positive leader that initiates the attachment process.

The attachment culminates in the connection between downward and upward

leaders, establishing the primary lightning current channel between the cloud

and the ground and determining the return stroke (RS), which propagates up

the channel neutralising the negative leader charge and causing rapid heating

of surrounding air up to 30,000 K (Rakov and Uman, 2003). When the entire

RS process is completed in a few tens of microseconds, about 80% of negative

CG exhibits also subsequent return strokes initiated by dart leaders, that are

negative recoil leaders propagating downward along the pre-existing channel,

unlike the stepped-leader.

About 10% of CG �ashes are initiated by positive downward stepped leaders,

either from the main upper positive charge region of the cloud or from the

small lower positive charge region. Direct current measurements by Berger

(1975) revealed that positive CGs tend to reach higher peak currents values

than negative CGs, despite similar median peak currents of about 35 kA and

30 kA, respectively. Positive CG �ashes normally exhibit a single RS, as a

result of the absence of recoil leaders during negative leader progression after

channel cuto� that follows the �rst RS. The RS is almost always followed

by a relatively long period (> 40 ms) of continuing current which can last

up to some hundreds of milliseconds (Rakov and Uman, 2003). The overall

charge transfer in positive CGs can be signi�cantly larger on average that in

negative �ashes, making them a favorable source for generating red sprites,

as discussed later in section 2.5. Although positive CGs are less common,

they can be predominant during winter storms and the dissipating stage of
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thunderstorms. Yet, the potentially larger peak current and charge transfer

make them particularly dangerous in terms of lightning protection (Dwyer

and Uman, 2014).

2.4 Electromagnetic methods of lightning de-

tection

In the previous section, it was observed that a lightning �ash, lasting up

to 1 second or more, is the complex result of subsequent electric processes

which act on very di�erent timescales, from a few hundred milliseconds to a

few microseconds or less. Each process generates a characteristic electromag-

netic �eld signature, which vary from below 1 Hz to tens of MHz, with the

maximum radiated energy con�ned in ELF and VLF frequency band, domi-

nating for distances larger than about 50 km from the source (Rakov, 2013).

At closer range, additional electromagnetic radiation is detectable at higher

frequencies, for instance in the microwave band from 300 MHz to 300 GHz

(Petersen and Beasley, 2014), and more manifestly in visible light. Lightning

is also known to produce X-rays (up to 10× 1020 Hz or more) (Dwyer et al.,

2003; Dwyer et al., 2004), detectable at ground level in close proximity to the

source, as well as gamma ray emission (Gurevich et al., 2011; Abbasi et al.,

2018). This wide variety of processes within a �ash, along with frequencies

and amplitudes involved, determines the design of lightning location systems

(LLS) and their relative spatial coverage.

The most common ground-based LLS networks can geolocate lightning up to

several thousands of kilometers, operating in VLF-LF to detect radio atmo-

spheric signals (�sferics�), caused primarily by CG return strokes or by strong

IC current surges in later stages of the �ash, whose peak current magnitude

is generally one order of magnitude less with respect to the RS. These sferics

will propagate by the process of multiple re�ections through the boundaries of

Earth-ionosphere waveguide (sky waves), travelling very long distances with

low attenuation rate (2-3 db/1,000 km) (Wait, 1957), as well as along the sur-

face (ground wave), but with greater attenuation. Because the attenuation
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rate of lightning emitted signals increases with frequency, lightning sensors

that are intended to measure local activity around individual thunderstorms

are typically VHF, which detect leader emission with high spatial and tempo-

ral accuracy and have an IC/CG stroke detection e�ciency exceeding 95%.

It is �nally possible to achieve a global coverage by using single ELF band

sensors, but at the cost of poor location accuracy (typically 500-1,000 km)

and detection e�ciency (Price, 2008). The low attenuation rate actually lets

lightning electromagnetic waves in the ELF band to propagate a number of

times in the Earth's waveguide before decaying into the background noise,

making them detectable at global level. Constructive interference between

these waves excites the Earth-ionosphere cavity which resonates at the fun-

damental frequency and its harmonics, known as Schumann resonances (SR)

(Price, 2016). SR appear as well-de�ned spectral peaks approximately be-

tween 5 and 50 Hz. The amplitude of SR measured at a given location is

primarily a function of the source-observer distance, but it can be modu-

lated along with each mode frequency by various geophysical e�ects (e.g. the

solar cycle). A wider discussion on SR is reported in chapter 7. The mea-

surement of individual ELF waveforms at large distances from the source is

widely used to derive relevant information about the causative RS and even-

tually associated TLEs, as the charge moment change (CMC) (the product

of the thundercloud charge transfer and its altitude), assuming a numerical

propagation model and knowing the detector transfer function (Kuªak and

Mªynarczyk, 2011; Kuªak et al., 2014). In addition to ground-based detec-

tors, the last few decades have seen a rapid development of low-Earth orbiting

satellites using optical observations in the near infrared or VHF antennas for

global lightning monitoring (Nag et al., 2015).

LLS rely on a number of multiple measurement stations, whose data are then

combined using di�erent methodologies as direction �nding (DF) , time-of-

arrival (TOA) techniques, or a combination of these two, and interferometry

(IF) methods. The magnetic direction �nding technique consists of two or-

thogonal loop antennas which measure the magnetic �eld waveform produced

by a lightning event. The amplitude ratio of a selected waveform feature (gen-

erally the peak) measured by each loop can be used to calculate the source
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azimuth with respect to a sensor location (Nag et al., 2015). The intersection

of two or more such direction vectors from additional sensors measuring the

same event simultaneously determines its location. Three-axis magnetic �eld

sensors are required to also estimate the event altitude. The TOA method

uses the small di�erences in the arrival times of the lightning waveform at

multiple stations. A constant di�erence of the times at which a speci�c fea-

ture occurs at two di�erent sensors de�nes a hyperbola, and intersections of

hyperbolas from four or more other sensors let to identify unambiguously a

lightning event location. IF does not require the identi�cation of individ-

ual pulses, instead it uses the phase di�erence of bursts of electromagnetic

radiation, arriving at di�erent antennas for determining both the azimuth

and elevation of the radiation emitted from the lightning channel. VHF net-

works typically consist of 10-20 stations separated by a few tens of meters

(very-short baseline) to few tens of kilometers (short baseline), all within

approximately 60 km of the center of the network. They are sensitive to

frequencies from 30 to 300 MHz, which are known to be associated with air

breakdown processes (Rakov and Uman, 2003), and can be based on both

TOA and IF technique. Long baseline networks based on VLF and LF fre-

quencies, ranging from 3 to 300 kHz, measure the sferics from currents �owing

into existing lightning channels, and both DF and TOA methods can be used

to locate the source of VLF sferics with reasonable resolution.

2.5 Upper-Atmospheric Electric Phenomena

In the last decades, observations from space and ground observers revealed

the existence of a wide range of optical phenomena in the upper atmosphere

(�g. 2.3), from the cloud top to the lower ionosphere, powered by active

thunderstorms (Neubert et al., 2008; Pasko, Yair, and Kuo, 2012; Siingh et

al., 2012). Commonly referred to as transient luminous events (TLE) as a

whole, they exhibit very diverse morphologies and characteristics, depending

on the underlying physical mechanism, and can typically last from less than

1 ms to up to tens of milliseconds.

Red sprites are a manifestation of electrical breakdown at mesospheric alti-
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Figure 2.3: Ideal representation of TLEs and TGFs occurring above
thunderstorm. Reprinted from NASA, Available online: https://www.nasa.
gov/image-feature/upper-atmosphere-phenomena-caused-by-thunderstorms,
2018, accessed on October 1, 2020.

tude, roughly between 80 and 50 km, and are mostly associated with posi-

tive cloud-to-ground (+CG) lightning discharges, lowering large amounts of

charge to ground (Boccippio et al., 1995). Sprites are commonly observed

during the dissipating stage of continental mid-latitude MCS, typically in

the trailing stratiform region (Siingh et al., 2012). The reason is the horizon-

tal dipole lightning pattern distribution of CG occurrence in a MCS, with

negative strokes normally located in the area of active convection (Rutledge

and MacGorman, 1988). Yet, smaller spatial extent and cloud height winter

thunderstorms can generate sprites, as recurrently observed in Japan (Taka-

hashi et al., 2003; Hayakawa et al., 2004; Adachi et al., 2005).

In general, there are three main regions in sprites: an upper di�usive region,

the bright transition region and lower streamer region (Pasko, Inan, and Bell,

1998). However they can exhibit di�erent shapes, the most common of which

are "carrot" sprites, "columniform" sprites or "jelly�sh" sprites (Bór, 2013).

Sprites also tend to occur in clusters of two or more short lived (tens of ms)
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elements, distributed over a horizontal distance of 50-100 km and with a

separation between the elements of about 10 km (Neubert et al., 2005). The

reddish optical emission is primarily due to the neutral molecular nitrogen

N2 emissions, which is the major constituent (about 80 %) of the atmosphere

in the 20-90 km region; observations of weak ionized molecular nitrogen emis-

sions indicate also the possible presence of higher energy processes (Heavner

et al., 2000). High-speed imaging of sprites, faster than 10,000 fps, led to the

discovery of additional concurrent features as streamers propagating both

downward and upward and halos (Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2013).

The main commonly accepted mechanism for sprite production is electron

heating by the quasi-electrostatic (QE) �eld onset in the upper atmosphere

and conventional air breakdown (Pasko, 2010), originally theorized by C. T.

R. Wilson (1925), as a result of the rapid change in charge con�guration of

the thundercloud following the large charge removal of a positive CG stroke.

A proposed alternative is the runaway breakdown mechanism (Gurevich and

Zybin, 2001), in which seed relativistic electrons with energies greater than

1 MeV are accelerated by the thunderstorm QE �eld, producing ions and ad-

ditional secondary free electrons through collisions; if the QE is greater than

a certain threshold, a cascade process makes the number of energetic elec-

trons grow exponentially and optical emissions possible through collisional

excitation between the relativistic electrons and the lower-energy secondary

electrons. The continuing currents �owing into the body of sprites are re-

sponsible for the signi�cant ELF content of a typical sprite-associated wave-

form, exhibiting a secondary peak, following the +CG return stroke current

impulse, which coincides with the optical brightness peak (Cummer et al.,

1998). The apparent polarity asymmetry in sprite-producing CG has been

extensively faced in the last few years. Williams (Williams et al., 2012) sug-

gested that negative cloud-to-ground are more often associated with halos,

rounded visible reddish spots of light sometimes preceding sprites and pro-

duced by the same physical process, but for which the ionization is too weak

for streamer development. More recently Lu (2017) reported a number of

sprites related to negative CG, distributed mainly above the ocean where

negative CG are expected to be more intense (Said, Cohen, and Inan, 2013),
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observing also a higher CMC threshold for sprite initiation respect to posi-

tive CG.

ELVES (Emission of Light and Very low frequency perturbations due to EMP

Sources) are red donut-shaped transient luminous events occurring above

thunderstorms at an altitude of about 90 km, either individually or in con-

junction with sprites. They can reach an extension of 500 km in diameter

and develop on time scales of less than 1 ms, hence much faster than sprites

(Fukunishi et al., 1996). The rapid onset is the direct result of lightning EMP

coupling to the lower ionosphere (90-100 km), through electron Joule heating

(Inan, Bell, and Rodriguez, 1991) which determines the di�use luminosity.

Elves can be triggered by both positive and negative CG strokes, as long

their related peak currents exceed a given threshold. For example, Blaes et

al. (2016) found a 50% elve probability for peak currents above 88 kA.

Other types of transient optical phenomena occur much less frequently dur-

ing a thunderstorm. These include: 1) the gigantic jets (GJ), which move

upward connecting the cloud top to the ionosphere; 2) the blue jets (BJ),

developing upward from cloud top to altitudes of about 40 km at speeds of

100 km/s and showing a blue conical shape; 3) blue starters (BS), closely

related to BJ but with a smaller extent terminating at an altitude of about

25 km (Pasko, 2008).

Thunderstorms have been found to act like an e�ective particle accelera-

tor, capable of producing high energy emission up to tens of MeV in the

form of gamma rays and energetic particles (Tavani et al., 2011; Dwyer, Liu,

and Rassoul, 2013). In addition to TLEs observed at visible wavelengths

above active thunderclouds, satellite observations detected intense bursts of

gamma-rays, referred to as Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGF), lasting

from a few tens of microseconds to a few milliseconds. TGFs develop at an

altitude of 15-20 km, comparable to thundercloud tops, and are relatively

common (i.e. thousands of events each day). Timing and spatial correlation

studies showed an association with the initial stage of positive IC lightning

activity within the cloud. The initial explanation proposed for TGF pro-

duction was the bremsstrahlung emission from a population of high energy

electrons, resulting from the relativistic runaway electron avalanche (RREA)
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process (Fishman et al., 1994), although the observed features in TGF spec-

trum involved other secondary mechanisms. More recent satellite measure-

ments (Tavani et al., 2011) have shown that RREA is actually not needed

for TGFs production and the main mechanism, now widely accepted, con-

sists in the creation of energetic runaway electrons (up to 100 keV) in limited

regions of space by streamer tip and their further direct acceleration in the

electric �eld produced by a lightning leader tip, increasing their energies to

tens of MeV (Celestin and Pasko, 2011). Longer events (20-30 ms), detected

by satellites and exhibiting multiple peaks, are interpreted as energetic elec-

tron bunches moving along the geomagnetic lines and produced by Compton

scattering and pair production induced by TGF photons above the source

region (Carlson, Lehtinen, and Inan, 2009). Other observed signatures, as

the annihilation line at 511 keV, revealed the presence of positrons in the

particles bunch (Marisaldi et al., 2013). Some models and ground measure-

ments suggest also an enhancement in neutron photo-production by TGFs

(Carlson, Lehtinen, and Inan, 2010; Chilingarian, Bostanjyan, and Vanyan,

2012).



Chapter 3

Instrumentation: the BTD-300

sensor

In this chapter the basics of electrostatic lightning detection and thunder-

storm warning systems are introduced. A detailed description of the method

used for this research is then provided. The advantages and di�erences of

this technique with respect to other electrostatic sensors are described, along

with further details on the sensor output.

3.1 Lightning early warning systems

Automated lightning warning systems are a critical component of many sen-

sitive operations. This is especially true at airports but the same applies to

some industrial processes, such those involved with explosives and chemicals

processes or mining and power plants (i.e. nuclear plants, wind farms). Out-

door areas which are often congested with people and lack su�cient shelter,

such as sport complexes and leisure parks, are also particularly vulnerable

during thunderstorms. In most cases, distant lightning detection will warn

of an approaching storm with su�cient lead time (Bennett, 2018). How-

ever, in a minority of cases the �rst �ash may occur either nearby or at the

place that is most vulnerable, representing the most dangerous situations. A

lightning early-warning system, therefore, is a device that determines when

21
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atmospheric conditions are likely to produce lightning strikes and sounds an

alarm, warning those nearby that lightning is imminent and allowing them

to take action with su�cient lead time before the storm arrives in the area.

Prediction systems are naturally prone to false alarms as they respond to

conditions that are not always attributed to a developing thunderstorm.

E�cient alarm methods have been developed using total lightning activity

detected by regional VLF-LF lightning networks in combination with meteo-

rological satellite and radar information about the re�ectivity and location of

convective cells (Murphy and Holle, 2006), though requiring multiple costly

sensors and complex algorithms for processing the large amount of data col-

lected. The charging ability of deep convective clouds generates a strong

electric �eld at ground level, that can be detected prior to the onset of light-

ning activity. As a consequence, other lightning warning methods take into

account the increased strenght of the AEF as measured by electric �eld mill

(EFM) sensors (Montanya, Bergas, and Hermoso, 2004) to automatically

warn of a nearby Cb. A typical �eld mill consists of an insulated sensing

plate, which is alternatively exposed and shielded from the incident ambient

electric �eld under an earthed rotating shutter (MacGorman et al., 1998;

Harrison, 2015), as shown in �g. 3.1.

The time-varying charge induced by the ambient electric �eld on the sens-

ing plate is converted to a voltage by a charge ampli�er. Changes in this

observed voltage level correspond to changes which take place in the atmo-

sphere due to di�erent weather conditions, from 120 V/m (fair-weather) to

about 20 kV/m (intense thunderstorm overhead). As the observed values

increase, so does the likelihood of lightning to be present in the area of con-

cern. Depending on the charge magnitude and its location with respect to

the sensor, the e�ective detection range varies from a few km up to about

20 km. The necessity for moving parts and the need to mantain electrical

insulation makes this instrument relatively high power consuming compared

with other sensors and subject to maintenance. Also, it can only be installed

where there is a clear view of the overhead sky (e.g. no overhanging tree

branches, cables, snow cover etc.) and as far from taller objects as possible,

as these will distort the electric �eld.
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Figure 3.1: Basic design and signal conditioning inside a �eld mill. 1 Chopper
wheel; 2 sensor plates; 3 base plate; 4 rotary encoder; 5 drive; 6 ampli�er;
7 multiplier; 8 low-pass; 9 display. Adapted from Wikimedia Commons,
Available online: https://commons.wikimedia.org, accessed on January 19,
2021.

The AEF magnitude and polarity changes, related to charge layers in a de-

veloped thundercloud, are the main indicators of storm evolution useful for

warning, once calibrated thresholds are de�ned (i.e. commonly used stan-

dard values are 1.5 or 2 kV/m). The EFM method is suitable for warning

of imminent threat at short range (less than 10 km) with typical lead times

lower than 10 min, but it is characterised by a relatively low probability of

detection (POD=30-40%) and a high false alarm rate (FAR=75-80%) (Mur-

phy, Holle, and Demetriades, 2008; Aranguren et al., 2009). Some �eld mill-

based warning systems also detect nearby lightning by the abrupt change in

electric �eld it produces, as illustrated in �g. 3.2. Whilst the di�erence in

background electric �eld measured by a �eld mill before and after a �ash

can be used to broadly estimate its proximity up to few tens of km away,

determination that the sharp change in �eld was generated by a lightning

�ash can be challenging to do, especially during heavy precipitation where

background noise increases substantially. EFM are thus often complemented

with other sensors using a di�erent detection method (e.g. optical, acoustic)

to verify the presence of lightning and cannot be considered as stand-alone
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for lightning detection.

Figure 3.2: Electric Field mill operation. Reprinted from Wikimedia Com-
mons, Available online: https://commons.wikimedia.org, accessed on Jan-
uary 19, 2021.

3.2 The BTD-300 thunderstorm detector

An alternative method to detect the slow (<50 Hz) �eld changes resulting

from thunderstorm activity relies on the unique and still little-explored ap-

proach based upon measurement of displacement currents induced on grounded

electrodes exposed to air (Bennett, 2013; Bennett, 2017). The BTD-300 (Bi-

ral Thunderstorm Detector) has been developed speci�cally for use as a com-

plete stand-alone thunderstorm warning system, with an emphasis on aiding

operational decisions on lightning critical activities. The sensor is currently

the only commercially available sensor of this kind working as a single-site

thunderstorm detector and is designed to monitor conditions where a thun-

derstorm may develop overhead, as well as detecting and locating lightning

from local active thunderstorms in the area of concern, achieving a detec-

tion e�ciency exceeding 95% for a single lightning �ash (any type) within
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56 km and low FAR (<2%), in compliance with aviation authorities require-

ments (Biral, 2018). Lightning location uncertainty is speci�ed by the man-

ufacturer as ±5 km for <20 km range, otherwise ±10 km due to natural

variability of lightning strength. The combination of lightning and in situ

atmospheric electrical parameters signi�cantly increases the chance of early

warning before the �rst strike of a storm, succeeding in about 77% of cases

for nearby storms(<19 km) and 91% for storms which produced overhead

lightning (<9.3 km) and ensuring longer mean lead times with respect to

�eld mills(Bennett, 2018). Fig. 3.3 shows a typical example of early warning

of the �rst overhead �ash, provided by the BTD.

Figure 3.3: Warning messages sent by a BTD-300 as a storm intensi�ed
around the area of concern. The system ensured 15 min early warning before
overhead lightning onset and in a context in which other distant lighnting
were absent.
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3.2.1 Design and operation principle

In general, the electrostatic �eld change from lightning, ∆Es, at a horizon-

tal distance D on perfectly conducting ground due to removal of a single

spherically symmetric charge, ∆Q, from height H is given by:

∆Es =
1

2πε0

∆QH

(H2 +D2)
3
2

, (3.1)

where ε0 is the electric permittivity of free space. Eq. 3.1 is valid for distances

larger than lightning vertical channel H, typically beyond 9-10 km as seen

in �g. 3.4. Deviations from the inverse cube law increase with increasing

distances (>50 km), when ionospheric e�ects are not negligible and act to

further reduce the electrostatic �eld magnitude produced by lightning with

distance. This concept is explained by Perez-Invernon et al. (2016) and

Hager et al. (2012), using a more general formula for the vertical component

of the electric �eld in terms of multiple charge images between the ionosphere

and the ground:

Ez(r) = − Q

2πε0

+∞∑

n=−∞

h+ 2nL

[(h+ 2nL)2 + r2]3/2
, (3.2)

where Q is the total charge in the thundercloud, located at an altitude h

above ground, L is the ground-ionosphere separation and r the plane distance

from the thundercloud.

Given that all lightning �ashes generate an appreciable electrostatic �eld

change at close range, this can be used to measure total lightning activity

around a speci�c site, including weak cloud pulses and upward streamers

initiated from tips of wind turbine blades and tall masts, typically only a few

hundred amperes and thus occasionally missed by other VLF-LF lightning

location networks. The BTD-300 infers the value ∆Es by sampling the charge

�ow on its 3 co-located passive antennas (a spherical primary antenna on

top plus two toroidal ones just below), consisting of stainless steel grounded

sensing electrodes of approximately 0.28 m2, about 20 times larger than that

of a typical EFM, which allows a signal to noise ratio su�cient to reliably
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Figure 3.4: Electrostatic �eld magnitude produced by lightning at ground
level with distance. The inverse cube dependence is invalid at short distances
(<10 km), when the channel length can no longer be assumed small compared
to the receiver-source separation. The ionospheric screening contribution
becomes relevant at distances >50 km, acting to further reduce the E-�eld
magnitude.

detect lightning up to 83 km away. Each antenna works independently from

the others and generates a displacement current I in response to the dynamic

AEF, depending on the time derivative of the experienced electric �eld as
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follows:

I = ε0AF
dE

dt
, (3.3)

where A is the antenna surface area and F is the amplication factor of E due

to the antenna geometry. The input current from the antenna is ampli�ed

and measured with a sensitive ammeter embedded in an electrical insulation

block, which is the key to the BTD reliability integrated with heaters and

wind/rain shields to ensure proper insulation during all weather conditions.

The insulation block unique design is presented in �g. 3.5, which shows the

PTFE (an excellent thermal and electrical insulator, heat and UV resistant,

hygrophobic and non-stick) rain shield and the grooved insulator, embedding

the ammeter and integrated with heaters. This particular shape maximises

the insulating surface area and add additional shielding. The ampli�er is

Figure 3.5: Antenna insulator unit, showing the location of the unheated
outer rain shield and inner heated grooved insulator block. Reprinted from
"BTD-300 user manual", by Biral, 2018, Copyright by Biral.

based upon a transimpedance circuit for current to voltage conversion (�g.
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3.6), using a single resistor with parallel capacitance and an opamp stage

(Harrison, 2015). The output voltage is related to the input current by

Figure 3.6: Basic elements of a transimpedance ampli�er. Adapted from
Wikimedia Commons, Available online: https://commons.wikimedia.org, ac-
cessed on August 6, 2021.

Vout = −iRf . For currents of nA or larger, as those associated with lightning,

Rf ∼MΩ will give voltages in the mV level (1 nA=22 mV for Rf = 22MΩ,

the actual value used on the BTD-300). The output signal is continuously

sampled at 100 Hz, corresponding to 10 ms resolution, which is su�cient to

capture the entire waveform of a lightning �ash, including �rst and subse-

quent RS in case the �ash multiplicity exceeds 1. Unlike individual lightning

strokes, the total charge neutralisation by lightning �ash usually takes sev-

eral hundreds of milliseconds. Flash durations measured by the BTD-300

and reported in �g. 3.7 indicate a median of 0.2 s and 95% are within 0.9 s.

The sensor time resolution provides reasonably rapid measurement to cap-

ture the induced currents from all lightning �ashes in a storm, even in the

presence of high �ash rates, without saturation. The maximum cumulative
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Figure 3.7: Histogram of �ash durations measured by the BTD-300.

sum (time integral) of antenna output over the �ash duration is proportional

to the electrostatic �eld change in eq. 3.1 produced by the �ash, which is

in turn used to estimate the distance between the lightning and the sensor,

assuming a CMC of 50 C km (typical range is 20-160 C km) (�g. 3.8).

The largest source of range uncertainty is therefore the natural variability in

lightning charge moment. The error in range estimation if a �xed value for

the lightning charge moment is chosen is shown in �g. 3.9. The range uncer-

tainty was estimated by determining the theoretical electric �eld change with

distance for a typical lightning �ash with a charge moment of 70 C km, com-

pared to a �ash with 20 and 160 C km. These limits encompass the majority

of charge moments found during a typical thunderstorm. A suitable integra-

tion period (>0.2 s) needs to be used to ensure the total charge moment is

captured. It is important to use only the electrostatic component of the total
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Figure 3.8: BTD-300 lightning ranging principle. The integrated antenna
output during a lightning �ash is proportional to the total electric �eld
change, which in turn depends upon the charge moment change and the
inverse cube of distance.

�eld change, since the radiation and induction �eld components scales di�er-

ently with distance. These components can be neglected for propagation dis-

tances shorter than about 80 km by limiting the antenna frequency response

to below 100 Hz. The proportion of current induced on a conductor due to
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Figure 3.9: Di�erence in range estimation if a lightning charge moment
change of 70 C km is assumed compared to an actual value between 20
and 160 C km, for a lightning channel length of 3km.

the electrostatic component of the lightning signal compared to the radiated

electromagnetic component can be approximately expressed as function of

the distance from the �ash according to: ∆ES/∆ER = (c/(2πfmaxD))2. Fig-

ure 3.10 shows qualitatively that 97% of the current induced on the antenna

80 km from the �ash is due to the slow-varying �eld change (<100 Hz) (only

29% if <1 kHz); the electromagnetic component dominates beyond 50 km if

the max frequency response is increased to 1 kHz. The BTD antenna out-

put is therefore �ltered and only changes in the electric �eld between 1-45

Hz are used, which is a considerably lower frequency than signals produced

by electromagnetic (radio) waves used for wireless communication or emit-

ted by electronic equipment. Whilst signals in 1-45 Hz are produced by the
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Figure 3.10: Proportion of current induced on a conductor due to the elec-
trostatic component of the lightning signal compared to the electromagnetic
component for di�erent frequency response of the sensing device, with dis-
tance from �ash.

relatively slow changes in electrostatic �elds, the 1 Hz high pass �ltering of

the BTD-300 prevents direct measurement of the atmosphere's background

(DC) electrostatic �eld. The BTD-300 measurement technique is therefore

referred to as �quasi-electrostatic�. This technique has the distinct advantage

of removing noise from slow changes in the electric �eld below 1 Hz, which

are not associated with lightning.

In addition to lightning detection, the BTD-300 is sensitive to other sources

of electrosatic �eld change that are related to the presence of convective

clouds and used to promptly warn of overhead lightning risk. Charged pre-

cipitation represents a natural signal with similar characteristics to distant

lightning. The source of the displacement current on the antennas is from

direct impact or very close (few centimetres) movement of charged hydrom-
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eteors or hailstones. Measurement does not re�ect the actual net charge

on the drop, but rather the dipole induced on the falling particles by the

AEF. Increased background variability in displacement current in the pres-

ence of strong electric �elds under Cb is generated by wind-blown ions, or

space charge, moving by the sensor and released at ground level by corona

emission from prominent structures. The di�erent sources can be clearly

separated on the BTD using an innovative method described by Bennett

(2013) and based upon the antenna ratios, determined by the relative signal

amplitude measured on the 3 channels. The method is also bene�cial in low-

ering the false alarm rate, by the automatic identi�cation of non-lightning

sources. 3D electric �eld simulations taking advantage of the axial sym-

metry of the BTD-300 using Finite Element Method Magnetics (FEMM,

https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage), allowed the estimation of theo-

retical antenna ratios for di�erent charge con�gurations, emulating for in-

stance �eld changes from lightning or falling charged particles, and high-

lighted the necessity of installing the BTD away from nearby obstacles in

order to keep such values unaltered. Ideally, the thunderstorm detector will

be installed at distances of at least 3 times the height of any nearby objects

without overhead obstructions, to avoid reduction in performance, and no

regular movement of people or vehicles within 10 m is recommended. The

relative magnitude of the electric �eld surrounding the BTD-300 when in-

stalled on �at, open ground is shown in �g. 3.11. A cross-section of the

BTD-300 is superimposed, showing the spherical antenna at the top, with

the two toroidal antennas below. The strength and orientation of the elec-

tric �eld is indicated by the lines of equipotential (e.g. voltage of the air

compared to the ground). The equipotential lines are horizontal over a �at

site, but are perturbed in the vicinity of a grounded object such as the BTD-

300. The increase of the electric �eld magnitude surrounding the antennas of

the BTD-300 can be seen, with warmer colours and closer equipotential lines.

This increase helps the instrument to detect small changes in the background

electric �eld associated with distant or weak lightning. On the other hand,

the electric �eld magnitude enhancement on the antenna surfaces requires

their geometry to be round and smooth su�ciently to avoid corona initia-

https://www.femm.info/wiki/HomePage
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tion, that could seriously undermine the measurement process. In particular,

the special geometry of BTD-300 antennas allows the detector to operate un-

der intense electric �elds (up to about 150 kV/m) without initiating corona

interference.

A key bene�t in using the BTD-300 is given by the possibility to estimate

Figure 3.11: Relative electric �eld magnitude (colours) and equipotential
lines surrounding the BTD-300, modelled in FEMM. Background �eld is 100
V/m, with equipotential lines every 10 V.

both proximity and bearing of a lightning �ash. The radio emission from

lightning is used to determine its direction by the magnetic direction �nding

(MDF) technique (Rafalsky et al., 1995). The BTD-300 is then equipped

with a MDF module, with a peak sensitivity at 80 kHz in the low frequency

(LF) radio band between 30 kHz and 2 MHz, optimized to detect both CG

and IC �ashes, and consisting of three co-located radio antennas, respectively

sensitive to the NS and EW horizontal magnetic �eld components and to the

vertical electric �eld component. The relative magnitudes and polarities of

these RF components, associated with the highest amplitude stroke within a

�ash, are used to compute the direction of the source with a maximum uncer-

tainty of about 5 degrees, up to nearly 300 km from the sensor. Di�erently

from other stand-alone RF antennas used for lightning detection, the BTD-

300 reports a lightning �ash only in the case of simultaneous trigger of both

quasi-electrostatic antennas and MDF module, thus lowering the false alarm
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rate from spurious radio waves. The combination of electrostatic ranging and

radio direction �nding allows thunderstorms to be located and tracked in a

radius of up to 100 km around the site of interest using a single sensor. An

example of �ashes located by the BTD-300 during an active thunderstorm

is illustrated in �gure 2.5, in relation to spread heavy thundery showers in

Southern UK on April 21, 2018, following an unusual early spring heatwave.

Figure 3.12: Realtime storm tracking and �ash ranging provided by the BTD-
300 during the 21 April 2018 thunderstorms in South West UK. The two plots
show the time and spatial distribution of �ash locations around Portishead
(UK), by combining both MDF and quasi-electrostatic estimation of bearing
and distance, respectively.

3.3 BTD-300 data output

The data examined for this thesis covers the period 2015-2020, during which

a statistically signi�cant database was built up by continuous operation of

a BTD-300 installed at Biral headquarters in Portishead, UK. The database

consists of two data streams: 1) the BTD processed output consisting of

a message sent automatically every 2 seconds via a serial data connection

and containing details of any lightning �ash, the warning status and the

system status determined over the previous 2 seconds, used to identify all

thunderstorm warnings issued; 2) the 100 Hz sampled antenna current raw
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time series, actually used to perform calculations and statistics and fed into

the BTD inner processor. The processed dataset is the one normally avail-

able to users and used by the Biral Control software, which among the other

functions provides a real time display of any lightning occurrence within

83 km of the site and any warning of potential local thunderstorm activity.

Default warning levels are de�ned in compliance with the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) standards, as speci�ed in the user manual; in addi-

tion, reporting of a numerical �ag clari�es the nature of warning issued. The

warning �ag is a 2 character integer where individual bits have been set to

correspond to certain warnings (i.e. distant �ash, corona, charged precipita-

tion, etc...) and can be eventually combined. By contrast, the raw data are

made only optionally available (i.e. for research application) to the host PC

connected to the BTD-300 via serial connection. Data are stored in binary

format, each �le containing 15 min recordings by default. For the purpose of

this research project, this latter time series is generally used. The data pro-

cessing and analysis is performed in Python. Details of tools and techniques

used are provided later, in the relative sections.



Chapter 4

ML classi�cation of BTD

waveforms

This chapter addresses the issue of occasional transient signals misinterpreted

as local �ashes by the BTD-300 and consequently leading to false alarms. Af-

ter brie�y introducing the main goals to be achieved, a description of common

noise sources and relative signatures is presented, with an emphasis on tran-

sient signals induced by remote lightning �ashes occurring hundreds of km

outside the area of concern but whose amplitude is comparable to that of

local �ashes. The di�erent features with respect to genuine �ashes suggested

the possibility of using waveform recognition based on a machine learning

(ML) classi�cation algorithm in order to correctly classify each detection.

The steps of the newly developed method are introduced along with an anal-

ysis of performance on unseen data. Possible optimisations are also discussed

that would make it applicable to the BTD real-time data processing.

4.1 Goals

As previously described in section 3.2, the BTD-300 uses an innovative

method of discriminating between uniform, vertical �eld changes generated

by lightning and non-uniform, non-lightning sources of quasi-electrostatic

�eld change by comparison of the signal strength on its 3 co-located an-

38
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tennas, which is a function of their di�erent geometry and exposure to the

AEF. This discrimination is of fundamental importance to achieve the de-

tection e�ciency and low false alarm rates required by strict aviation safety

regulations, hardly attainable on single �eld mills or radio sensors. Occa-

sional transient signals may however mimic the antenna ratio and strength

of genuine �ashes, leading to potential false alarms being issued by the BTD

in case the estimated range falls within the de�ned warning sectors. Com-

mon sources of ambiguity in local �ash identi�cation are usually related to

either intense CG �ashes occurring outside the area of concern, up to some

hundreds of km from the sensor, or other local transient electric �eld changes

on the same time scale as a lightning �ash such as from birds �ying by the

detector.

In accordance with the SAINT proposal for this PhD project (i.e. design of

improved short-range lightning detection system for airport safety), a new

approach has been developed and tested aiming at improving the ability of

the �ash �nder algorithm in identifying and rejecting unwanted signals. The

main goal is hence to extend the current algorithm by introducing a clas-

si�cation based upon not just the antenna ratio but also on the waveform

shape recognition. The core of this approach is the combination of already

available �ash features (described in section 4.2) and newly added spectral

analysis, that are subsequently used to feed a ML classi�cation model. The

main advantage is the great versatility of the algorithm, being easily cus-

tomizable to identify speci�c features in the time series and leading the way

to new research applications for the BTD-300. In particular, the improved

characterization of spike transients detected by the BTD in association with

remote large peak current CG strokes proved bene�cial for the wider Atmo-

spheric Electricity research community, as shown in the following chapters.

A second goal is the algortihm optimisation through the analysis of input

features importance in signal discrimination and data pre-processing, which

would allow better performance in terms of computational time and possible

integration into the current BTD real-time data processing algorithm.
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4.2 BTD �ash �nder algorithm

Discrimination of sources of displacement current on the BTD-300, necessary

for issuing speci�c alerts, is normally achieved by processing the 100 Hz sam-

pled output from its 3 channels. The operation is automatically performed

on the data �ow in near real-time using a half second bu�er by the BTD

internal processor which communicates with a PC, hosting the Biral BTD

Control Software, or an external sounder via a dedicated relay. In particular,

the focus of this section is on the BTD �ash identi�cation work�ow, which

is emulated in a Python script to facilitate further analysis. Discussion is

henceforth referred to this latter procedure.

Those steps in the procedure which where found relevant are set out be-

low. Once recorded data for a speci�ed interval of time are loaded and

stored in 3 arrays, one for each channel, the preliminary step is the ADC to

voltage values conversion and o�set correction. Each point in the arrays is

then examined to identify eventual values that exceed a predetermined SNR

(Signal-to-Noise Ratio) threshold. In particular, for a given data point i:

1) the mean and standard deviation (SD) antenna value in the previous N

samples are determined along with the SNR, as follows

SNR = (antennaout[i]−MEAN [i−N−1 : i−1])/SD[i−N−1 : i−1]; (4.1)

2) the relative antenna ratios are calculated between Primary/Secondary and

Primary/Tertiary antennas, respectively; 3) the covariance based on n < N

samples is calculated for the window [i−n−1 : i+1], since �ash �eld changes

are expected to induce concordant sign current variations on the antennas

(COV > 0). The data points that satisfy the following conditions:





SNR > SNRthreshold

min < P/S < max min < P/T < max

COV > 0

(4.2)
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are classi�ed as �ash events and grouped into the same �ash if the time di�er-

ence between the last and next sample, which meets the same requirements,

is less than or equal to 500 ms. The min/max antenna ratios above have been

optimised by the manufacturer following electrostatic simulations and direct

�ash measurements. The need of value initialisation implies that a small

fraction of the original dataset is used for this purpose. For all the events

identi�ed, additional features are determined and stored as for instance peak

amplitude, �ash duration and the max/mean ratio that characterise each

�ash. In addition, the primary antenna current is integrated over the �ash

duration, allowing range estimation through Eq. 3.1. The relevant informa-

tion about each �ash are hence stored in a CSV �le, containing time, date

and features previously obtained. Flash relative waveforms can be optionally

saved as image format for visual inspections. Examples of extracted �ash sig-

nals are shown in �g. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Two �ashes recorded by the BTD at di�erent distances: an
overhead �ash, in which the induced current reaches the saturation level
(left); a distant (70 km) multi-stroke -CG �ash. In both cases, it is evident
that lightning generated �eld changes produce concordant currents on the 3
antennas (i.e. positive covariance).

4.3 Noise sources

Although the method described proved succesful in most cases, as widely

demonstrated by the BTD performance, it does not allow automatic recog-

nition of eventual not genuine signals that accidentally meet the previous set
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of conditions. Such events could be easily identi�ed by visual inspection of

related waveforms. However, the raw data output is not generally available

to users and the manual identi�cation is not practicable, given that the BTD

technology is intended to deliver automatic thunderstorm alerts with mini-

mal supervision. Hence the need to automate this process.

The data examined for the purpose covers the period 2017-2020, during which

a large database was built up by continuous operation of a BTD-300 installed

at Biral headquarters in Portishead, UK. The database consists of two data

streams: 1) the 100 Hz sampled antenna raw time series, stored as binary

�les containing 15 min recordings each, feeding �ash �nder algorithm and

actually used to perform calculations and statistics; 2) the BTD processed

output consisting of a message sent every 2 seconds and containing details

of any lightning �ash, the warning status and the system status determined

over the previous 2 seconds, used to identify all �ash warning issued. For

the period considered, the raw data have been processed using the algorithm

in section 4.2 and approximately 18,000 events were classi�ed as lightning,

whose range is estimated to be less than 100 km. An event is tagged as false

warning/detection either if a combination of satellite imagery and lightning

data from the GLD360 Global Lightning Dataset (providing information on

lightning stroke time and location plus additional parameters as the peak

current and polarity) indicates that no active thunderstorms were present

in the area of concern at the time of warning trigger, or in case of a match

with a genuine distant �ash, if the actual distance from the detector is larger

than 100 km. Also, a concurrent visual inspection is carried out on suspected

false detection associated waveforms, extracted from the time series. This

preliminary selection allowed the identi�cation of not-genuine detections and

the generation of a catalogue of recurrent waveforms, whose shape depends

on the actual causative source, as shown later. It must be pointed out that

such false detections led only to �distant lightning� (i.e. >20 km) warnings,

the lowest BTD alert level, leaving the accuracy in nowcasting vicinity or

overhead thunderstorm risk unaltered. Aviation authorities, in fact, require

the interruption of outdoor activities, including �ight departures and arrivals,

only when lightning is detected at aerodromes within a critical distance of
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about 5 NM (9 km).

Most commonly observed classes of occasional non-stationary transient sig-

nals determining false detections are grouped into 3 main categories: 1)

unipolar spikes, caused generally by intense CG �ashes occurring outside the

area of concern (i.e. FAA lightning reporting range is 30 NM, corresponding

to about 56 km); 2) sinusoidal signals, resulting from birds �ying above or

nearby the sensor; 3) burst signals, generated from high voltage transients

in nearby electrical devices/switches, which are the least frequent and unlike

the previous two categories can be completely removed complying with site

installation requirements. Type 1 and type 2 sources exhibit a characteristic

diurnal and seasonal pattern. The former type is predominant in wintertime

and more evenly distributed during the day (see section 4.3.1). The latter

is largely dominant during Spring and in a lesser extent in Summer months,

with related warnings occurring almost exclusively in daylight. The observed

shape di�erences with respect to genuine �ashes are also re�ected in a spe-

ci�c spectral content, that is therefore included in the list of features used for

event classi�cation through ML, as decribed in section 4.4. The advantage of

including the time-frequency representation is evidenced in �g. 4.2, in which,

using for instance the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) ((Percival and

Walden, 2000; Kristeková, Kristek, and Moczo, 2009)) of BTD signal on the

primary antenna, it is immediately obvious the dominant frequency compo-

nents in the case of a spike and a bird false positive. The CWT captures the

impulsive events at the same times they occur in the time series, revealing

a superposition of di�erent frequencies on the latter signal, characterised by

a dominant peak at lower frequencies, just below 10 Hz, and followed by a

broader but weaker high frequency region concident with the positive peak

in the time series. The spike signal, conversely, is less resolved in frequency

domain, showing a distinct wide band region peaked at about 35 Hz.
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Figure 4.2: Time-amplitude and time-frequency representation of type 1 and
type 2 false positive signals.

4.3.1 Properties of CG �ashes associated with spike false

warnings

Unlike other sources of false warning, detection of BTD spikes has scienti�c

relevance and potential impact on lightning superbolts and TLEs research

(see chapters 5 and 6). Based upon the false warning selection method in sec-

tion 4.3, about 150 events of identi�ed false belong to the spike category. The

information about causative CG, retrieved from GLD360 database, shows a

signi�cant bias towards large peak currents (> 100 kA) but a predominance

of +CG as seen in the histogram in �g. 4.3, with a median of +235 kA. De-

spite the lower proportion of negative �ashes, -CG are stronger on average

with a median of -514 kA (by contrast, the average peak current of �rst RS in

negative �ashes is -30 kA (Rakov and Uman, 2003)). Table 4.1 summarizes

the main properties of spike associated CGs.
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Table 4.1: CG average properties and proportion summary (*available from
Nov 2018)

-CG +CG

Peak current (kA) -470 +254

RiseTime* (µs) 20.5 19.6

Peak-to-Zero* (µs) 17.0 16.1

Proportion 28% 72%

Figure 4.3: Peak current distribution of spike-causative CG �ashes retrieved
from GLD360.

The geographical distribution of spike sources in �g. 4.4 shows a polarity

asimmetry, with -CGs tending to be exclusively con�ned to sea and coastal

areas such as Irish/Celtic sea and the English Channel. +CGs appear more

uniformly distributed but with a higher density along the western coast of

the UK.
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Figure 4.4: Location of �ashes that triggered spikes on the BTD. The grey
area indicates a radius of 100 km around the sensor at Portishead. Innermost
yellow area represents the lightning area of concern (<56 km) for airport
safety according to FAA regulations.

On the other hand, their seasonal distribution highlights a peak activity

for DJF quarter, when the maximum number of days (19) with spike-related

warnings is found, which corresponds to about 50% of the total as shown in

�g. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Spike-warnings seasonal distribution by quarters.

This period of the year is typically dominated by arctic and polar mar-

itime air which often produces scattered thunderstorms around the British

Isles. The occurrence of intense CG �ashes during winter thunderstorms is

widely discussed in later chapters, along with the increased risk of damage to

properties and power lines. Summer spike false warnings are by contrast sig-

ni�cantly less frequent, with a minimum of 5 days for JJA quarter, and tend

to be concentrated in periods of widespread lightning activity, as large MCS

and multicellular thunderstorms whose development is boosted by summer

weather patterns such as the Spanish Plume.

4.4 ML classi�cation algorithm

Machine learning (ML) generally indicates the study of techniques that gives

computer algorithms the ability to learn from data and improve automati-

cally to perform tasks without being explicitly programmed to do so (Géron,

2019). ML algorithms are used in a wide variety of applications, where con-

ventional algorithms are too complex (or not known) and require a lot of

hand-tuning or long lists of rules. ML techniques are also widely used in

many areas to dig into large amounts of data and discover eventual patterns

otherwise not immediately apparent in the so-called data-mining.
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Figure 4.6: ML work�ow architecture.

A basic ML algorithm build a model based on sample data, known as

training set, in order to make predictions or decisions whose accuracy is

later evaluated. The typical work�ow process is described in �g. 4.6. The

next subsections cover the di�erent steps of ML approach applied to the

BTD data, which extends the functionality and prediction capability of the

method in section 4.2. The new algorithm is alike implemented in Python

3 and the main libraries used are NumPy, Pandas, SciPy and scikit-learn, a

free ML library, featuring among the other functions various classi�cation,

regression and clustering models.

4.4.1 Problem de�nition and data preparation

As anticipated in section 4.1, the main goal of the new algorithm is to cor-

rectly �ag the events selected using the method in section 4.2, in order to

distinguish genuine �ashes from other transient signals that produce sim-

ilar antenna ratios. The task is therefore a typical classi�cation problem

for which ML o�ers a viable/practical and versatile solution. A traditional

approach would by contrast require several hand-tuned thresholds for each

category and imply an a priori knowledge of waveform features, not adapting

to �uctuating environments as previously unseen noise signals.

ML algorithms can be di�erentiated depending upon the type of supervision

they get during training. Supervised learning is used in this speci�c case,
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meaning that the training set fed into the algorithm includes the desired

class or label for each entry. In order to perform a classi�cation task, a ML

algorithm should be able to predict the label of a new instance it has never

seen before, given a number of examples contained in the training data. The

approach used herein is the model-based learning, in which a model is built

from the training set and later used to make predictions on unseen events

(�g. 4.7).

Figure 4.7: Model-based learning. Adapted from Hands-On Machine Learn-
ing with Scikit-Learn and TensorFlow, p. 18, by A. Géron, 2017, O'Reilly.
Copyright 2017 by Aurélien Géron. All rights reserved.

The preliminary step in the algorithm development is forming the database.

As already mentioned in section 4.3, data in this study are gathered by pro-

cessing the BTD raw output through the �ash �nder algorithm in 4.2, mod-

i�ed to include FFT calculations, and partitioned in 2 data sets: (i) Data

Part 1, including events from 2017 to May 2019 and used to de�ne the train-

ing set and search/optimise the best model; (ii) Data Part 2, from June

2019 to August 2020, used as an independent data set to perform the �nal

performance evaluation of selected model. As the data corresponding to a

single event are high dimensional and multivariant, each part is structured

in tabular format and stored in a multi-column CSV �le, whose columns
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correspond to the attributes or features. The �le structure must be carefully

considered as shape and size of the training dataset signi�cantly contribute

to the algorithm performance. In particular, a disproportionate number of

rows would slow the training process as well as large feature dimensionality

could introduce noise in some algorithms and cause poor performance. A

�le row speci�es the characteristics of a given event including information

about 18 attributes such as peak amplitude, SNR, antenna ratios, statistics

(i.e. maxovermean, Primary/Secondary antennas covariance, . . . ) and signal

band power derived by the FFT spectrogram amplitude as de�ned in section

4.5. FFT calculations have been speci�cally added to the new algorithm

and are performed only in the case of events complying with SNR and ratio

thresholds. Further to this, an additional column is added to the training

set, after each sample is labelled to di�erentiate event type. Both binary and

multiclass classi�cation have been implemented and tested. A sample of 6

input attributes training subset is reported below, showing the �rst 10 rows:

The choice of the 6 attributes is made in order to include some of the

parameters that have an higher importance in the decision process, as shown

later in section 4.4.5, and to help with the algorithm decision steps visual-

ization. The categorical variables in type column identify spikes (0), �ashes

(1) and noise (2), respectively. The 3 classes are highly imbalanced due the

relatively low false alarm rate of the BTD, determining a lot more observa-

tions for �ash class than others. This requires a careful model search process

and special handling in the data preparation to select the most appropriate

ML classi�er, as described in section 4.4.3.

The 6 features training subset can be visualized in �g. 4.8a using a parallel
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coordinate plot. The plot maps each row of data as a line, whose colour

depends upon type, and highlights eventual relationships between the at-

tributes. Looking at the distribution of the 3 classes in each of the attributes,

the plot shows that the 3 classes are highly mixed in most attributes but some

explicit distinction is already found, the most evident being in the bandFFT1

coordinate for spike type. A smoothed version of the parallel coordinate plot

is shown in �g. 4.8b using Andrews plot, which enables to visualize structures

in high-dimensional data. The Andrews curve is de�ned as a �nite Fourier

series that is plotted between -π and +π for each row in the data set. It is

easy to see an underlying structure in this data set and a di�erent behaviour

for the 3 classes that is evident looking at the median curves. The observed

structure implies that a ML algorithm might help to �gure out the pattern

and understand the equation that goes behind it.
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Figure 4.8: Parallel coordinate plot(a) and Andrews curve (b) from the 6
features data subset. The values of each attribute are pre-processed with
standard scaling in order that the mean is set to zero and the attributes are
scaled by their standard deviations. Each line represents a data set row and
is labeled with di�erent colours according to event type. Thicker lines in (b)
correspond to median values for each class.
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In �g. 4.9, the multi-dimensional data subset is projected onto 2D space

using Radviz plot (Ho�man, Grinstein, and Pinkney, 1999). In this rep-

resentation, each dimension in the data set is represented as a dimensional

anchor, distributed evenly on a unit circle. A row of the data set corresponds

to a point in the projection that is linked to every dimensional anchor by a

spring. The position of the point is de�ned as the point in the 2D space that

minimizes the spring's tension and thus represents the balance between the

in�uence of all dimensions. In this speci�c case, it shows that a 6 features

model is already good for spike identi�cation but the large overlap between

noise and �ashes indicates that additional parameters may be needed.

Figure 4.9: Radviz 2D projection of 6 features training subset.
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4.4.2 Data overview

Given that all input attributes in this study are �oating-point numerical type,

descriptive statistics and visualization tools are useful to better understand

the available data and distribution of each attribute used, as this in�uences

the choice of best model and eventual data pre-processing needed. A sum-

mary of the main statistical properties of the 6 input attributes subset, that

is representative of the full dataset, is listed below for each class:

Type 0 (spikes)

Type 1 (�ashes)

Type 2 (noise)

A quick view of the data shows already some initial di�erencies between

the classes, despite the limited numbers of attributes considered. In par-

ticular, the spike class shows the largest di�erence with respect to genuine
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�ashes in correspondence of bandFFT1, bandFFT2 and durationP. The noise

class, by contrast is more overlapped to �ash features, the main di�erences

being observed in the SNR_P, durationP and ratio_PST. Such di�erences

are easily recognized by looking at boxplots in �g. 4.10, in which outliers

have been removed.
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Figure 4.10: Boxplots of the 6 attributes for each type.

Fig. 4.11 zooms in on the attributes that exhibit the largest skew, showing

the boxplots for each attribute by type.
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Figure 4.11: Boxplots by type for attributes with maximum skew.

Histograms help to visualize the distribution of the attributes that maxi-

mize di�erences between the classes as shown in �g. 4.12. Given the limited

spread of attribute values for spikes, this class is the most easily discernible

among the others considering duration and power bands, while the antenna

ratio is the individual feature that contribute most to separate the 3 classes.
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Figure 4.12: Histograms distribution by type of 4 attributes (bandFFT1,
bandFFT2, durationP, ratioPST).

The scatter plot matrix in �g. 4.13 includes the entire data subset and

allows to look at the pairwise relationships between the attributes and spot

eventual correlations. Subplots along the diagonal line shows the kernel den-

sity estimation (KDE) by type, that extends what previuosly observed using

histograms.
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Figure 4.13: Scatter plot matrix for data subset.

In order to quantify the degree of correlation between attributes, the

Pearson's correlation matrix is calculated and reported below:

Some values indicate a moderate degree of correlation between the vari-

ables (i.e. 0.5-0.7 in absolute value), as also shown in the correlation matrix

plot displayed in �g. 4.14. Depending on the ML algorithm, strongly corre-

lated attributes may in�uence its performance.
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Figure 4.14: Correlation matrix plot.

4.4.3 Best model selection

In this section, an extensive search of the ML algorithm that is best suited to

the classi�cation problem is carried out. Scikit-learn library provides various

classi�ers that can be adapted to both binary and multiclass problems, such

as:

� Logistic Regression (LR)

� Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

� k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)

� Naive Bayes (NB)

� Classi�cation and Regression Trees (CART)

� Support Vector Machines (SVM)
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� Random Forest (RF, not to be confused with previously de�ned acronym

for Radio Frequency)

The accuracy of each classi�er is strongly in�uenced by the data character-

istics and data pre-processing is needed in most cases to achieve acceptable

performance. Additional complexity arises when dealing with highly imbal-

anced dataset. This is the case for the data used in this study in which the

�ash class is largely more frequent than other classes.

The choice of most suitable ML algorithm for the data structure de�ned in

the previous sections is done using 18 unscaled features in Data Part 1. The

eventual advantages of using data-scaling and pre-processing are discussed

later in optimisation section 4.4.5.

In the �rst instance, a number of classi�ers has been evaluated by manually

initialising the relative hyperparameters. To do so the Data Part 1 is split

into two subsets: the training set and the validation set, that is �xed at 20%

of the entire dataset. The subsets are generated by randomly shu�ing Data

Part 1 using a �xed random number generator's seed for reproducibility and

ensuring that the subsets are representative of the whole population. The

training set is later used to optimize the model's parameter values and com-

pare the accuracy of di�erent models by means of strati�ed cross-validation.

The Strati�edKFold class, using 5-fold in this speci�c case, repeatedly split

the training set in 5 groups to produce folds that contain a representative

ratio of each type. At each step, the 7 models selected are trained on four of

�ve groups (training set) and evaluated on the remaining group (validation

set), until each group has been assigned once as the validation set. At the

end, the results from all �ve runs are summarized to give the overall classi�-

cation skill of the various models tested. The mean accuracy scores achieved

are reported in table 4.2:
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Table 4.2: Models average accuracy comparison after 5-folds cross-validation.

Model Binary 3-class

LR 0.953 0.963

LDA 0.955 0.965

KNN 0.939 0.935

NB 0.410 0.598

CART 0.982 0.981

SVM 0.959 0.950

RF 0.988 0.988

The accuracy of a model quanti�es the ratio of correct predictions by

matching the set of predicted labels for a sample with the corresponding

true labels. The RF classi�er performs as the best-�t model on the unscaled

data and reached the highest score in both binary and 3-classes classsi�ca-

tion, along with the CART algorithm that also operates by building a series

of decision trees during training (Géron, 2019). A decision tree is a com-

monly used classi�cation method in which a single target class is generalized

by recursively partitioning the data depending on input features based rules.

Each node in the tree split the structure in two children nodes by setting

a conditional if on a speci�c feature threshold, starting from the �rst root

node. Nodes that do not further split into children nodes are denoted as

leafs, which provides the actual predicted class for that node. Branches are

indicated as arrows connecting the nodes, showing the �ow from question to

answer. The classi�cation tree can be optimised by de�ning, for instance,

its maximum depth hyperparameter, whose value determines the number of

nodes in the tree. An example of decision tree built on a 6 input features

subset extracted from Data Part 1 is presented in �g. 4.15. In this exam-

ple, the classes are perfectly balanced and the maximum depth of the tree

is set to 3 for ease of visualization. Following the decision path from top to

bottom, it is found, for example, that 100 training instances (or samples)

have a bandFFT1 greater than 0.673 (depth 1, left), among which 51 have
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a SNR_P smaller than about 37 (depth 2, left). By convention the �True�

branch is on the left, the �False� branch on the right. A node's value attribute

speci�es how samples are distributed by class in the node, indicating number

of spikes, �ashes and noise, respectively. The Decision Tree model uses Gini

impurity as a measure of the probability of misclassifying a sample to decide

the optimal split from a node. Gini index is de�ned as: Gi = 1−
n∑

k=1

p2i,k,

where pi,k is the ratio of class k values among the samples in the ith node. A

node is pure if gini = 0, as seen for example in the depth-1 right leaf node,

in which all samples belong to spike class. In �g. 4.16 the Decision Tree's

decision boundaries with maximum depth 3 are shown, using selected pair of

features. Looking at SNR_P-bandFFT1 subplot, the root node (depth=0)

split corresponds to bandFFT1 threshold 0.673. Since the upper red area is

pure (only spikes), it cannot be split any further. However, the lower area

is impure, so it splits at SNR_P=37 at depth-1 left node and further at

bandFFT1=0.438 at depth-2 left node.
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Figure 4.15: Classi�cation tree structure using Decision Tree model on a 6
input features Data Part 1 subset.

Given the similar performance and the minimum data preparation re-

quired with respect to other models, RF and CART are choosen for imple-

mentation in the �ash classi�cation algorithm. Unlike single classi�ers, RF

consists of a large number of individual and uncorrelated decision trees that

operate as an ensemble. Each individual tree in the random forest generates

a class prediction and the class with the majority occurrences is assumed as

the model's prediction (�g. 4.17).
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Figure 4.16: Decision Tree's decision boundaries.

Figure 4.17: Random Forest ensemble classi�er.

RF learners create independent base models using the bootstrap aggre-

gation (bagging) algorithm, based on bootstrap samples of the original data

(Breiman, 1996), and use feature randomness. By contrast, in a normal de-

cision tree every possible feature is considered for node splitting but only

the one that maximizes the separation between instances in children nodes

is used. This make the single classi�er more prone to error in individual tree
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even for small changes in the features. The chances of making correct pre-

dictions increase with the number of uncorrelated trees in the model, that is

controlled by the n_estimators hyperparameter. Additional parameters can

be tuned for the speci�c problem to be addressed. Their choice naturally

in�uences performance and training time. While having usually better per-

formance, ensemble classi�ers as the RF are generally referred to as black

box methods, meaning that the internal functioning of the model is either

hidden or too complicated to be analyzed. White box models as Decision

Tree, on the contrary, produces simpler and intuitive structures that can be

easily analyzed in detail. Decision Trees in the classi�cation problem in this

study can hence provide simple classi�cation rules that can in principle be

applied manually in the BTD internal processor for real-time noise rejection.

A search for best tuning of the hyperparameters in both models has been im-

plemented using the RandomizedSearchCV class, in order to to improve the

summarized cross validation scores. The Random Search Parameter Tuning

method evaluates the classi�er accuracy for di�erent combination of hyper-

parameters. The grid of possible combinations is generated by recursively

returning n-times random integers from a discrete uniform distribution in a

manually selected interval, depending on the span of each parameter. Model

tuning proves especially bene�cial for CART algorithm by slightly increas-

ing the classi�cation score with respect to default initialisation and further

reducing the training time to less than 100 ms. As an example, the opti-

mal models found with 100 iterations for CART are DecisionTreeClassi�er

(max_depth=6, max_features=15, min_samples_leaf=7, min_samples_split=3)

for binary problem and DecisionTreeClassi�er (max_depth=7, max_features=11,

min_samples_leaf=2, min_samples_split=4) for 3-classes problem, respec-

tively.

A comparison of the speci�c ability in class predicition by the two models is

obtained on the independent validation set that was previously set apart by

splitting Data Part 1. This minimizes the possibility of leakage of correlated

data between the training set and test set and avoids over�tting. The two

models are �tted on the same training set used for model selection and then

applied for predicting labels. Table 4.3 summarizes the overall accuracy and
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training time relative to the classi�ers.

Table 4.3: CART and RF overall accuracy and training time on the validation
set.

Binary CART RF Multiclass CART RF

Accuracy 0.984 0.992 0.981 0.992

Training time (s) 0.053 4.10 0.046 3.88

The values indicate that the ensemble classi�er, as expected, achieves bet-

ter performance in terms of prediction accuracy. However, CART method

outperforms RF when considering time required for training. Considering

the class imbalance in the available data, the confusion matrix provides a

better evaluation of model classi�cation performance in each class by plot-

ting true classes as rows and predicted classes as columns. It therefore allows

to count the number of times instances of class A are classi�ed as class B.

Values obtained on the validation set are shown in �g. 4.18 for both CART

and RF.
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Figure 4.18: Confusion matrices with normalized values.

Matrix elements are normalized over the true class instances. RF model

reached the best score in both binary and multiclass classi�cation; in partic-

ular, looking at the 3-classes RF confusion matrix it emerges that spikes and

noise are correctly labelled in 95% and 90% of cases, respectively. By con-

trast, true �ashes are correctly identi�ed in the majority of cases and missed

�ashes represent less than 0.5% of total samples. Taking into account the

advantage of reduced training time, CART binary reaches satisfying perfor-

mance by correctly labelling noise signals (including spikes) in 90% of cases

while keeping the number of missed �ashes below 0.8%. Precision and recall

(or sensitivity in binary classi�cation) are additional metrics useful to eval-

uate success of prediction in very imbalanced data. Precision is de�ned as

the ratio TP
TP+FP

, where TP is the number of true positives and FP is the

number of false positives, while recall is de�ned as TP
TP+FN

, with FN meaning

the number of false negatives. High values for both show that the classi�er is

returning accurate results (high precision), as well as returning a majority of
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all positive and correctly labelled results (high recall). The harmonic mean

of the two values calculated as 2 precision∗recall
precision+recall

is referred to as F1-score and

a value close to 1 indicates perfect precision and recall. The obtained values

are reported in table 4.4, indicating the high level of classi�cation accuracy

reached.

Table 4.4: Precision and recall values on the validation set for both classi�-
cations.

BINARY

CART Precision Recall F1-score RF Precision Recall F1-score

Noise 0.82 0.91 0.86 0.94 0.91 0.92

Flash 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1 1

MULTICLASS

CART Precision Recall F1-score RF Precision Recall F1-score

Spike 0.86 1.00 0.93 0.90 0.95 0.92

Flash 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1 1

Noise 0.90 0.81 0.85 0.94 0.90 0.92

4.4.4 Validation on Data Part 2

In this section, the binary classi�er is applied and its predictions evaluated

on the unseen Data Part 2, which contains around 10000 rows. This dataset

is independent of Data Part 1 and its instances were not previously used

for training. Binary classi�cation (�ash/no-�ash) is the best suited method

for general lightning safety applications of the BTD-300, when the sensor is

intended to work with minimum supervision. Yet, the possibility of further

distinguish spikes among the noise class is left as an option in the �nal al-

gorithm, depending on speci�c user needs, as explained in section 4.5. The

ML based approach success is evaluated in two ways: (i) By measuring how

accurately it can classify the data into two distinct classes (�ashes or noise),

and, (ii) by investigating how it can improve upon current �ash �nder algo-

rihtm.

The �nal training set is built upon a subset of Data Part 1, representative of
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the two classes and containing approximately 2300 rows. At this stage, the

search of optimal hyperparameters is repeated, leading to the following mod-

els: (i) CART: DecisionTreeClassi�er (max_depth=5, max_features=15,

min_samples_leaf=4, min_samples_split=3); (ii) RF: RandomForestClas-

si�er (max_depth=11, max_features=5, n_estimators=190).

The predictive skills on unseen data are evaluated through the performance

metrics de�ned in the table 4.5, which refers to a binary classi�cation prob-

lem.

Table 4.5: Parameters (with acronyms and de�nitions) used in performance
evaluations of models

The variables used to calculate the evaluation metrics are derived from

the confusion matrix, after �tting the new models on the training set. Pre-

dictions made on new instances in Data Part 2 are therefore compared with

the relative true labels, identi�ed by manually checking the accuracy of each

prediction. A direct comparison between the two models is shown in �g. 4.19,

highlighting the similar ability in false positive rejection but a higher per-

centage of missed true positives in CART. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 summarize the

found values for both variables in the 2x2 contingency table and subsequent

evaluation metrics.
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Figure 4.19: Confusion matrices with normalized values for CART and RF
on unseen instances in Data Part 2.

Table 4.6: Variables in the contingency table

Model H M FA C

CART 10186 141 36 215

RF 10239 88 16 235

no ML 10326 - 251 -

Table 4.7: Predictive skill evaluation metrics (∗for storms with 3 �ashes and
within 56 km)

Model POD FAR CSI HSS

CART 0.986 0.0035 0.983 0.70

RF 0.991 0.0017 0.990 0.81

no ML 0.999∗ 0.024 - -

It can be seen from the previous tables that RF provides the best per-

formance on new data, as demonstrated by the combination of POD, FAR

and CSI, that measures the fraction of all predicted events that were cor-

rect. By contrast, CART shows a slightly higher proportion of missed �ashes

(+53) and false alarms (+20), but a still acceptable value for FAR. The HSS

is a skill score for categorical predictions where the proportion correct (i.e.
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H+C
H+M+FA+C

) measure is scaled with the reference value from correct predic-

tions due to chance. The range of the HSS is -∞ to 1, where negative values

indicate that the chance prediction is better, 0 means no skill, and a perfect

predictive skill obtains a HSS of 1. In both cases, obtained values for CART

and RF are indicative of the ML approach reliability in the classi�cation

task.

A direct comparison with the �ash �nder algorithm without ML is shown

in �g. 4.20. The new approach allows to signi�cantly reduce the number

of false alarms, which dropped from about 2% in the current �ash �nder

algorithm to less than 0.2% using the RF classi�er, but equally to preserve

a comparably high POD.

Figure 4.20: POD and FAR values obtained on Data Part 2 using RF, CART
and �ash �nder algorithm without ML.

4.4.5 Feature importance and dimensionality reduction

In general, data pre-processing and feature dimensionality signi�cantly con-

tribute to the success of a ML based algorithm in terms of both accuracy

and computational cost, especially when both the input numerical attributes

have very di�erent scales and their number is particularly large. The models

used in this case do not require speci�c pre-processing, however an analysis

of the relevance of each attribute would allow a deeper understanding of the

problem itself and help possibly removing redundant features through fea-

ture selection and dimensionality reduction.
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Feature importances based on the mean decrease in Gini impurity are com-

puted for RF and CART using the feature_importances_ variable, that pro-

vides the relative importance score for each input attribute by evaluating the

average depth at which it appears across all trees in the forest. The scores

assigned to the attributes quantify how useful they are at predicting a target

label. Fig. 4.21 displays the importance scores obtained by each model and

the larger values indicates those attributes that actually matter most in the

classi�cation task.

Figure 4.21: Feature importance scores by selected classi�er.

In particular, results suggest that only a limited subset of the 18 input fea-

tures e�ectively contributes to the predictions, especially evident for CART.

Also, it shows that the attributes reaching the highest score are consistent

between the models (i.e. antenna ratios and bandFFT) and further con�rms

the advantage of including spectral information in the algorithm. Feature

importance can be thus used as a basis for dimensionality reduction. The
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simplest method is to discard features below a default score threshold and

then train the model on those remaining. This can be achieved, for example,

using SelectFromModel meta-transformer in scikit-learn, which require the

estimator and the threshold as input. An alternative is the recursive feature

elimination (RFE) that if applied to a given estimator allows to select n-

features in descending order of importance, where n is speci�ed by the user,

returning a model on those attributes only and dropping the least important

ones.

A di�erent approach of dimensionality reduction is the Principal Compo-

nents Analysis (PCA) (Géron, 2019). PCA is a widely used unsupervised

technique that uses linear combinations of the original features to project

the training set into a lower-dimension hyperplane. The new axis (i.e. prin-

cipal components) are selected in order to account for the largest amount of

variance in the training set. As PCA requires data to be centered, a standard

scaling transform is applied to the training set before �tting the PCA. Fig.

4.22 shows the proportion of variance associated with each PC.
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Figure 4.22: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) applied to the training
set.

It is evident that the �rst 10 principal components account for more

than 95% percent of variance, with remaining ones contributing minimally

to predictions. This threshold can be thus set to compress the training

dataset while still preserving most variance in the data, reducing memory

and computational time but mantaining good level of classi�cation accuracy

(i.e. comparable to CART performance without feature reduction).

Such techniques of dimensionality reduction can be eventually applied to

future implementations of the ML based �ash �nder algorithm, especially if

intended for realtime BTD data processing. Pipeline methods are readily

available to e�ciently perform data scaling, PCA/RFE and model �t.
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4.5 Summary of �nal algorithm with ML

Application of ML methods proved suitable for the BTD-300 �ash signals

recognition and classi�cation, showing a greatly improved ability to reject

false positives otherwise leading to unwanted warnings being issued. The

procedure developed is particularly ideal for new research applications, look-

ing at speci�c waveform features in the time-series, and can be easily adapted

for this purpose. On the other hand, focusing on time critical applications

like real-time monitoring of thunderstorm development in a limited area of

concern for aviation safety, the deeper investigation of features associated

with false positive signals allowed the identi�cation of new threshold values

for their recognition. These were in addition to the established discrimina-

tion parameters of antenna ratio and SNR to distinguish the spikes and at

least some recurrent local noise sources, with immediate impact on the BTD-

300 performance. Most calculations are in fact already routinely performed

by the BTD processor and no signi�cant software modi�cations are required

aside from basic spectral analysis by the onboard processor.

The �nal script, embedding the predictive ML models, is built on the basis of

the current �ash �nder algorithm, described in section 4.2. Newly introduced

changes in the work�ow are summarized below:

Loading scikit-learn ML libraries and training set: the training set used in

the �nal script is the same used for the evaluation in 4.4.4. The data

are loaded as a multicolumn array and splitted into features, contain-

ing the input attributes of each event, and target, which speci�es the

corresponding class label. Once one of the two best model found is

chosen, this is �tted on the above data in order to be ready to use for

predictions on new instances.

Bandpower calculations: in the case of a signal that satis�es the SNR and

antenna ratios criterion, the relative average power in two speci�c fre-

quency bands (i.e. high: greater than 25 Hz; low: between 1 and 15

Hz) is computed with scipy.signal.spectrogram class. The calculation

is performed on the primary antenna output only and in a 2 s sym-
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metrical around centered on the SNR peak. Spectrogram amplitudes

are then used to de�ne the two attributes used in by the ML classi�er:

(i) bandFFT1, de�ned as the ratio between max amplitude in the high

and low band; (ii) bandFFT2, that represents the actual average power

of the low band. The previous attributes are found to be the optimal

choice that maximizes variance between the classes and their relevance

is also highlighted by the feature importance analysis in 4.4.5.

Predicting classes: a row is generated for each event identi�ed, containing

all the input features. If the estimated range is found to be less than

100 km, the row is fed into the model and the relative class prediction

is made.

Spikes identi�cation (optional): depending on user needs, it is possibile to

automatically classify the spikes (otherwise included in noise) by means

of one of the multiclass model described or by setting speci�c thresh-

olds. These can be easily determined, for instance, by the decision tree

diagram.

Final classi�cation �le with label: events properties for the selected period

of interest are written to disk into a �nal CSV �ash �le, in analogy to

�ash �nder algorithm, containing now a new column with a categorical

label that identify the speci�c class. Corresponding tags are 0 (noise)

and 1 (�ash).



Chapter 5

Signatures of large peak current

lightning strokes during an

unusually intense

sprite-producing thunderstorm in

southern England

Commentary

The previous chapter reviewed the main sources of occasional disturbances

on the novel BTD detector, including transient spikes induced by distant

(>100 km) lightning. However, given the basic operation principle of this

technology relies on the electrostatic �eld change caused by a lightning �ash

and its rapid decay with the inverse cube of distance from the source, the

sensor ideally should be insensitive to direct lightning generated signals be-

yond that distance.

Early investigations on this particular type of detectable signal on a proto-

type BTD led Bennett and Harrison (2013) to formulate a simple electrostatic

model that explained the �spikes� in terms of charge sheets of enhanced con-

ductivity above the thunderstorm as a result of a distant �ash. This would

enable the quasi-electrostatic signal to be detected from a longer range than

78



expected. Bennett (2014) also proposed that such regions of increased ion-

isation could be associated with the optical emission of halos, a well-known

type of transient luminous event (TLE).

In the following manuscript the improved and more sensitive BTD-300 data,

collected during an unusual sprite-producing thunderstorm in the UK in 2017,

are used to verify this assumption and clarify the physical mechanism respon-

sible for spikes experimentally by comparison with simultaneous optical and

electromagnetic measurements.
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A B S T R A C T   

During the night of 26–27 May 2017, a mesoscale convective system (MCS) rapidly developed over Cornwall and 
Devon in the South West of England, producing about 3500 lightning flashes in 3 h and 23 sprites. The MCS-type 
storm was characterised by a circular shape with a size of about 52,000 km2 (cloud top temperature lower than - 
40 ◦C) and a local minimum in the CG flash rate (~15 min− 1), when most of the sprites were observed. The mean 
intensity of the sprite parent CG strokes was exceptionally high in this case (+170 kA), while the associated 
charge moment changes ranged from 600 to 2000C km. Two identical detectors, located at different sites in 
southern England, measured the quasi-static displacement currents induced on metallic electrodes when exposed 
to the changing atmospheric electric field produced by the storm’s discharges. A series of coincident large 
amplitude short-peak transients, some of which associated with the sprite-producing strokes, were recorded on 
these detectors. A multi-instrumental analysis of the lightning events producing transient current “spikes” on the 
electrodes revealed a significant bias towards large peak currents exceeding 100 kA, but only a minor depen-
dence on the impulse charge moment change (iCMC) for those associated with the sprites. We suggest that the 
current spikes may be induced by a coupling with the electromagnetic impulse radiated by intense lightning 
discharges. The ease in discriminating such signatures makes the method suitable for monitoring the occurrence 
of powerful lightning, potentially associated with night-time transient luminous events (TLEs), thereby avoiding 
the limitations inherent to optical observations and radio noise affecting other receivers.   

1. Introduction 

The monitoring of lightning discharges is fundamental for now-
casting severe weather and related increased risks for aviation, in-
frastructures and outdoor activities. Despite the generally low flash 
density experienced, maritime areas of the UK and northern Europe are a 
hotspot for intense cloud-to-ground (CG) strokes exhibiting typically 
large peak current values and a significant amount of energy per stroke, 
as recently reported by Holzworth et al. (2019). Powerful CG strokes of 
both polarities may also occasionally result in short-lived (~1 ms to tens 
of ms) optical phenomena above thunderstorms in the region between 
the stratosphere and the lower ionosphere that are collectively referred 

to as transient luminous events (TLEs) (Neubert et al., 2008; Siingh 
et al., 2012). The most commonly observed types of TLEs are sprites, 
halos and elves. The sprites are predominantly associated with positive 
polarity CG strokes occurring in the stratiform region of a mesoscale 
convective system (MCS). The widely accepted underlying mechanism 
for sprite production is the streamers development in response to the 
transient electric field generated at mesospheric altitudes (Pasko et al., 
1997), after a large charge moment change (CMC) CG stroke (typically 
200–1500C km), once it exceeds the dielectric breakdown threshold (Hu 
et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2018). Sprites appear as individual or multiple 
columniform and/or carrot-like structures, which extend vertically from 
about 40 to 80 km altitude and over a horizontal distance of up to 50 km 
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(Bór, 2013). The quasi-electrostatic heating process leading to sprites is 
also responsible of a diffuse optical emission region (lasting ~1 ms) at 
approximately 70–85 km altitude and up to 100 km wide, known as a 
halo (Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001; Wescott, 2001). Halos may occur 
alone or preceding a fully structured sprite. Elves are fast (<1 ms), ring- 
shaped optical emissions that occur higher than halos in the lower 
ionosphere at 85–95 km altitude, extending around 400–500 km in 
diameter (Barrington-Leigh and Inan, 1999; Fukunishi et al., 1996). 
They are produced by heating of the ionosphere by the lightning elec-
tromagnetic pulse (EMP) following large peak current (Ipk > 80 kA) CG 
strokes of both negative and positive polarities (Inan et al., 1997; Blaes 
et al., 2016). 

The occurrence of TLEs in Northern Europe and the British Isles is a 
relatively rare phenomenon if compared to the rest of Europe (Arnone 
et al., 2020). Even so, serendipitous TLE detections are made available 
by a network of British amateur astronomers, dedicated primarily to 
meteor observations. In this paper, we present the case of an exceptional 
MCS type storm that rapidly developed over Cornwall, in the South West 
peninsula of England, and produced 23 sprites on the night of 26th/27th 
May 2017. The storm was widely reported by the British media because 
of the large number of flashes and several properties struck by lightning 
(Source: BBC News. South West storms cause property damage, 27 May 
2017. URL: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-40069339 [On-
line; accessed October 27, 2019]). Firstly, we examine the synoptic 
situation and the storm structure by combining satellite infrared cloud 
coverage data and radar reflectivity, concurrently with a complete 
characterization of lightning and sprite activity. Hence, we describe the 
displacement current measurements obtained by two Biral Thunder-
storm Detectors (hereafter BTD) located at a relative distance of about 
100 km and based on the technique proposed by Bennett (2013). These 
sensors operate at frequencies between 1 and 47 Hz and produce signals 
proportional to the temporal fluctuation of the atmospheric electric 
field. We focus on the time interval between 0000 UTC and 0140 UTC, 
when a number of sprites were concurrently captured and the storm was 
still far enough from the sensors (150 km and 230 km, respectively) to 
remove the influence of strongly charged overhead cumulonimbus and 
nearby lightning strokes (≤80 km). Bennett and Harrison (2013) pre-
viously described recurrent unusual signals recorded on two prototype 
BTDs and reported a slight bias towards coincident causative flashes 
being generally positive and having greater peak current than non-
coincident ones. Füllekrug et al. (2013) presented the first example of an 
unusual quasi-static current signature recorded on a BTD and associated 
with a sprite-producing stroke, occurred 1000 km away from the sensor. 
We combine optical and broadband electromagnetic measurements to 
identify the properties of lightning sources causative of similar current 
transients, including both the events associated with the observed 
sprites and the other strong discharges occurred in the same thunder-
storm. The results presented confirm that the transient current spikes, 
coincident on multiple BTDs, are well correlated with bursts of elec-
tromagnetic energy, primarily related to distant lightning return strokes 
(RS) exhibiting peak currents larger than about 100 kA. On the other 
hand, the spike magnitude is found to be not directly related to the total 
amount of charge transferred, often lower than the threshold expected 
for sprite/halo initiation, thus not fully supporting the electrostatic ef-
fect caused by halos previously proposed by Bennett and Harrison 
(2013) and Bennett (2014). 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Storm characteristics 

The cloud-top temperatures (CTT) are provided by the Meteosat 
satellite from European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteoro-
logical Satellites (EUMETSAT) based on radiometer data in the thermal 
infrared band (IR) at 10.5–12.5 μm. The temperature accuracy is 
generally better than 1 K. The parallax error (~15 km for a cloud top at 

12 km) is considered for the plots which associate the locations of CG 
flashes with their parent clouds. The CTT values <− 40 ◦C and < − 60 ◦C 
are used to define the cloud system outer boundary and the most 
convective regions, respectively. 

Radar reflectivity data from the UK Met Office weather radar 
network are used to describe the storm structure and its precipitation 
pattern evolution with a temporal resolution of 5 min. The Met Office 3D 
radar composite is compiled from a network of 15 operational C-band 
radars. The spatial resolution is 1 km horizontally and 500 m vertically, 
extending to an altitude of about 12 km (Scovell and Al-Sakka, 2016). 
Radar maps reported in this article displays the vertical column- 
maximum reflectivity at each horizontal grid point (central panel), the 
maximum reflectivity along a line at a constant altitude and constant 
northing, going west to east (side panel), and the maximum reflectivity 
along a line at a constant altitude and constant easting, going north to 
south (top panel). The map domain size is 250 km in easting 350 km in 
northing. 

2.2. Lightning activity data 

The data used for the analysis of the overall lightning activity related 
to the storm is supplied by Météorage, a French company providing a 
lightning location system (LLS) with high performance over the area of 
interest. The network detects the Low Frequency (LF) radiation emitted 
by lightning return strokes and combines magnetic direction finding 
(MDF) and time-of-arrival (TOA) techniques to deliver accurate infor-
mation such as location, timing, polarity and peak current. The detec-
tion efficiency of the network for CG flashes containing at least one 
stroke with a peak current greater than 2 kA is typically greater than 
95% and the median location accuracy is around 100 m (Schulz et al., 
2016). Peak current estimates are validated with a median absolute 
accuracy of the order of 15–20% for negative CG subsequent RS (Schulz 
et al., 2016). Some uncertainty remains about the intensity estimates of 
first negative RS, positive RS and intra-cloud IC discharges, as no direct 
validation is currently available. 

Additional data from the World Wide Lightning Location Network 
(WWLLN) are also used to complete the identification of CG strokes that 
produced the sprites. WWLLN is based on a worldwide network of VLF 
receivers which continuously detect lightning sferics, providing real- 
time information on global lightning activity and time, location and 
intensity data for each stroke detected. The detection efficiency of 
WWLLN for CG strokes of about 30 kA is estimated in approximately 
30% globally (Hutchins et al., 2012). 

2.3. Displacement current technique 

The quasi-static current measurements were performed using the 
BTD-300 instrument, designed to monitor total lightning activity within 
a range of about 80 km (Bennett, 2017). The detector uses 3 co-located 
stainless-steel passive antennas of approximately 0.1 m2 each, whose 
geometry has been modelled to enhance the effect of the vertical electric 
field from lightning, causing a change in the surface charge distribution 
on the electrodes, while avoiding corona initiation under the strong 
electric field below a thundercloud. Each antenna generates a 
displacement current proportional to the rate of change of electric field 
surrounding the instrument, which flows from the surface of the 
conductor to the ground through a high impedance resistor. The three 
current signals are converted into voltage with low-noise current am-
plifiers (1 V ~ 45 nA), embedded within the supporting insulators, and 
digitized at 16-bit resolution. The insulators are heated and shielded for 
all weather sampling. The total electric field change from a lightning 
flash is then proportional to the amplifier’s integrated voltage output for 
the flash duration. The signal measured is also suitably filtered in order 
to achieve an operating bandpass 1–47 Hz, thus removing the DC cur-
rents and the 50 Hz mains frequency and rejecting unwanted man-made 
radio interferences. At these frequencies, the largest percentage of the 
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current induced on the antenna, within about 80 km from the flash, is 
mainly due to the net electrostatic field change produced by the light-
ning flash, proportional to its charge moment and decreasing as the 
inverse cube of distance. 

Two identical BTDs were operating simultaneously at the time of the 
storm, sampling the induced current values at 100 Hz. One (BTD1) was 
located in Portishead, UK (51.483 N, 2.769 W) and the other (BTD2) 
approximately 100 km eastward at Chilbolton Observatory (51.145 N, 
1.438 W). The raw data were stored on a local PC and time-stamped in 
UTC using the PC-time, which was synchronized to a Network Time 
Protocol (NTP) server. This method introduces a time drift in the data, 
often exceeding ±100 ms with respect to the GPS-time. Nevertheless, 
given the low rate incidence of current spikes and the combination with 
data from other lightning networks, this uncertainty was sufficient to 
unambiguously identify the flashes associated with the recorded signals. 

2.4. Broadband EM measurements 

Recordings of VLF waveforms of sprite-parent strokes have been 
performed at a 3-component receiving station on the summit of La 
Grande Montagne (43.941N, 5.484E) in southern France at approxi-
mately 1000 km from the storm. The station is equipped with two 
perpendicular magnetic loop antennas and a spherical electric antenna, 
to monitor the vertical upward electric field component and horizontal 
eastward and southward magnetic field components with a 50 kHz 
sampling rate. The system is set to log 144 s long waveforms every five 
minutes (Santolík and Kolmašová, 2017). 12 out of the 23 + CG strokes 
associated with the sprites were thus recorded by the station. 

The current moment waveforms (CMW) and the CMC shown in this 
paper were calculated using the method presented by Mlynarczyk et al. 
(2015). The analysis is based on the ELF magnetic field data recorded 
from the Hylaty station in Poland (Kułak et al., 2014), taking into ac-
count the impulse response of the receiver and the Earth-ionosphere 
wave propagation. The iCMC and CMC for a CG lightning stroke are 
estimated respectively from the peak amplitude of the recorded impulse 
and by integrating the CMW during the whole variation due to the 
lightning return stroke and the subsequent continuing current. 

2.5. Sprite imaging 

The UK Meteor Network (UKMON) is an amateur network of meteor 
detection cameras that monitor the night sky continually and record any 
meteor activity visible from the UK since 2012. During the night of the 
storm, an optical camera system located at Wilcot observing station 
(51.352 N, 1.801 W; 133 m a.s.l.) was pointing westwards, in the di-
rection of the thunderstorm. The station includes a high-resolution low- 
light CCD camera with a standard PAL frame rate of 25 fps, corre-
sponding to 40 ms (20 ms deinterlaced) resolution, and equipped with a 
4–12 mm F/1.2 lens. The camera was operating in trigger mode by the 
UFOCaptureHD2 software developed by SonotaCo, which detects any 
brightness change above a customized threshold to record TLEs. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Storm and sprites characteristics 

The night of 26–27 May 2017 was warm and moist, continuing the 
warmth produced by ample solar heating of the moist boundary layer 
earlier in the day. According to data from the Met Office, the tempera-
tures in the middle of the afternoon had ranged from 25 to 30 ◦C over the 
South-West peninsula of the UK and these had only cooled to around 
18–20 ◦C by 23 UTC. The European Storm Forecast Experiment 
(ESTOFEX; see http://www.estofex.org) issued a threat level 1 for the 
risk of thunderstorms developing rapidly into organized clusters, 
crossing the W-English Channel and affecting SW-England during night- 
time, with possible large hail and excessive rainfall. The Met Office 

analysis chart at 00 UTC in Fig. 1 shows the trough line associated with 
the storm of interest that affected Cornwall and Devon. 

Thermal infra-red (IR) data from Meteosat satellite suggest that the 
storm formed over the sea, close to southern coast of Cornwall, with 
lightning starting around 2330 UTC, when the area of the cloud system 
with CTT lower than − 40 ◦C (A(− 40)) extended over 11,300 km2 

(Fig. 2a). It is possible that the progress of the storm northwards over the 
steep slopes of relatively high grounds present over the South West 
peninsula caused the updrafts to grow stronger through orographic 
enhancement and the storm to intensify. The lightning activity peaked 
between 0000 UTC and 0200 UTC, before the storm gradually dissipated 
into Wales. Fig. 2b reveals that the flash rate reached its maximum (~35 
fl min− 1) at 0110 UTC and stabilized around that value for the next 30 
min. The overall peak of CG flash rate was preceded by a minimum, 
coinciding with local maxima of +CG proportion around 20–30% and a 
significant increase in the average peak current of the positive CG flashes 
reaching ~ + 105 kA, as seen in Fig. 2b. The average amplitude of +CG 
was constantly larger than for -CG strokes, which stayed below an ab-
solute average magnitude of − 20 kA throughout the storm. The number 
of +CG flashes remained almost constant until 0300 UTC, consistent 
with a positive charge layer reservoir in the stratiform region of the 
dissipating MCS (Marshall and Rust, 1993; Williams, 1998; Lu et al., 
2009). 

The 23 sprites were observed in the period 0015–0140 UTC, as 
summarized in Table 1. Several studies link the sprite occurrence to MCS 
convective development and indicate that sprites are more likely to be 
produced during the transition between the mature and the dissipating 
stage of the MCS, when the -CG flash rate maximizes and the overlying 
coldest CTT area is close to its maximum extent (São Sabbas and Sent-
man, 2003; Lang et al., 2016). By contrast, the sprite activity described 
in this article started relatively early, during the growing stage of the 
storm, when the cloud size (CTT lower than − 40 ◦C) was of the order of 
22,000 km2 and the coldest CTT region A(− 60) was limited to ~1600 
km2. Most of the sprites occurred in the 30-min interval starting at 0030 
UTC and appeared distributed in two clusters (Fig. 2b), well synchro-
nized with a convective lull featuring a minimum in the total flash rate 
before it rapidly recovered later. The sprite-parent positive CG (SP +
CG) strokes were predominantly located along the coastline, ahead of 
the highest flash density areas and adjacent to the frontal convective 
core (shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Previous works (Lang et al., 2004; Lu 
et al., 2009) revealed that most of the +CG strokes exhibiting large CMC 
(≥ 1500C km), originate from flashes that start in the convective region 
of a MCS and then extend horizontally over several tens of km during the 
long continuing current phase (~10 to more than 100 ms), lowering 
charge mainly from the upper positive charge in the stratiform region. In 

Fig. 1. UK Met Office surface synoptic chart valid at 0000 UTC on the 27 May 
2017, showing the trough line associated with the storm in Cornwall. (Credits: 
Met Office, 2017). 
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other case studies, sprites were also found to occur over +CGs in 
convective regions of asymmetric MCS, revealing eventual evidence of 
anomalous positive charge layers near mid-levels (T ~ − 20 ◦C) rather 
than the more common negative charge, as previously observed by Lang 
et al. (2016). The video sequences show that the sprites were mainly 

prompt events (i.e. delayed by only few ms with respect to the return 
stroke), exhibiting column (narrow, straight and mostly uniform ele-
ments) or jellyfish features (more elongated, irregular shapes, usually 
with very visible streamers extending downwards from a bright head) as 
shown in Fig. 5. We noted that jellyfish/irregular sprite groups occurred 

Fig. 2. Analysis of the storm structure and lightning activity, 
starting from about 15 min before the first sprite occurred. (a): 
Time series of minimum value of cloud top temperature Tmin 
and areas with CTT < − 40 ◦C, <− 60 ◦C and < − 65 ◦C. The 
scale for areas is 104 km2 and A(− 65) values are multiplied by 
20. Solid black line shows the flash rate evolution for the same 
period. (b): CG flash rate by polarity (blue stacked bar for -CG, 
red stacked bar for +CG), +CG proportion (black dotted line) 
and 5-min average peak current of +CG (red dashed line). The 
black circles correspond to the time of observed sprites.   

Table 1 
Characteristics of the 23 TLE events captured on the 27th May 2017: date, time, location, peak current and iCMC/CMC of the SP + CG stroke; associated sprite 
morphology.  

Time (UTC) Lat Lon. Location Ipk (kA) iCMC (C km) CMC (C km) Sprite type 

00:16:32.133 50.5528 − 4.4841 Land 72 240 1035 Column 
00:21:12.310 50.5522 − 4.5973 Land 59 120 700 Column 
00:29:56.216 50.631 − 4.6589 Land 65 118 1063 Column 
00:33:09.220 50.6735 − 4.6712 Land 170 440 825 Column 
00:34:59.890 50.6174 − 4.3797 Land 203 685 847 Column 
00:35:59.713 50.695 − 4.644 Land 160 237 1117 Column 
00:36:32.903 50.688 − 4.6769 Land 158 438 610 Column 
00:37:43.357 50.7072 − 4.6764 Sea 278 558 825 Jellyfish 
00:46:57.243 50.8219 − 4.5387 Land 115 375 1137 Column 
00:48:25.440 50.8169 − 4.4895 Land 110 338 1957 Column 
00:49:23.343 50.8691 − 4.4446 Land 126 359 1103 Column 
00:50:17.590 50.8437 − 4.7128 Sea 218 637 909 Irregular 
00:51:14.609 50.8664 − 4.7244 Sea 285 900 977 Jellyfish 
00:52:06.834 50.8523 − 4.7283 Sea 263 789 1052 Jellyfish 
00:54:37.391 50.7554 − 4.3555 Land 282 509 1045 Irregular 
01:00:17.620 50.8292 − 4.4109 Land 156 548 769 Column 
01:04:50.625 50.9888 − 4.7773 Sea 207 654 877 Jellyfish 
01:06:59.369 51.0191 − 4.7597 Sea 216 399 1344 Column 
01:10:31.743 51.0384 − 4.7295 Sea 244 991 1510 Jellyfish 
01:25:43.685 50.5879 − 4.7949 Land 137 401 881 Column 
01:31:23.046 50.7079 − 4.8522 Sea 79 261 1104 Column 
01:37:53.252 51.0609 − 4.5152 Sea 219 662 732 Jellyfish 
01:38:50.139 51.0409 − 4.2123 Land 182 526 1048 Column  
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mostly in the second half of the observation period and the associated 
+CG were confined on the sea surface, showing larger peak currents and 
iCMC on average (Table 2). In general, the peak current of the SP + CG 
strokes ranged between +60 and + 285 kA, with an average of +170 kA, 
a value significantly larger than the average value of about +60 kA 
found previously (São Sabbas et al., 2003; Lyons et al., 2003). SP + CG 
strokes showing similarly large peak currents are found to be associated 
with very low flash-rate and limited extent winter thunderstorms in the 
UK (Pizzuti et al., 2020). On the other hand, the estimated CMC values 
varied between 600 and 2000C km, accordingly with the typical values 
found for sprite production (Lu et al., 2018). 

3.2. BTD measurements 

During the continuous operation of BTD1 and BTD2 over the sprite 
activity period, peculiar transient current pulses were recorded by the 
sensors. Such signals feature a narrow peak, whose amplitude is up to 3 
orders of magnitude larger with respect to the fair-weather current (~10 
pA). In this work, we identified the transients that were coincident on 
both sensors and classified an event as spike, applying a selection cri-
terion that looked at the overall signal shape (i.e. single peak and no 
recovery curve), the absolute peak amplitude (≥1 nA on at least one of 
the sensors), the consistency of signal polarity on the primary and sec-
ondary antenna of each sensor, quantified by a positive covariance 
threshold. The events that satisfied the previous criterion represent 
about 80% of the total 62 CG strokes reported in the domain considered 
and exceeding +100 kA (median + 167 kA). -CG stroke intensities 
remained lower, within the − 50 kA limit in the storm area over Corn-
wall. The large amplitude transients are clearly visible and well corre-
lated, despite the relative distance of about 100 km between the two 
sensors (Fig. 6). The relatively short durations are uncharacteristic of 

Fig. 3. (a): CG flash density (km− 2) averaged over a 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ grid during the 
3 h after 00 UTC on 27 May 2017; the SP + CG strokes are indicated by red 
crosses. (b): Flash temporal distribution during the same period, with black 
crosses indicating the locations of SP + CG. 

Fig. 4. Meteosat cloud top temperature (CTT) maps (left) and corresponding Met Office radar reflectivity (dBZ) (right) at the time 0040 and 0055 UTC. The locations 
of negative and positive CG flashes over the 5 min around the time of satellite scan are reported (white and red circles). The SP + CG strokes are indicated by the red 
crosses. Dashed circles indicate the reference distance from the camera. 
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BTD recorded currents from lightning at closer distance from the sensor, 
in the range of 10–80 km, which are seen to last typically ~200–500 ms 
due to the combined effect of pre-discharge processes, intra-cloud (IC) 
charge neutralization and multiple return strokes as shown in Fig. 7. By 
contrast, typical spike signals show no evidence of recovery curve, a 
polarity often reversed with respect to the causative stroke and a higher 
peak frequency (~40 Hz). Evidence of the BTD spike polarity reversal 
was previously noted by Bennett and Harrison (2013). 

16 out of the 23 SP + CG strokes induced similar signatures on the 
BTDs, but no discernible differences in shape were found with respect to 
non-TLE spikes (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). However, the subset of TLE- 
associated events revealed a significantly higher proportion of spikes 
linked to the more impulsive SP + CG that triggered jellyfish/irregular 
sprites (as shown in Table 2). It must be pointed out that most of the 
sprites occurred promptly after the return stroke, so it was not possible 
to separate the contribution of the return stroke itself from the eventual 
subsequent combined effect of continuing current and current flowing in 
the sprite body. This limitation is imposed by the 100 Hz sampling rate 
utilized by the BTD, that may lead in some cases to under sample the 
recorded spike signals, thus potentially masking additional current 
features. 

Broader and more complex BTD signals associated with flashes 

beyond 100 km are better explained by strokes exhibiting longer 
continuing current (> 20 ms) and producing delayed sprites. These 
signals have typically lower amplitudes (i.e. generally not exceeding 
~0.3–0.5 nA) compared to the shorter-duration BTD spikes. A very 
peculiar signal shape was recorded in the unique case of the sprite at 
00:48:25 UTC, produced by a + 108 kA SP + CG stroke. The sprite was 
characterised by two groups of columns, the second of which shows a 
peak in the luminosity about 20 ms after the return stroke (shown in 
Fig. 5), in coincidence of a clear resurgence of the ELF current moment 
waveform (Fig. 8b). The corresponding BTD output shows two separate 
subsequent peaks on both the sensors. We cannot exclude that the sec-
ond peak is associated with the delayed brighter sprite group, given the 
flash had a multiplicity 1 and no other strokes were reported in the 
following 300 ms. This event suggests that currents flowing in the body 
of delayed sprites may eventually alter the overall signal shape, resulting 
in the onset of a double peak pattern, although showing significantly 
lower amplitudes with respect to prompt events. 

3.2.1. Relation between BTD current spikes and lightning properties 
In order to investigate the existing link between the observed BTD 

signals selected as spikes and the properties of causative lightning, we 
examined independent measurements of the coincident RS and esti-
mated parameters as the peak current provided by Meteorage and the 
CMC, reconstructed from the Hylaty ELF magnetic field measurement of 
RS pulses. 

In Fig. 9a, the measured BTD spike peak amplitudes are plotted 
versus the estimated total CMC of related CG strokes. The CMC values 
refer to both 16 SP + CG strokes and other strong +CG strokes for which 
ELF measurements were available but no TLE was reported by the ob-
servers. Data do not show any apparent difference between the two 
cases, with a wide range of possible CMC values for a given peak 
amplitude. On the other hand, a focus on the sprite-associated sprites 
shows the spike absolute magnitude to slightly increase linearly with the 
iCMC and the peak current of the causative RS pulse, as seen in Fig. 9b 

Fig. 5. Different morphology sprites captured from Wilcot (UK). The peak brightness field is obtained by de-interlacing the original video sequence. 
(Credits: UKMON). 

Table 2 
Properties of the SP + CG by observed sprite morphologies: average peak current 
and iCMC/CMC; land/sea contrast; associated BTD spikes percentage.   

Column Jellyfish/irregular 

Total events 15 8 
Ipk (kA) 134 250 
iCMC (C km) 365 722 
CMC (C km) 1036 981 
land/sea ratio 86% on land 87.5% on sea 
BTD spike ratio 46% 100%  

Fig. 6. Displacement current output of the primary antenna on BTD1 (Portishead, UK) and BTD2 (Chilbolton, UK) between 0034 and 0041 UTC. The large amplitude 
current spikes shown are well correlated over the distance on the two detectors. Red and grey areas highlighted in the plot indicates the spikes featuring similar 
characteristics, related to the SP + CG and other strong +CG without TLEs, respectively. 
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and c. The emergence of similar current transients was previously 
attributed by Bennett and Harrison (2013) and Bennett (2014) to the 
electrostatic effect of a horizontal mesospheric charge sheet distribution 
related with a halo, extending the range of detection of such signatures 
with respect to typical flashes and accounting for a signal polarity 
reversal depending on the distance from the detector (Sonnenfeld and 
Hager, 2013). However, such explanation requires the occurrence of CG 
strokes moving large amount of charge, responsible of the quasi- 
electrostatic (QES) heating at mesospheric altitudes associated with 
halos. For the positive and negative causative strokes, the median iCMC 
associated with halo production are +474 and − 461C km, respectively, 
i.e. larger than those associated with sprite production (+200 and −
300C km, respectively) (Lu et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2018), with a small 
percentage of halo/sprites found to initiate below these thresholds. In 
addition, simulations reported by Pérez-Invernón et al. (2016) have 
shown that lightning-driven charge enhancements in the lower iono-
sphere, associated with halos, are not consistent with an increase in the 
electrostatic field at ground level at distances further than 100 km from 
the source. The result found does not allow an unambiguous association 
with sprite halos, but suggests that the occurrence of strong discharges, 
characterised by an incidental combination of large peak current and 
high impulsive charge moment and associated with this class of TLEs 

(Soula et al., 2020), may eventually lead to the observed spikes as 
observed during the storm in Cornwall. By contrast, the BTD spikes have 
been regularly recorded in association with elves, thus strengthening the 
bond with intense RS pulses and the subsequent EMP (Pizzuti et al., 
2019a, 2019b). 

As a further step, we inspected the 3-components VLF waveforms 
recorded in Rustrel (France). The station recorded 12 RS pulses among 
the 23 sprite events, due to the system recording configuration. The 
azimuths of arrival on incoming radiation were estimated using the 3- 
component analysis and confirm that all 12 recorded strong signals 
arrived from the direction which corresponds to locations of causative 
strokes with and average error of only 1.3◦. The area where the sprites 
occurred was well localized and far from the receiving station (~ 1000 
km), thus the distance and angle of arrival was very similar for the 12 
events. For each RS, the estimated ground wave peak amplitude is 
plotted as a function of the peak current provided by Météorage and the 
corresponding BTD signal peak, showing their proportionality (shown in 
Fig. 10, upper panel). We therefore obtained an independent verification 
of the BTD spike magnitude relationship with the RS peak current 
amplitude (lower panel). 

In order to evaluate the propagation attenuation of the BTD recorded 
signals, we combined the data from the two sensors used. The relative 

Fig. 7. Comparison between a coincident current spike (left) induced by a distant +190 kA CG return stroke and a local flash (right) recorded at closer range when a 
secondary storm cell approached to the sensors. The second case shows the peak amplitude associated with a + 48 kA CG distant 18 km from BTD1, preceded ~200 
ms before by an IC pulse and followed by the recovery curve. In this example, the current spike polarity is reversed with respect to the causative discharge. Relative 
distances between each sensor and the source are indicated in brackets. 

Fig. 8. Peculiar double peak signature of the SP + CG at 00:48:25 UT on the two BTD detectors (a). The associated CMW (b) and CMC (c) were obtained from the ELF 
recordings in Poland. The CMW shows the hump in the continuing current coincident with the peak luminosity of the delayed sprite column group, about 20 ms after 
the parent stroke, and correlated with the second peak feature on the BTD displacement current sample. 
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distance between each sensor and the lightning sources was determined 
using the CG stroke location reported by Météorage. In Fig. 11, we 
plotted the ratio between BTD spike amplitude and related peak current 
of causative stroke versus the distance from the source. With this data 
set, we performed a nonlinear fit assuming the relation between the 
BTDpeak (nA) and the propagating distance from the source D (km) to 
have the form of BTDpeak /Ipk = a ⋅D-b, where a andb are a constant and 
the attenuation rate, respectively. Applying the least squares fitting 
method to the unaveraged data, the BTD signal amplitude is found to 
decrease with the distance from the source as D-0.86. A similar model 
form was previously used by Chang et al. (2014) to describe the atten-
uation rate of ULF/VLF lightning sferics, propagating in the earth- 
ionosphere cavity. 

4. Summary and conclusions 

We presented the first multi-instrumental analysis of a rare thun-
derstorm system producing 23 sprites in the UK. The majority of 
observed sprites occurred prior to the transition between mature and 
dissipating stage of the MCS and coincided with a convective lull, 
characterised by a minimum in the flash rate (~15 fl min− 1) and a peak 

of 30% in the fraction of +CG return strokes. The peak currents of 
detected SP + CG reached an unusually large average of +170 kA, while 
the overall intensity of +CG RS was 51.6 kA on average. Evidence of a 
land/sea contrast between the SP + CG triggering column and jellyfish/ 
irregular sprites was found, the latter being confined on the sea surface 
and generally characterised by larger peak current (+250 kA) and iCMC 
(722C km). 

Concurrent displacement current measurements performed at two 
different sites, distant 150 and 230 km from the storm, revealed coin-
cident current spikes associated with intense CG RS and differing 
significantly from typical flash shapes observed at closer range. Inde-
pendent recordings of ELF/VLF lightning waveforms showed that the 
spike emergence is not correlated to the total CMC of the causative 
stroke but suggest a close dependence on the RS peak current intensity 
and the radiated electromagnetic impulse. In addition, a significantly 
higher proportion of the TLE-related spikes is found associated with 
jellyfish/irregular events and thus to the more impulsive SP + CG 
strokes. 

The reported nanoampere scale signatures observed using the unique 
technique exploited by the BTD sensors, immune to most of man-made 
radio interference, can potentially provide a complementary method 

Fig. 9. (a) Independent ELF measurements of lightning return 
strokes associated with coincident BTD current spikes show a 
wide range of possible CMC values, often below the threshold 
for sprite/halo initiation, and suggest that their peak ampli-
tudes do not depend on the total amount of charge transferred. 
On the other hand, the probability of detecting a similar 
signature associated with a sprite-producing stroke increases 
for larger impulse charge moment changes (iCMC) (b) and 
peak currents (c).   

Fig. 10. The 3-component VLF station in Rustrel (France) recorded 12 of the sprite-producing return strokes during the storm in Cornwall. Related ground wave peak 
amplitudes are plotted as a function of the peak current estimates provided by Météorage (upper panel). A comparison with the BTD spike magnitudes provides an 
independent verification of the relation between spike occurrence and RS peak current (lower panel). 
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for monitoring the regional (≤ 1000 km) occurrence of powerful remote 
lightning and locate them by using the integrated Low Frequency (LF) 
direction finder. The present data indicates that the detection efficiency 
for distant strokes (> 100 km) exceeding 100 kA is about 80%, as esti-
mated using Météorage lightning data as reference for this specific case. 
For larger peak currents, this value rises significantly to 100% (i.e. all 
reported CG strokes above 200 kA in the case analysed corresponded to 
coincident signal on the BTD sensors). The observed transient signals are 
easily discernible above the fair-weather current level and their seasonal 
variability (Bennett and Harrison, 2013), showing a predominance of 
this type of events during the winter season (November to March) on 
sea/coastal areas of northern Europe as the English Channel, is consis-
tent with the distribution of superbolt lightning (Holzworth et al., 2019). 
This study then could likely contribute to better characterize small-scale 
winter thunderstorms with very low flash rates in northern Europe and 
evaluate related risks for maritime operations and aviation. Further-
more, the association between large peak currents and intense EMP also 
suggests that the method can be profitably used for TLE research, 
especially as a proxy of night-time EMP producing elves (Pizzuti et al., 
2019a, 2019b), avoiding the limitations imposed by optical observations 
and the occasional rejection of related strokes by the processing algo-
rithms of VLF/LF lightning detection systems. 
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Chapter 6

On the relationship between

lightning superbolts and TLEs in

Northern Europe

Commentary

Various studies highlighted that the most intense lightning on Earth typically

occur in areas that experience signi�cantly less lightning activity than the

major equatorial lightning centres, and surprisingly during the cold season of

northern hemisphere. One of such superbolt hotspot is found in the northeast

Atlantic region. This paper presents the �rst detailed study about this region,

in a domain centred on the UK, providing new �ndings about the climatology

of superbolts in the area for the 10-year period 2010/2020. It additionally in-

vestigates the coupling between superbolts and mesosphere/lower ionosphere,

showing that TLEs may be triggered by superbolts at these latitudes in con-

texts that are uncharacteristics of typical TLE-producing thunderstorms in

the rest of Europe, such as nearly absent electrical activity. The original

�ndings in this manuscript provide a basis for further research in the region,

along with possible explanations for the largest cluster located on the English

Channel.
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Abstract 

Lightning occurrence at higher latitudes in northwestern Europe is by far less frequent than 

mainland continental and the Mediterranean during most of the year. Yet, as recent studies 

suggest, this region harbors a large fraction of the most energetic lightning flashes on Earth, 

commonly referred to as superbolts. In this study, we examine the time/locations of intense 

cloud-to-ground (CG) strokes (>200 kA in absolute value), provided by Météorage for the 10.5-

year period (from Jan 2010 to Jul 2020), to present a high-resolution map of their distribution, 

pointing out relevant discrepancies observed between -CG and +CG, respectively. We 

additionally investigate the potential of superbolts to result in short-lived optical phenomena 

above thunderstorms, collectively known as transient luminous events (TLEs). Observations 

in the region indicate that isolated superbolts with substantial charge moment change can 

produce sprites during low active marginal winter thunderstorms, in the absence of concurrent 

IC/CG activity several minutes before and after the event. An example is described when 3 

sprites were captured in a similar context during the night of 7th/8th February 2016. We suggest 

that: i) convergence and aerosols advection from sea surface and busy shipping lanes may 

favour deep convection and cloud electrification on the English Channel with respect to 

surrounding areas. Inherent differences in cloud charge structure of sea based storms could lead 

to faster negative leader vertical velocity than those for storms over land, on average, and hence 

in larger peak currents, determining the winter peak of negative superbolts in the area; ii) areas 

occupied by the most populated superbolt clusters can be used to conduct future research in the 
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region, aimed at better characterising microphysical properties of superbolts and their potential 

in generating TLEs. 

 

Keywords: superbolt; lightning; TLEs; atmospheric electricity; natural hazards.  

 

1. Introduction 

The term “superbolt” was first introduced by Turman (1977) to identify rare and extreme 

lightning strokes observed by optical sensors on board of the Vela satellites, characterised by 

optical power of at least 100 GW (i.e. 100 times or more than median value) and found to occur 

mostly in the coastal areas near Japan and over the northern Pacific Ocean. Since then, 

however, a long debate has been sparked about whether superbolt designated events were 

related with a specific class of powerful lightning or an undiscovered exotic lightning process, 

or if merely the result of a measurement bias. Combining radio frequency (RF) and optical data 

from FORTE (Fast On-Orbit Recording of Transient Events), Kirkland (1999) found that the 

brightest events recorded, falling within the range of peak optical power given by Turman 

(1977), were globally distributed and mostly associated with both negative and positive cloud-

to-ground (CG) strokes, exhibiting peak current values comparable on average to those 

associated with common lightning strokes. This finding, along with the absence of any unique 

VHF emission, led Kirkland to suggest that superbolts were simply powerful optical pulses 

originating from typical lightning strokes but occasionally detected by the satellite instruments 

along unobscured line of sight to the lightning channel. Yet, a more recent 12-years analysis of 

FORTE observations by Peterson and Kirkland (2020) indicates that only the upper optical 

power range (≥ 350 GW), largely dominated by intense +CG strokes, should be regarded as a 

distinctive class of superbolt-lightning, while other less bright events (~100 GW) result from 

normal lightning, observed under favourable viewing conditions and would not be recognized 
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as such by a different observer elsewhere. Furthermore, the global distribution of superbolt 

activity exhibits a clear asymmetry in the two cases, with weaker events distributed in the 

ordinary tropical lightning hotspots while larger optical powers exceeding 350 GW showing 

similarity with previous results from Turman (1977), being highly concentrated in oceanic 

thunderstorms, and in particular at the mid-latitudes of Mediterranean Sea, the Sea of Japan 

and the North Pacific during the winter season. Winter thunderstorm dynamics in such areas 

enhances the production of strong +CG strokes associated with transient luminous events 

(TLE) activity (Takahashi et al., 2003; Hayakawa et al., 2004; Yair et al., 2015), suggesting 

the possibility that the brightest events identified by Peterson and Kirkland (2020) may 

occasionally precede TLEs development. Observations from the LSO (Lightning and Sprite 

Observations) experiment, on board of the International Space Station (ISS), additionally 

provided early examples of optical superbolt-TLE composite images (Blanc et al., 2007). 

 

Instead of using the optical energy as measured from spaceborne instruments, Holzworth et al. 

(2019) have given a different definition of superbolt based on RF emission in the VLF (5 to 18 

kHz) from CG strokes recorded by the WWLLN global lightning network. A superbolt is hence 

classified as such if it exceeds 1 MJ stroke energy, which is about 3 orders of magnitude above 

the mean. WWLLN stroke energies are estimated by integrating the E-field through the VLF 

sferic waveform and the resultant radiated stroke power is found to be empirically proportional 

to the stroke peak current, normally provided by other lightning networks (Hutchins et al., 

2012). The global distribution of these sources for 2010-2018 remarkably differs from the 

location of tropical lightning chimneys in Africa, Southeast Asia and South America, 

confirming the location bias previously noticed for optically detected superbolts and showing 

the highest concentrations in the eastern North Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and over the Andes 

Mountains in South America. In addition, Holzworth et al. (2019) found that superbolt activity 
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is preferentially recorded between November and February, during the northern hemisphere 

winter. A recent study by Ripoll et al. (2021) reported electromagnetic (EM) measurements 

from both ground and space relatively to some of WWLLN superbolts detected in Europe, 

establishing the exceptional nature of these sources and revealing they also leak significantly 

larger amounts of VLF radiation into space than typical flashes. 

 

Here, we provide a detailed analysis of superbolt activity in the region of northwestern Europe 

highlighted by Holzworth et al. (2019), that includes the British Isles and the North Sea. 

Following the criteria by Yair et al. (2020), we examine 10.5-year (2010-2020) of lightning 

data obtained from the French national operational LF lightning location system (LLS) 

(Météorage), defining as superbolts the negative and positive CG strokes, whose peak current 

amplitude is larger than 200 kA in absolute value. The corresponding coordinates are later 

processed with the DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) 

algorithm to identify the dominant superbolt clusters, and additional timing information also 

allows their temporal and seasonal distribution to be characterised. Combined ground-based 

optical and EM observations of TLEs in the same region are hence used to investigate the link 

with superbolts, especially during wintertime when this part of Europe experiences 

meteorological conditions like those in Japan (Takahashi et al., 2003; Adachi et al., 2005). 

 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the type of data and analysis 

methods used in this study; in section 3 we present our results, providing a comprehensive 

spatial/temporal overview of superbolt distribution in the study domain and describing a 

peculiar case of sprite-producing superbolts during a marginal winter thunderstorm in the UK; 

in section 4 we discuss our results, giving some ideas to advance knowledge; finally, in section 

5 we summarizes the main conclusions. 
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2. Data and methods 

The data of this study cover the period ranging from January 2010 to July 2020 and extend 

over an area delimited approximately between (48 °N, 60 °N) in latitude and (12 °W, 8 °E) in 

longitude. This domain falls within the range of Météorage LLS, which is based on a network 

of Vaisala LS7002 sensors, working in the VLF-LF band 1-350 kHz. Each sensor measures the 

EM signal emitted by both CG and intra-cloud (IC) lightning stroke activity. Multiple 

detections of the same event are combined by applying magnetic direction finding and time-

of-arrival techniques to provide accurate information for each stroke as the occurrence time, 

latitude, longitude, the peak current amplitude with polarity and the type (IC/CG). The effective 

range of Météorage encompasses all of Europe area and part of the North Atlantic Ocean, as a 

result of the collaboration with EUCLID (European Cooperation for Lightning Detection). 

Pédeboy et al. (2018) reported a detection efficiency of 97% and 56% for CG and IC flashes, 

respectively, with the corresponding median location accuracy of 100 m and 1.64 km, 

respectively. The stroke peak current, used in the superbolt definition, is estimated from the 

magnetic field remotely detected by the sensors. A transmission line model is used to convert 

the measured EM fields to lightning current in the return stroke (RS), assuming a constant 

propagation speed. However, since this speed is not fixed but varies, an error is committed on 

the peak current calculation. Peak current estimates are calibrated with direct current 

measurements of triggered lightning or at instrumented towers and are validated with a median 

absolute accuracy of the order of 15-20% for negative CG subsequent RS (Schulz et al., 2016). 

Larger uncertainty remains about the peak current estimate of first negative RS, positive RS 

and intra-cloud IC discharges, as no direct validation method is currently available. Despite 

such large uncertainties in the peak current absolute magnitude, values larger than 200 kA are 
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certainly indicative of a particular class of lightning, corresponding in general to less than about 

0.15-0.05% of total lightning CG strokes recorded. 

 

We use additional simultaneous EM measurements in the ELF-VLF band to further 

characterise the TLE parent CG properties, previously identified by Météorage. These include: 

1) quasi-electrostatic currents in the ELF range 1-45 Hz, recorded at 2 different sites in southern 

UK using the technique proposed by Bennett (2013, 2017); 2) ELF magnetic field recordings 

performed at Hylaty (Poland), processed to reconstruct the current moment waveform (CMW) 

and estimate both the charge moment change (CMC) and the impulsive CMC (iCMC) of sprite 

parent +CG strokes (Kulak et al., 2014; Mlynarczyk et al., 2015); 3) two high frequency 

magnetic induction coils detectors operating in the range 0.1-50 Hz and installed at the 

Eskdalemuir Geophysical observatory in Scotland (Beggan and Musur, 2018); 4) Very Low 

Frequency (VLF) recordings at Algiers, Algeria (36.45 °N, 3.28 °E) to monitor VLF 

transmission signal perturbations for evidence of lightning-ionosphere coupling effects 

associated with TLEs and superbolts (Nait Amor et al., 2010). 

 

Cloud Top Temperatures (CTT) are issued from the thermal infrared band (IR) at ~11-13 μm 

of the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) onboard the Meteosat Second 

Generation (MSG) satellite operated by the European Organization for the Exploitation of 

Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). The radiometer SEVIRI scans the Earth disk within 

about 12 minutes, from east to west thanks to the satellite rotation and from south to north 

thanks to the rotation of a scan mirror (Aminou et al., 1997). It provides images in 12 spectral 

bands every 15 minutes. The spatial resolution for the thermal channel is 0.027°, which 

corresponds to 3 km at the subsatellite point and about 4.5 km at the latitude of the study area. 

The study area is therefore scanned four times in one hour, and around 10, 25, 40 and 55 
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minutes of each hour. The accuracy of the CTT values depends on several parameters, as the 

type of clouds, the time during the day, the geographical location around the Earth. In the study 

by Taylor et al. (2017), that compared SEVIRI cloud top temperatures from the new CLAAS-

2 (CLoud property dAtAset using SEVIRI, Edition 2) dataset against Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with 

Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) data, the error was lower than 2-3 °K in UK. 

 

Optical observations of TLEs and particularly sprites in the same spatial domain are 

coincidentally obtained by low light CCD cameras with a standard PAL frame rate of 25 fps, 

operated in trigger mode by networks of citizen scientists and more recently by the University 

of Bath (UK). The timestamps of TLEs videos in the observation database has been thus 

matched with the superbolt list to identify and locate the large peak current parent stroke. 

 

All the spatial statistics are computed using 0.25° × 0.25° grid cells, each cell corresponding to 

dimensions of approximately 28 km by 18 km at 50°N. The superbolt density is obtained as 

the ratio of the total number of events in a grid cell and the area of the grid cell, expressed as 

flashes per square kilometre (fl km−2). In addition, an accurate idea of the spatial shape of the 

data distribution is produced by applying the kernel density estimation (KDE), which produces 

an estimate of the probability density distribution which that data is drawn from, as a weighted 

sum of Gaussian distributions. We also applied KDE to determine diurnal patterns of superbolt 

activity. This is done after reprocessing the lightning data into 1-hour width counts of 

superbolts by season (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON). 

 

Individual superbolt location processing into clusters is achieved by applying the DBSCAN 

algorithm (Ester et al., 1996; Kriegel et al., 2011). DBSCAN was chosen as the clustering 

algorithm mainly for its capability to handle noise, no requirement to specify the number of 
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clusters and the arbitrary cluster shapes. DBSCAN clusters n-dimensional points based on the 

radius that defines a circular neighbourhood (epsilon) around each point and the minimum 

number of points necessary to form a cluster (MinPoints) (Kriegel et al., 2011). In the context 

of DBSCAN, each point in the data set is classified as: 1) a core point of a cluster, if there are 

at least MinPoints-1 other points in its neighbourhood; 2) an edge point, if it is within the radius 

of a core point yet does not satisfy the minimum samples requirement; 3) noise, if it does not 

contain the minimum number of samples and it is not within the radius of a core point. Since 

the two parameters are domain-dependent, their optimal choice is not known a-priori but must 

be manually tuned, using domain-specific knowledge related to the problem at hand. In this 

case, the identification of a core point requires a neighbourhood search radius epsilon = 25 km 

(i.e. well above the lightning location error and larger than the typical size of single-celled 

systems in the UK) and a minimum number of neighbours MinPoints = 25 strokes. This choice 

produces results that are consistent with previously defined density maps, while limiting the 

influence of individual localized thunderstorms generating superbolts on the clustering process 

that would increase by setting smaller radii and number of strokes. On the other hand, a larger 

epsilon would produce coarser resolution, masking eventual features such as the observed 

contrast along coastlines for a given stroke polarity.  

 

3. Results  

3.1 Regional distribution of superbolts 

During the 10.5-year period considered, Météorage detected a total of 7,578 negative and 7,858 

positive intense CG strokes (>200 kA in absolute value) across the study area. Figure 1 shows 

their peak current distribution by polarity, indicating a similar absolute median value of about 

250 kA. This value is comparable to the mean (-267 kA) found by Holzworth et al. (2019) for 

the limited subset of superbolts identified by WWLLN over continental United States that 
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matched with the corresponding large negative strokes located by ENTLN. Such extreme 

events are relatively rare if compared to the total number of CG strokes recorded. Pédeboy et 

al. (2017) estimated an average occurrence rate of about 0.18% of the overall CG activity 

recorded by EUCLID in Western Europe for 2007-2016 period. Yet, the relative proportion of 

intense CG strokes is found to exhibit significant differences on a regional and seasonal basis. 

 

Here such spatial and temporal patterns are discussed in greater detail with respect to the 

previously defined domain. Figure 2 presents the overall plot of all the 15,436 large strokes 

broken into two colours by polarity. From figure 2 (a, b) early evidence is seen of a location 

bias between powerful +CGs, which appear more scattered across the domain, and -CGs which 

are preferentially found on the sea and exhibit a sharp contrast on the coastlines. This 

geographical pattern of strokes of different polarity is much clearer in figure 2 (c,d), showing 

the related probability density estimated with 0.25° spatial resolution over the entire domain 

using the KDE algorithm. The core activity of positive superbolts is found on land, over the 

border between Belgium and the Netherlands, reaching a maximum density of about 0.04 

fl km−2 (figure 2e). By contrast, the main negative cores are observed on the English Channel 

and off the Dutch coast, with a maximum of 0.06 fl km−2 (figure 2f). A slight increase in 

activity in both polarities can be also seen on the West coast of Scotland and Northern Ireland, 

where convection may be enhanced by the steep slopes of coastal mountains. Yet, an even more 

remarkable discrepancy is noticed when also including the winter/summer seasonal pattern, as 

seen in figures 3A and 3B. The strong -CGs essentially occur on the sea surface during the 

winter season (NDJF), with the highest density found across the English Channel (~0.05 

fl km−2). The winter -CG core tends to overlap with the +CG one, which shows a consistent 

shift westward with respect to the summer months (MJJA). Winter lightning outbreaks are 

generally associated with deep North Atlantic low-pressure systems, characterised by high 
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pressure gradients and strong winds, which move unstable cold and moist polar maritime air 

over relatively warmer sea surface temperatures (as opposed to the cold land) into the region 

of study. In this context, instability and lightning potential is enhanced, especially in the 

western side of the domain, by the contrast with warmer North Atlantic current and by the 

orography, which forces air to lift for example near mountainous terrain of western Scotland 

and Wales. Alongside the calculation of density maps, the spatial data set is reduced into local 

superbolt clusters by applying the DBSCAN algorithm to their coordinates. The identified 

clusters and the relative centroids are plotted in figure 4. By considering the full data set, 

irrespective of the stroke polarity, 28 clusters are localized, the largest of which is centred on 

the eastern side of the Strait of Dover and encompasses an area that extends from the English 

Channel to the North Sea, mostly delimited by the coastline (figure 4a). Other relevant local 

clusters include the Bristol Channel and Brittany. Looking at specific seasons, however, the 

seasonal shift in cluster locations is further confirmed, showing that summer activity is more 

evenly distributed and the largest summer cluster on land in Belgium is significantly less 

populated than the winter peak cluster on the English Channel (figure 4a and 4c).  

 

Figure 5 introduces the annual variation of superbolt activity in the study area. The monthly 

absolute distribution and the relative percentage compared to the total with respect to the 

polarity indicate an overall peak in negative superbolts in November and December, when the 

number of events is about 2 times larger than summer months (JJA) and up to 14 times with 

respect to spring (MAM). Looking at the whole year, the months November-February account 

for more than 52% of all negative superbolts. Additionally, the analysis shows that positive 

superbolts follow a similar annual trend during most of the year but, differently, tend to occur 

more often during spring and summer time (April to July) with a secondary and smaller 

amplitude peak between December and January. 
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Such finding suggests that superbolts are preferentially produced in the transition periods 

before summer and winter, which can be explained by different thunderstorm characteristics 

related to the changing general synoptic patterns of thunderstorms producing superbolts. 

Additional indications in this sense can be obtained by observing the diurnal distribution of 

these intense lightning strokes during different seasons. This is summarized in figure 6, 

displaying the probability density distribution of superbolts using the KDE method by hour of 

day and polarity. Autumn and Winter show the closest similarity, with -CGs exhibiting a 

clearly bimodal distribution and dominating during the early morning on +CGs, which 

conversely remain almost constant throughout the day and exceed negative stroke activity 

during the late morning and early afternoon. The diurnal variations observed are not in phase 

with land-based convection but more likely to be marine-based, as the stroke locations 

previously confirmed. The ~04 UT peaks in marine activity may also be related to the time of 

maximum wintertime land-sea temperature difference and corresponding land-breeze 

convergence. Differently, the maximum annual peak in +CG occurs during Spring/Summer 

season, with greatest activity during the afternoon. This seasonal peak occurs when stroke 

locations are mostly distributed on continental mainland, where convection initiated by solar 

heating of the land is important. Negative Spring superbolts activity shows a similar double 

peak in diurnal variation as for positive, but the afternoon amplitude is less pronounced. This 

is consistent with the suggestion that land-based thunderstorms initiated by afternoon solar 

heating are more likely to produce positive superbolts than negative ones. 

 

3.2 TLEs observations and superbolts in northern Europe 

Particularly intense lightning, such as cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning discharges with large 

charge moment change (CMC) and occasionally very high peak current as superbolts, can 
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produce short lived optical emissions above thunderclouds, among which sprite-halos and elves 

are the most commonly observed (Pasko, 2010 and references therein; Pasko et al., 2012). The 

mechanism of TLE formation is now well established, but extensive research on their 

microphysical properties is still ongoing (i.e. for example, to explain the rich variety of sprite 

morphologies). The occurrence of TLEs across Europe mirrors the lightning density 

distribution and peaks at summer on continental mainland (Arnone et al., 2020). Autumn and 

winter TLEs activity is generally lower and concentrated on the Bay of Biscay and over the 

coastal areas of the Mediterranean Sea in southern Europe and the Middle East. 

 

The areas of northern Europe that include British Isles and North Sea generally experience 

significantly less thunderstorms (up to 10 times) than the rest of Europe (Anderson and 

Klugmann, 2014). The knowledge about TLEs occurrence in this area is relatively scarce. 

Optical observations at higher latitudes in northern Europe presents the basic problem of barely 

dark skies during summer, when most northern European thunderstorms occur. TLEs 

observations (1 sprite,1 elve) on the Baltic Sea have been reported by Mäkelä et al. (2010) and 

represented the northernmost European TLEs until then. Arnone et al. (2020) indicated a total 

of 25 additional TLEs observed (24 sprites, 1 bluejet) in 2009-2013 in the same area. A single 

column sprite was later recorded in 2018 by the cameras of project Hessdalen even further 

north at a latitude of approximately 63° along the coast of Norway. The EM signal of the parent 

+CG was analysed by Pizzuti et al. (2020) and showed a peak current of 163 kA and a total 

charge moment change (CMC) of 1,750 C km.  

 

The geographical domain considered in this study is partially covered by cameras operated by 

the UK Meteor Network (UKMON) and NEMETODE (Network for Meteor Triangulation and 

Orbit Determination). As these are primarily set up for meteor observations, recording of TLEs 
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is serendipitous and rare. Nevertheless, citizen scientists recorded some tens of sprites in the 

area during 2010-2020. More recently, a new low-light and high-resolution charge-coupled 

device (CCD) camera (Watec 902H2) mounted on a fixed tripod and remotely controlled, was 

installed in 2019 at the University of Bath (UK) and specifically configured for capturing TLEs 

across the English Channel. The system has been already successful at detecting the first ever 

ELVE from the UK (figure 7). The donut-shaped optical emission was produced by the 

electromagnetic pulse (EMP) of an extreme -CG stroke (-750 kA) on the NW coast of France. 

 

Here the focus is on reported TLEs triggered by CG strokes matching with the superbolt 

criteria. Figure 8a shows the 10.5-year superbolt clusters and the corresponding locations of 

TLE parent CGs. While TLEs (notably sprites) related to lower peak current CGs have been 

observed throughout the entire domain, it is worth to notice that superbolt cluster boundaries 

are representative of the areas where the probability of eventually detecting an associated TLE 

is higher. As a result, the majority of observed TLEs related to superbolts is found on the sea 

or within few tens of kilometres inland from the coastline in the southern portion of the study 

area, where superbolt flash density increases with respect to the domain average (figure 8b). 

These have been observed throughout the year and in relation with different thunderstorm 

dynamics. A large number of sprites produced by superbolts has been already reported during 

an unusual late spring MCS in SW England (Pizzuti et al. 2021). An interesting case is that of 

winter superbolts occurring during peculiar thunderstorms observed in the UK that produce 

only few flashes per hour and occasionally trigger sprites. Since they tend to have the same 

polarity (often positive) and to be concentrated in a specific area and time of storm 

development, such strong flashes are potentially disruptive for power plants and airports giving 

the inherent sporadic onset. In the following section we analyse in more detail one of these 

cases during which concurrent sprites were optically captured. 
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3.3 Case study of 7th February 2016 

Cold unstable airmass associated with a low-pressure system centred NW of Scotland reached 

the British Isles in the evening hours of 7th February 2016, and propagated eastwards across 

part of mainland UK overnight (figure 9). The frontal weather system with a dynamic wind 

field resulted in marginal thermodynamic instability with low topped convection along the 

frontal zone, as suggested by embedded bands of heavy rainfall (corresponding to radar 

reflectivity >50 dBZ, locally) derived from Met Office radar imagery (figure 10). Despite the 

relatively low minimum cloud top temperature (CTT) (~-45 °C at 23 UT), the presence of 

graupel and its motion, inferred by spectral width and Doppler velocity available from the 

Chilbolton 35-GHz radar (Copernicus), lead to convective invigoration and electrification with 

subsequent lightning onset at around 2250 UT, along the southern coast of England. The 

thunderstorm development was likely favoured by warmer and humid air advected from the 

English Channel as a consequence of the low level south-westerly non-convective winds. 

Interestingly, the polarity of CG flashes detected by Météorage during electrically active 

periods was exclusively positive, which possibly allows making some hypotheses on charge 

configuration within the thundercloud (i.e. for example, the tilted positive dipole configuration, 

often observed during winter thunderstorms in Japan) (Nag and Rakov, 2012), though yet to 

be confirmed given the lack of electric field change measurements at ground under the storm. 

Electrical activity was rather weak (i.e., less than 10 CG flashes per hour detected and nearly 

absent IC activity in the period 2250 to 0000 UT) and limited in both time and space and 

underwent a substantial lull that culminated with the first sprite observation at about 2334 UT. 

Atmospheric soundings indicate that the 0°C isotherm height was at ~1.1 km and the 

temperature at 700 hPa was ~-12.5°C, in agreement with the criterion (<-10°C) for winter 

lightning occurring in cold air mass thunderstorms used by Montanya et al. (2016). The +CG 
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flashes were located close behind the leading convective line, at about 30 km from the cold 

core of the cell which was around -50°C at that time (figure 11). The total of 3 sprite events 

occurred in the onward half hour period at regular intervals of approximately 12 minutes from 

each other. Sprite development was quite unique in this case, as no other flashes were detected 

except those that triggered the sprites and the sprites themselves showed similar features, being 

classifiable as angel sprites (Bór, 2013) (figure 12). The absence of simultaneous electrical 

activity related to IC or other less intense CG in the preceding and following minutes around 

each event allowed for enough charge to build up and then be transferred to ground which 

enabled streamers development and propagation at mesospheric altitudes. The emergence of 

lateral streamers, typical of complex angel sprites, implies that the quasi-electrostatic field at 

sprite altitude, as a result of charge removal by the strong parent +CGs, is generally larger than 

that required for column sprites (Malagón-Romero et al., 2019). The 20 ms time resolution (de-

interlaced) of available sprite videos do not allow tracking such a detailed evolution directly, 

but the approximate streamer initiation time within the sequence of the video fields agrees with 

the accepted temporal evolution (figure 13). The details and properties of the 3 sprite-parent 

+CGs are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. List of sprite-parent +CGs 

Date Time (UTC) Lat Lon Peak current 

(kA) 

iCMC         

(C km) 

CMC 

(C km) 

2016-02-07 23:34:44.643 51.236 -0.4016 +389 +172 +990 

2016-02-07 23:46:46.499 51.2839 -0.1238 +295 +127 +829 

2016-02-07 23:57:18.319 51.2748 0.0528 +393 +174 +1307 
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Figure 14 shows the 100 Hz sampled quasi-electrostatic current detected at ELF frequency (1-

50 Hz) on the Thunderstorm Detector (TD) described by Bennett (2013) and installed at 

Reading (UK), at about 40 km from the sprite parent CG stroke locations. Sudden electric field 

changes related to the sprite parent +CG are visible as large amplitude signal with respect to 

the background. Since the TD is sensitive to all types of lightning within range, including weak 

IC, its raw output confirms the absence of other cloud or CG flashes in the area of interest 

during the half hour period starting from 2330 UT during which the sprites occurred. 

Simultaneous high-frequency (100 Hz) horizontal magnetic field recordings in the range 0.1-

50 Hz were collected on two induction coil magnetometers at Eskdalemuir (UK). The North-

South channel output, reported in the middle panel, shows the 3 sprite parent strokes in the 

magnetic field component and indicates a maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of ~530 pT for 

the event at 2357 UT. A further comparison with the electric field related signal detected on a 

BTD-300 (Bennett, 2017) installed at Portishead (UK), ~200 km away from the storm, shows 

a very good agreement with the magnetic data and highlights the idea that ELF flashes radiated 

by intense CG return strokes can be picked up at even larger distances using the same detection 

principle of the TD, when electrostatic field changes at ground following charge removal in 

lightning become negligible (Pizzuti et al., 2021). Additional lightning signals but associated 

with other active areas in the same period are also visible in the BTD output, as a result of the 

increased sensitivity with respect to the TD. 

 

Early/fast events are lightning related disturbances in sub-ionospheric VLF radio transmissions 

(in amplitude and/or phase) that occur within 20 ms of the causative lightning and rise to full 

amplitude or phase change within the next 20 ms (Inan et al., 1996). They typically recover in 

10-100 seconds or many minutes in some cases (Haldoupis et al., 2013; Koh et al., 2019), 

governed by the local chemical relaxation times in the ionosphere. These events have long been 
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correlated with lightning, and more recently with sprites and TLEs in general (Inan et al., 1995; 

Dowden et al., 1996; Haldoupis et al., 2010). Such events are detected because the VLF 

transmitter signal received is highly sensitive to the local ionospheric conductivity, which is 

affected by modifications in the electron density or collision frequency (through heating and 

ionisation). The perturbation parameters are function of the relative distances between the 

lightning and eventually associated TLE and the great circle path between transmitter and 

receiver (Nait Amor et al., 2010). At the time of sprite observations, one of such narrowband 

VLF receiver was operating at Algiers, monitoring at 20 ms time resolution the VLF signal 

from various transmitters located globally. On this favourable occasion, the great circle path 

between the receiver and the GQD transmitter (22.1 kHz) approximately crossed the sprite 

region. The data in figure 15 indicate that all the 3 superbolts and subsequent sprites observed 

in the UK were the sources of early signal perturbations in the GQD-Algiers transmission path. 

The type of perturbation recorded belongs to the class of LOREs (LOng Recovery Early VLF 

events) with > 200 s recovery times, documented by Haldoupis (2012). In particular, the first 

event at 23:34:44 UT is found to recover to the level preceding the lightning flash in about 6 

min. The other two events at 23:46:46 UT and 23:57:18 UT show similar features to step-like 

LOREs described by Haldoupis (2013), exhibiting even larger recovery times or no recovery. 

The onset of LOREs may indirectly suggest the existence of elves preceding the observed 

sprites, as a result of the strong EMP radiated by such large peak current +CG and its interaction 

with the lower ionosphere. No concurrent effects were recorded on NRK and DHO paths, 

because of the significantly larger distance from the storm centre. 

 

4. Discussion 

We have presented details of ~15,000 very large peak current (i.e. about 10 times larger than 

average values) strokes for 2010-2020 in a spatial domain centred on the British Isles. These 
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strokes have seasonal and geographic distributions that match with the patterns of superbolts 

observed by Holzworth et al. (2019) in the same area, suggesting that a significant proportion 

of events selected using the peak current criteria may actually coincide with superbolts detected 

by WWLLN and classified in terms of radiated VLF energy over 106 J. Flash density 

calculations and clustering of the superbolt locations by means of DBSCAN algorithm allowed 

us to identify the areas of larger concentration of these events with increased resolution and to 

highlight the different patterns observed by considering additional properties, such as the stroke 

polarity. The cluster positions are found to vary through the year in agreement with the 

dominant seasonal weather patterns and the corresponding lightning occurrence distributions 

that affect Britain and surrounding areas (Wilkinson and Neal, 2021). An interesting case for 

the UK is that of low active convective storms during the winter season, which produce one or 

few CG flashes per hour over a limited size area. On these occasions, large peak current CGs 

are often the predominant type of lightning observed. They usually occur in rapid succession 

and are delimited to a specific area and time of the storm development, as seen in section 3.3, 

when about 72% of the total CGs occurred in the period examined exceeded 100 kA and half 

of this population of strong CGs were superbolts.  

 

Observations in this study further confirm that the most intense superbolts are preferentially 

found over the sea or along the coastlines (e.g., Füllekrug et al., 2002), as indicated by the most 

populated cluster stretching from the English Channel to the coast of the Netherlands. The large 

cluster on the English Channel persists during the winter season (NDJF) but is largely 

dominated by negative polarity strokes with a peak at early morning hours. The SW-NE 

orientation of the English Channel favours enhancement of wintertime convection during the 

unstable conditions resulting from both SW and NE airflow (Galvin, 2021), both of which are 

common wind directions for the region. For the case of an unstable wintertime SW airflow, 
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convection initiated over the sea within the returning Polar Maritime air mass is enhanced in 

the channel by low-level convergence resulting from the backing of wind due to friction over 

the rougher land surface of France (Gille and Smith, 2013). Similarly, convection in an unstable 

NE Polar Maritime air mass will be enhanced in the channel by low-level convergence of 

airflow backed over the relatively rougher land surface of England. This enhanced convergence 

in the Channel would increase the probability of convective initiation and deepen existing 

convective cloud, thereby increasing winter lightning occurrence on that stretch of sea. Given 

the proximity between the superbolt cluster and one of the most congested maritime routes in 

Europe (figure 16), we cannot exclude that, while atmospheric instability and vertical updrafts 

enhanced by low-level convergence are the dominant factors determining lightning activity, 

advected aerosols from the sea and shipping lanes in winter conditions may act as a modulating 

factor in the ice microphysics leading to intensification of convection and storm electrification 

and consequently in lightning enhancement (e.g., Lyons et al., 1998; Altaratz et al., 2010; 

Thornton et al., 2017; Yair, 2018; Yair et al., 2021). Higher concentrations of cloud 

condensation nuclei (CCN) have been found to lead to enhanced updrafts (Mansell and Ziegler, 

2013) and an increase of supercooled droplets reaching the mixed-phase region of the cloud, 

culminating in a more effective charge separation and cloud electrification (Deierling et al., 

2008). Various physical mechanisms may act in concert to determine the large proportion of 

high peak current strokes and the observed polarity disparity, biased towards negative 

superbolts across the area. In a recent experiment, Asfur et al. (2020) hypothesized that the 

higher conductivity of the saline water, compared to moist soil, results in a more efficient 

charge transfer to the surface and subsequently in larger peak current discharges and brighter 

optical flashes. On the other hand, Cooray and Rakov (2012) described a formula to predict the 

peak current in first negative return strokes as a function of either the potential difference 

between the cloud charge region and the ground or the background electric field, that is 
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theoretically limited to a maximum value of about 150 kV/m. In general, this background 

electric field will not be reduced over open water, given the decreased opportunity for corona 

(point) discharge and absence of upward leaders from tall structures on ground, thereby 

favouring a larger maximum return stroke peak current attainable with respect to land-based 

thunderstorms. Another possible explanation for the predominance of large peak current -CGs 

reported by lightning location systems on the English Channel is the faster average vertical 

velocity of negative first stroke leaders propagating downward over the ocean, as reported by 

Nag and Cummins (2017). If confirmed by future observations, this mechanism would also 

allow to make specific assumption on the charge configuration of maritime thunderstorms 

producing negative superbolts, such as large main negative charge region and small or absent 

lower positive charge layer. In particular, the development of lower positive charge region 

would be inhibited over the water surface by the decreased upward transport of positive charge 

produced by corona effect at ground and the presence of traces of NaCl in maritime air, which 

leads to negative charge on graupel irrespective of temperature in the graupel-ice collision 

mechanism (e.g., Cooray and Rakov, 2012, and references therein). 

 

We additionally reported evidence that winter storms producing superbolts in the study area, 

despite the low electrical activity and limited size extent, can be capable of triggering sprites, 

as in the unique case described of 7th Feb, 2016, when 3 sprites coincided with the only 3 +CG 

strokes occurred in an half hour interval of the storm evolution. Various studies have shown 

that winter weather regimes and cloud properties, determining low IC rate thunderstorms on 

the sea and coastal areas of Atlantic Europe (e.g. the Bay of Biscay), are prolific producers of 

large peak current CG strokes of either polarity and associated elves (van der Velde et al., 

2011), but only rarely produce sprites, whose activity is generally limited to the Mediterranean 

during winter (Yair et al., 2015; Arnone et al., 2020). The key factor for the formation of sprites 
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is the magnitude of the vertical CMC of parent +CG stroke (Hu et al., 2002) and the subsequent 

rapid change in the above-cloud quasi-electrostatic (QE) field. CMC values estimated for the 

sprite-parent strokes in this study are found to be in the range of average values of 1400 ± 600 

C km for winter thunderstorms reported by Yair et al. (2009). An additional more stringent 

metric than the return stroke peak current to evaluate the sprite-producing potential of lightning 

strokes is the iCMC, defined as the total CMC within the first 2 ms after the lightning return 

stroke. Lu et al. (2013) observed a 90% likelihood for +CG strokes with a mean 

iCMCs > +300 C km to produce a sprite, which is considerably lower than the mean iCMC 

value of +571 C km associated with halo-sprite events (Lu at al., 2018).  An extensive survey 

on iCMC measurements across the U.S. by Cummer et al. (2013) analysed the relationship 

between the peak current and the iCMC, showing that the distribution for very high peak 

current positive strokes (> +200 kA) is peaked at very low iCMC (~+20 C km) and substantially 

drops for larger values, thus implying positive superbolts as a not favourable sprite-producing 

source. If the same distribution is assumed to be valid also for positive superbolts occurring in 

the study area, the sprite observations here described are therefore rather atypical events. By 

contrast, the measurements reported by Cummer et al. (2013) show an opposite result for 

negative CG strokes, indicating that the peak in the iCMC distribution increases with the return 

stroke peak current and a significant spread of the distribution for large peak current -CG (<-

200 kA). This may suggest an increased potential for negative superbolts over open water (such 

as the English Channel) to result in mesospheric halos (Frey et al., 2007) that, however, needs 

to be supported by future observational campaigns. A significant discrepancy is found between 

the winter sprites observed during the night of 7th/8th Feb, 2016, associated with relatively small 

iCMCs (e.g., below +200 C km), and the other documented cases of sprites observed above a 

rare late spring MCS in the UK, characterised by similarly high peak current values but a mean 

iCMC of about +680 C km (Pizzuti et al., 2021). This can be reasonably attributed to relevant 
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differences in cloud properties, such as the thundercloud charge and electric field 

configuration, and the subsequent details of charge transfer in the CG strokes. Yet, 

modification of atmospheric medium in response to sequential strong electromagnetic pulses 

emitted by superbolts may contribute to the emergence of short time delayed sprites associated 

with parent +CGs exhibiting smaller iCMCs. Haldoupis et al. (2013) showed that intense ±CG 

with peak currents >200 kA in absolute value cause long-lasting (e.g., many minutes) 

ionization changes in the lower nighttime ionosphere, resulting in detectable long-recovery 

perturbations on man-made VLF transmissions, as shown by VLF measurements in this study. 

Salut et al. (2013) also reported that the number of long-recovery (>500 s) early VLF events 

increases with the peak current of CG return, especially when occurring over the sea, although 

Kotovsky et al. (2016) argued that the intense initial breakdown observed in lightning 

producing LOREs do not necessarily imply the involvement of high peak currents and large 

electromagnetic pulse radiation in producing the long-lived ionospheric disturbance. 

According to theoretical models (e.g., Taranenko et al., 1993; Marshall, 2012), the interaction 

of lightning EMP with the lower ionosphere results in electron density enhancement by impact 

ionization above ~85 km and electron density depletion due to electron attachment at lower 

altitudes (e.g., below about 80 to 85 km). The sharp steepening of the ambient electron density 

by consecutive strong CG may thus have a direct concurrent effect on the initiation of sprite 

streamers, in combination with the CMC of the parent +CG (Qin et al., 2011; Qin et al., 2012). 

 

5. Conclusions 

This study provides the first detailed climatology of superbolts in the region of northwestern 

Europe that comprises the British Isles, enabling further comparisons with previous studies and 

setting the basis for new research. We conclude that, in addition to relevant discrepancies found 

between the distribution of positive and negative superbolts, 1) superbolts occurring at this 
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latitude can be a potential source of TLEs (especially elves and halos), such as under weather 

patterns typical of winter season, thus deserving further investigation on specific properties of 

lightning inception and leader propagation characteristics, 2) convergence and advection of salt 

water aerosols and shiptrack emissions over the English Channel may effectively contribute to 

convective invigoration and the development of cloud charge configurations favouring such 

extreme events, during nearly zero flash rate marginal thunderstorms, 3) the identification of 

highly populated superbolt regions via clustering methods may be useful to target new 

observational campaigns in this part of Europe which is normally out of range of most of 

European TLEs observation networks. 
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Figures 

Figure 1  

 

Figure 1. Histogram showing the superbolt (>200 kA in absolute value) distribution by peak 

current and polarity. The median peak current is about 250 kA for both +CG and -CG, 

respectively. 
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Figure 2  

 

Figure 2. Overall distribution of Météorage superbolts by polarity for the study area: (a,b) 

scatter plot of superbolt coordinates; (c,d) corresponding probability density plots (0.25° 

resolution), determined using the kernel density estimation (KDE); (e,f) superbolt flash density 

map, calculated adopting a spatial resolution of 0.25°x0.25° and smoothed by a 

Gaussian filter for clarity. 
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Figure 3A 

 

Figure 3A. Overall distribution of Météorage positive superbolts during winter (NDJF) and 

summer (MJJA) months: (a,b) scatter plot of superbolt coordinates; (c,d) corresponding 

probability density plots (0.25° resolution), determined using the kernel density estimation 

(KDE); (e,f) superbolt flash density map, calculated adopting a spatial resolution of 

0.25°x0.25° and smoothed by a Gaussian filter for clarity. 
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Figure 3B 

 

Figure 3B. Overall distribution of Météorage negative superbolts during winter (NDJF) and 

summer (MJJA) months: (a,b) scatter plot of superbolt coordinates; (c,d) corresponding 

probability density plots (0.25° resolution), determined using the kernel density estimation 

(KDE); (e,f) superbolt flash density map, calculated adopting a spatial resolution of 

0.25°x0.25° and smoothed by a Gaussian filter for clarity. 
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Figure 4 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4. Superbolt lightning clusters identified with the DBSCAN algorithm on the (a) full 

and (b,c) seasonal data set, respectively. Each cluster is distinguished from the other by using 

different colours for its elements. The black solid star indicates the centroid of the cluster. 

 

Figure 5 

 

Figure 5. Monthly distribution and relative percentage of superbolts by polarity. 
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Figure 6 

 

Figure 6. Diurnal probability density of superbolts based on 2010-2020 data by season, 

estimated with KDE. 

 

Figure 7 
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Figure 7. The first ever elve detected from the UK on a low-light camera installed at the 

University of Bath. The CG stroke (-750 kA) responsible of this optical emission on the lower 

ionosphere was located close to the NW coast of France (~400 km from the camera). 

 

Figure 8 

(a)
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(b)

 

Figure 8. (a) Distribution of TLE-associated superbolts with respect to the clusters identified 

with DBSCAN. The map shows that TLEs are not evenly distributed through the entire domain 

but, in general, tend to be confined to cluster boundaries in the southern region and in general 

where the superbolt density is larger than the overall average in the study area (b).  

 

Figure 9 

 

Figure 9. Infrared (IR) satellite image (a), geopotential at 500 hPa and surface pressure plot 

issued from the Global Forecast System (GFS) model (b) for the 8th February 2016 at 0000 UT. 
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The colormap scale is in decametres (dam). The dashed red frame indicates the investigated 

storm region. 

 

Figure 10 

 

Figure 10. Met Office Radar (a) and Meteosat cloud top temperature (CTT) (b) maps of the 

7th February 2016 thunderstorm at about 2325UT, few minutes before the approximate time 

of first sprite onset. The region of interest is defined by the red dashed circle. The red cross 

indicates the location of a concurrent +CG stroke at about 23:26:01 UT, during the satellite 

scan and associated with a separate storm region. 

 

Figure 11  
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Figure 11. Meteosat cloud top temperature (CTT) maps in the thermal infrared band (IR) (10.5-

12.5 μm) and Met Office radar reflectivity (dBZ) at about 2334 UT (a), 2346 UT (b) and 2357 

UT (c), corresponding to the 3 sprite events. The spatial resolution of radar maps is 1 km 

horizontally (central panel) and 500 m vertically, extending to an altitude of about 12 km (top 

and side panels). The sprite parent +CG (indicated by purple/red crosses on the maps) are 

located about 30 km south of the coldest (convective) core ~ -50°C, for the three cases. The 

sprite locations trail behind a high radar reflectivity elongated band and it could indicate the 

direction of positive charge advected from the convective core. 

 

Figure 12 
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Figure 12. The 3 sprites observed during the night of 7th/8th February 2016 (south London) 

between 2330 UT and 0000 UT, showing angel-sprite morphologies. (Courtesy: UKMON, 

Nemetode.org) 

 

Figure 13

 

Figure 13. Development of the first sprite at 23:33:44 UT on 7th February 2016: current 

moment waveform (CMW) with black curve, charge moment change (CMC) with dashed curve 

and peak current with red plus, of the causative +CG stroke. The images of the sprite 

correspond to 20 ms fields obtained by de-interlacing the video frames. 
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Figure 14 

 

Figure 14. Monitoring of electrical and magnetic activity during the interval 2330/0000 UT, 

when the sprites occurred (indicated by the red arrows and labelled as S1, S2 and S3, 
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respectively), in the ELF band (<50 Hz). The signals associated with the strong parent strokes 

were clearly detected in both the components at various distances from the stroke locations. 

The TD (the closest to the storm centre, <50 km) output also confirms the absence of 

concurrent electrical activity around the time of each event, except for the +CGs that 

triggered the sprites. 

 

Figure 15 

 

Figure 15. Long recovery and step-like early/fast VLF signal perturbations associated with 

the large peak current sprite-parent +CG in the UK and recorded by the receiver in Algiers. 

An approximate geometry of the transmitter–receiver paths is shown in the map. 
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Figure 16 

 

Figure 16. Map of shipping emissions in the study area using data from EDGAR (Emissions 

Database for Global Atmospheric Research) for the year 2015, showing the largest 

concentrations of PM2.5 particles on the English Channel. 

 



Chapter 7

Long-term observations of

Schumann resonances at

Portishead (UK)

Commentary

The aim of this paper is to extend the BTD-300 scope to other areas of

research in atmospheric electricity, such as the Schumann resonances (SR)

recorded at ELF frequencies (<50 Hz). The introduction of a new signal

processing technique enabled the SR to be extracted from the BTD output

in fair-weather and separated from lower frequency sources of displacement

current (i.e. space charge). Such technique has been succesfully applied to

5-year of collected data (2015/2020) in an urban environment in the SW of

England. The study provides unprecedented results achieved in this �eld

from the UK, con�rming the diurnal and seasonal trend expected in the SR

intensity. It also presents new evidence of a potential link between inter-

annual changes in the SR intensity and variability of global climate drivers,

such as ocean surface temperature. Finally, since the measurements have

been carried out at a site far from the ideal, additional comparisons between

working days and weekend data are valuable to reveal manmade interference

impact on the SR measurements during working hours.
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Abstract: Constructive interference of lightning-generated signals in the extremely low frequency
(ELF) below 100 Hz is the source of a global electromagnetic phenomenon in the Earth’s atmosphere
known as Schumann Resonances (SR). SR are excited at frequencies of 7.8, 14, 20, 26, . . . Hz, and
their diurnal and seasonal intensity variations are largely dependent on changes in the location and
magnitude of the major lightning centres in Southeast Asia, Africa, and South America. In the last
five decades, extensive research has focused on reconstructing the spatial and temporal evolution in
global lighting activity using SR measurements, and more recently on analysing the links to climate
change, transient luminous events (TLE), and biological systems. In this study, a quasi-electrostatic
antenna, primarily designed as a thunderstorm warning system, is for the first time applied to
measure background variability in the SR band at an urban site in Southwest England. Data collected
continuously from June 2015 for a 5-year period are suitably filtered and analysed showing that
SR is the dominant contribution to the fair-weather displacement current measured by the sensor
in the band 10–45 Hz. Diurnal and seasonal signal amplitude variations have been found to be
consistent with previous studies and show the African-European lightning centre to prevail due to
the shorter source-observer distance. Also, it is shown that long-term global changes in the ocean
and land temperature, and the subsequent effect on the major lightning hotspots, may be responsible
for the inter-annual variability of SR intensity, indicating that the largest increase occurred during the
2015–2016 super El-Niño episode.

Keywords: Schumann resonance; lightning; atmospheric electricity; climate change; El-Niño; BTD-300

1. Introduction

Global lightning activity dominates the natural electromagnetic (EM) environment in
the lowest part of the Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) band. Schumann [1] first predicted
the existence of EM oscillations in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide at peak frequencies
close to 7.8, 14, 20, 26, 33, 39 Hz in the first six modes. Such resonant waves are thus
generally referred to as the Schumann resonances (SR) and up to 13 modes have been later
reported by Füllekrug [2]. SR are excited by EM radiation below 100 Hz emitted by lightning
return strokes and specifically those associated positive strokes with substantial continuing
current and charge moment change [3,4]. At these frequencies, propagating waves undergo
very little attenuation (~0.5 dB/Mm) and can bounce in the EM cavity several times before
dissipating in the background noise [5]. The SR peaks occur when the wavelength of ELF
waves is comparable with the Earth’s circumference (~40,000 km), because of constructive
interference of direct and antipodal waves. An approximate equation of the SR peak
frequency for the n-th mode is given by:

fn =
c

2πR

√
n(n + 1), (1)
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where n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . and R is the Earth’s mean radius. The resultant ELF signals can
be reliably monitored at a single site [6,7] and for any location on the Earth’s surface, the
relative intensity of the electric and magnetic fields depend uniquely on the source intensity
and source-observer distance (SOD) as well as the properties of the cavity through which
the EM waves propagate [8].

The first successful attempt to confirm the existence of SR was described by Balser and
Wagner [9]. In the following decades, extensive research has established the correlation
between lightning activity and the diurnal variation in the spectral properties of each SR
mode, namely peak frequency, peak amplitude, and quality factor (inversely proportional
to the line half-width) [10–13]. The time variations of the main parameters result from a
complex interplay of changes (temporal and spatial) of lightning chimney intensities and to
a lesser extent from changes of the lower ionosphere state (above all, from its conductivity
and density profile, which is also influenced by solar activity and day-night cycle) [14,15].
Most lightning activity occurs around the equatorial regions, created by large convective
clouds formed in the local afternoon, with a mean delay of about 3 h with respect to the
solar zenith [16]. Diurnal variations in the SR intensity thereby exhibit three main peaks
intensity at about 09, 15, and 20 UT (Figure 1) correlated with the equatorial lightning
centres in Southeast Asia [60◦ E to 150◦ E], Africa [30◦ W to 60◦ E] and South America
[120◦ W to 30◦ E], respectively.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the diurnal UT variations of thunderstorm surface area worldwide [16]
and the UT variation of electric potential gradient over the ocean (Carnegie curve), calculated
as percentage of the mean using annual values reported in Harrison [17]. The cumulative relative
intensity of the first three SR modes of the Ez field component observed at Nagycenk (NCK), Hungary,
for the period 1994–1998, follows a similar general diurnal trend and exhibits three maxima which
correspond to the three major sources of tropical thunderstorms. The peaks in the SR amplitude are
better resolved in autumn and winter, when the influence from local thunderstorm activity at the
observatory is lower [14].

In the longer term, additional sources of variability include the north-south seasonal
shift of global lightning, the SR response to lower ionosphere height changes linked to the
solar activity, and redistribution of global thunderstorms on the ENSO time scale [18–20].
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SR are currently monitored at various recording stations around the world, including
Antarctica [21,22]. A typical observatory normally consists of two horizontal induction coil
magnetometers for detecting the horizontal north-south and east-west magnetic fields (Hns
and Hew), and one electric field antenna for observing the vertical electric field component
(Ez), in the ideal case in which both the ionosphere and the Earth are considered perfectly
conducting spherical boundaries. Under this assumption, the electric field is always radial
in the spherical cavity, given the boundary condition that the tangential component of
E at the perfectly conducting boundaries is zero. To resolve the SR signal, the detectors
need to be sensitive to very small vertical electric fields (~100–200 µVm−1 Hz−1/2), and to
amplitudes of ~0.5–1 pT Hz−1/2 for the horizontal magnetic field. The electric component
is commonly measured with a ball antenna connected to a high-impedance and low-noise
amplifier, as proposed by Ogawa et al. [6]. SR electric field measurements are primarily
affected by power-line interference (primary frequency at 50 or 60 Hz, and harmonics) and
other relevant noise sources such as wind-blown atmospheric space charge or dust, and
oscillations in nearby trees.

The aim of this paper is to exploit an existing long-term dataset otherwise unused
by the scientific community to provide serendipitous observation of the electric compo-
nent of SR resonance over time, which contributes to the fair-weather output signal of
an electric field sensor operating in the 1–45 Hz range. An adequate method of data pro-
cessing has been applied to estimate the total intensity of signal recorded in the SR band
(10–45 Hz), avoiding contamination by the turbulent movement of local space charge (SC),
which instead dominates the sensor response at lower frequencies. Diurnal, seasonal, and
inter-annual variations are investigated and compared to global climate data, suggesting
the results are coherent with previous observations using different techniques. While SR
magnetic field measurements have been conducted since 2012 by the British Geological
Survey (BGS) at Eskdalemuir in Scotland [23,24], this study represents also the first suc-
cessful attempt to observe long-term changes of SR in the electric component from the UK,
achieved in an urban environment. Given these detectors can operate in any remote area
with any temperature range and weather conditions, the selection of an ideal site for SR
recordings would further enable the sensor capabilities, while providing reliable data to
the wide SR research community.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Site and Instrumentation

Atmospheric electrical measurements have been performed at Portishead in Southwest
England (51.483◦ N, 2.769◦ W). The site is located among light industry within the town
of Portishead, in the vicinity (~1 km) of the muddy shoreline of Severn estuary. Despite
the typical low levels of air pollution which can affect the measurement as a source of SC,
the observatory site is still far from the ideal mostly because of the surrounding vegetation
and buildings. The most pronounced disturbing signals in the electric data for this specific
case were those caused by wind-induced movement of the surrounding trees and turbulent
motion of atmospheric SC. Other occasional transient sources of noise include nearby
electrical devices and birds flying by the detector.

Since the early months of 2015, a BTD-300 [25,26] thunderstorm warning system has
been operating without interruptions except for the cases when the measuring hardware or
software was being updated. The sensing electrode consists of a grounded stainless-steel
sphere of 0.15 m radius, placed on an elevated mast at about 2.5 m above a flat roof surface,
whose height above ground is ~3 m. The spherical shape of the antenna is ideal to minimize
the corona effects and maximize the surface area (0.28 m2). According to Gauss’s law, the
amount of charge on the sphere depends upon its surface area and the electric flux through
the area enclosed by the conductor. If this electric flux changes with time and the conductor
remains at ground potential, the conductor’s charge will need to vary, and a current is
produced between the conductor and ground. Currents induced by temporal fluctuations
in the atmospheric electric field around the exposed electrode are hence amplified and
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converted to voltage through a transimpedance amplifier. The high gain of the circuit
forces the input current from the antenna to flow through the feedback resistor (22 MΩ).
The input capacitance of the antenna is dominated by the self-capacitance of the sphere
(~17 pF), with the addition of 10 pF introduced at the front-end amplifier parallel to the
input resistor. The signal from the antenna is digitized by a 16-bit analog to digital converter
and sampled at 1 kHz. Then a digital filter is applied in a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) to remove power supply interference. The filter used is a low pass 256-tap digital
FIR filter, beginning at 47 Hz and offering at least 25 dB attenuation for frequencies ≥50 Hz.
Once filtered in the FPGA, the 1 kHz signal is passed to a PIC microcontroller where it
is reduced to a 100 Hz output and communicated to a storage device via an RS232 serial
connection. The effective measurement bandwidth of the sensor is in the 1–45 Hz frequency
range. Although not primarily designed to measure the SR, the use of low internal noise
circuitry and sharp low- and high-pass filters means the antenna can resolve extremely
small currents down to approximately 1 pA. These currents are smaller than the signals
generated by local lightning (<100 km) but provide a different perspective on local and
global scale meteorology that can be used to enhance scientific research.

2.2. Data Processing

The digitized raw data are collected every 15-min (90,000 samples taken with 100 Hz
sampling frequency) and stored locally in binary format. Each sample contains a series of
information including system status, timestamp, and signal amplitude. The time-series
of antenna output are used in this specific case to obtain the spectrograms and amplitude
spectra described in Section 3.1. The long-term analysis is rather based upon stats files that
are generated from the raw data for the period from 1 June 2015 to 31 May 2020. In this
case, the raw data are filtered using a six-pole Butterworth bandpass filter to separate SC
motion (1–5 Hz) from global lightning (10–45 Hz) (i.e., selecting the first and higher SR
harmonics and suppressing lower frequency noise), before computing summary statistics
(i.e., min/max, mean, standard deviation) for the antenna output on 15-min time periods.
The standard deviation (hereafter SD) is specifically used as a measure of the SR cumulative
intensity in that bandwidth, after showing that SR dominate the displacement current
spectrum in fair-weather at those frequencies (Section 3.1). Locally disturbed conditions
are filtered out by rejecting SD values larger than a maximum threshold of 12 pA. The SD,
in fact, significantly increases by several orders of magnitude in disturbed weather (~tens
of nA), due mainly to tropospheric sources such as precipitation and local lightning or in
the presence of local interference. Nevertheless, disturbed weather samples and missing
data constitute at most less than about 10% of the 5-year total observation time.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Displacement Current Sources in Fair-Weather

The analysis of the raw data is initially made in the frequency domain to identify the
dominant natural sources of background variability in the 1-45 Hz electric field. Dynamic
spectrograms using the Welch method [27] are created for sample fair-weather days from
midnight (00 UT) to midnight of the following day. The Welch’s method computes an
estimate of the power spectral density by dividing the data into overlapping segments,
computing a modified periodogram for each segment, and averaging the periodograms.
Daily spectrograms are computed using 100 s (10,000 points) intervals of filtered data
and applying a 4096-points Fourier transform to produce 864 1-D spectra plots per day.
Figure 2 shows an example of a spectrogram (frequency window: 1–45 Hz) from 9 July
2016. The SR modes are resolved in this graph as persistent horizontal bands of enhanced
power centred roughly around 8, 14, 20, 26, 32, and 38 Hz (Figure 2a). SR can therefore be
considered as a major source of output current in fair weather, aside from local turbulent
SC which instead largely dominates below 5 Hz (Figure 2b). The SC effect is largely
dependent on surface wind speed and influenced by different weather conditions. Yet, it
can increase during advection of pollutants from surrounding cities and sea salt aerosols
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at the site. The variability of 1–3 Hz band of the antenna current was previously used
as a proxy for near-surface turbulence during March 2015 solar eclipse by Bennett [28].
Some additional transient disturbances are visible as thin vertical lines. These artifacts are
normally associated with occasional high amplitude but short duration noise from charged
feathers of birds flying nearby the sensor or electrical interference at the installation site.
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Figure 2. Daily spectrogram of 100 Hz output current from the spherical antenna at Portishead
during 6 July 2016, with spectra calculated every 100 s. The major contribution to fair-weather current
is given by a combination of turbulent space charge (SC) motion (<5 Hz) and global SR signal (>5 Hz),
the latter visible as a series of diffuse horizontal bands corresponding to each SR mode frequency
that falls within the antenna range (1–45 Hz) (panel (a)). Superimposed vertical lines originate from
occasional transient local disturbances. Panel (b) magnifies the SC effect and indicates that this is at a
minimum during late night but largely increases after 0500 UT, hence the need to remove potential
data contamination when looking at the SR variability.
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A typical example of the SR electric component raw amplitude spectrum taken from
the BTD is given in Figure 3. The spectrum is computed using an FFT algorithm on filtered
data in the frequency interval 5–45 Hz. The SR peaks up to the 6th mode are distinctly
detected in fair weather and in the absence of relevant manmade interference. The principal
parameters of each mode, such as modal frequency and relative peak amplitude, can be
estimated by least-squares fitting of the experimental spectrum with the sum of 6 Lorentzian
functions (red line in Figure 3) of the form:

Ai( f ) = Ai

[
( f − fi)

ωi

]2
+ 1, (2)

where Ai is the amplitude of mode i as a function of frequency f, fi the central frequency of
mode i and ωi the half-width of mode i in Hz, in analogy to the method used by Price and
Melnikov [12].
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Figure 3. Typical raw spectrum of the output current, depending on the electric component of
SR signal, measured at Portishead at 0300 UT on 9 July 2016, under favourable conditions. The
spectrum is fitted with a sum of 6 Lorentzian functions (red line) and the peak frequency of each
mode, determined by the best fit parameters, is shown. The rise of power with frequency is caused
by the specific response function of the sensor.

As anticipated, the main aim of this research is to study the diurnal and long-term
variability of the SR signal, related primarily to the diurnal/seasonal cycle of global thun-
derstorm activity. Unlike the majority of SR-related studies, however, the possibility to
use the time-series of 15-min antenna current SD in the 10–45 Hz band as a measure of the
SR cumulative intensity variation rather than the SR peak parameters are examined in the
following sections. The chosen filter bandwidth implies the disadvantage of cutting off the
SR fundamental frequency. Nevertheless, this does not invalidate the results presented,
since it allows to avoid lower frequency noise at the installation site, which could eventually
affect the first mode most.

3.2. Diurnal Variation

The electric component of SR, which is the source of the antenna output, is independent
of the direction of the source relative to the observer. A typical SR diurnal record hence
reflects the properties of both global thunderstorm activity, although biased by the SOD, and
in a smaller measure the state of the Earth-ionosphere cavity between the source region and
the observer. The diurnal cycle of the 10–45 Hz frequency band is shown as a density plot
in Figure 4, that distinguishes between working days (a) and weekends only (b). During
the daylight period, the ionospheric profile would be relatively constant, so the change
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in SR magnitude is considered representative of the strength of global thunderstorms. In
general, both cases illustrate that, in analogy to SR, the diurnal SD variation increases at
early morning hours, in response to the development of thunderstorm activity in southeast
Asia and Oceania, which is peaked at around 09 UT. The SD increase reaches its maximum
peak at around 15–16 UT, coinciding with the maximum lightning activity of the African
centre. The overall amplitude of the signal from the Amazon basin and South America
in the evening hours (20–21 UT) is typically less pronounced during most of the year at
the observation site. Yet, it becomes more evident in the winter season of the northern
hemisphere, when the influence of European thunderstorm activity is low. The reduced
strength of the SR power during the night is in general attributed to a reduction in the global
thunderstorm activity during the time when the sun passes over the Pacific. Given the time
coincidence between the observed diurnal trend of SR power and the day-night terminator,
past studies also investigated the possible influence of variations of the ionosphere (i.e.,
the upper waveguide boundary) on SR, suggesting a modulation by the dynamic local
ionospheric height [29]. Later studies, though, estimated the effect of diurnal ionospheric
changes on the amplitude of the SR fundamental frequency in about ~10% with respect to
a uniform model [30], indicating that diurnal and seasonal changes in the source properties
are the primary drivers.
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It is worth noticing that anthropogenic disturbances at the installation site during 
working days determine an increased variability of the SD amplitude during the daytime 
that superimposes to the global lightning effect, which is hence better represented by 
weekend data (i.e., no ongoing activity in the building). This influence is particularly pro-
nounced during working hours (07-17 UT). Its removal by considering weekends data 
only is beneficial to better characterize the seasonal and long-term variability. 

Figure 4. Diurnal variation of the standard deviation of current induced on the antenna in the
10–45 Hz frequency range (1 June 2015–31 May 2020) during (a) working days (Mon–Fri) and
(b) weekends only (Sat–Sun), represented as a 2-D histogram with 15-min temporal resolution
(96 bins in each dimension). The solid curve indicates the trend of interpolated hourly median
SD values.

It is worth noticing that anthropogenic disturbances at the installation site during
working days determine an increased variability of the SD amplitude during the daytime
that superimposes to the global lightning effect, which is hence better represented by
weekend data (i.e., no ongoing activity in the building). This influence is particularly
pronounced during working hours (07–17 UT). Its removal by considering weekends data
only is beneficial to better characterize the seasonal and long-term variability.

The same output for the 1–5 Hz band is shown in Figure 5, which represents the nearby
windblown charge band. The median SC diurnal fluctuations are essentially associated
with changing tropospheric conditions during the typical day and less sensitive to other
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types of manmade disturbances. In particular, calmer and more stable wind conditions
on average during the night reduce the amount of turbulence near the BTD, causing a
reduction in windblown charge. This is shown in Figure 5, where the 1–5 Hz band has
a consistently low variability between 2100 UTC and 0600 UTC, before increasing and
becoming considerably more variable in response to greater mixing during the daytime.
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Figure 5. Diurnal variation of the standard deviation of current induced on the antenna in the 1–5 Hz
frequency range (1 June 2015–31 May 2020) during (a) working days (Mon–Fri) and (b) weekends
only (Sat–Sun).

In Figure 6, the diurnal variation of the SD of current induced on the antenna in the
10–45 Hz is presented for each season in the 5-year observation time. Similarly to the results
found in previous studies, each season exhibits a specific pattern likely resulting from the
dynamics of the north-south seasonal migration of global lightning, that is reproducible
through the period considered. Minor differences in the peak amplitude are attributable to
inter-annual variability in climate drivers, such as convective activity and lightning inten-
sity changes in specific areas of the globe in response to the trend of global temperatures,
as shown in Section 3.3. In general, the seasonal plots in Figure 6 illustrate some antici-
pated features, such as the minimum around 2–4 UT and a peak activity centred between
14–16 UT, determined by the African lightning chimney because of the relatively shorter
SOD. Yet, substantial differences emerge that highlight the site-dependent SR measurement
response to the seasonal shifts in the major lightning centres. The summer (JJA) diurnal
pattern exhibits a single oscillation, culminating at about 18 UT. This may suggest a possible
distortion from mid-latitude lightning activity in Europe during the northern hemisphere
summer, potentially obscuring additional oscillations that are instead observed during the
other seasons. In particular, the diurnal oscillations in the cumulative SR intensity [14] are
more pronounced during winter months (DJF), when European thunderstorm activity is at
a minimum [31]. Additionally, a higher correlation is found in SON-DJF months (0.94 and
0.92, respectively) compared with JJA months (0.85) for diurnal SD (Portishead)-diurnal SR
(NCK), as highlighted in Table 1.
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manmade interference. Each season well reproduces the expected diurnal features, nota-
bly the dominant afternoon peak (15 UT), but relevant differences are also found with 

Figure 6. Seasonal diurnal variation (weekends) of the standard deviation of current induced on
the BTD-300 primary antenna in the 10–45 Hz frequency range (1 June 2015–31 May 2020). The
normalised 1-h resolution median lines (dashed) are superimposed to the interquartile range (shaded
area). The observed trend is compared with the seasonal diurnal variation of global thunderstorms
derived from WWLLN data (2012–2013) [32] (dotted) and the cumulative intensity of the first 3 SR
modes measured at NCK observatory (1994–1998) [14], both normalised by the mean.

Table 1. Annual and seasonal Pearson correlation coefficient between median diurnal variation of
BTD primary antenna SD and SR cumulative intensity of the first 3 modes (NCK) [14], WWLLN
global thunderstorms [32], Carnegie curve [17], respectively.

Period BTD-SR (NCK) BTD-Thunderstorms BTD-Carnegie

Annual 0.92 0.63 0.62
MAM 0.87 0.65 0.36

JJA 0.85 0.69 0.13
SON 0.94 0.72 0.76
DJF 0.92 0.54 0.70

A comparison versus the working days’ output is shown in Figure 7, where seasonal
diurnal changes are superimposed to increased daytime variability from surrounding
manmade interference. Each season well reproduces the expected diurnal features, notably
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the dominant afternoon peak (15 UT), but relevant differences are also found with respect
to the weekend dataset. In particular, the influence of cultural noise on the diurnal SD
amplitude appears more pronounced at morning hours, causing a systematic shift forward
on average of the morning peak (~8 UT) relative to the reference SR measurements at NCK
and the weekend data.
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Figure 7. Seasonal diurnal variation (all days) of the standard deviation of current induced on
the BTD-300 primary antenna in the 10–45 Hz frequency range (1 June 2015–31 May 2020). The
normalised 1-h resolution median lines (dashed) are superimposed to the interquartile range (shaded
area). The observed trend is compared with the seasonal diurnal variation of global thunderstorms
derived from WWLLN data (2012–2013) [32] (dotted) and the cumulative intensity of the first 3 SR
modes measured at NCK observatory (1994–1998) [14], both normalised by the mean.

3.3. Combined Annual and Inter-Annual Variation

The presence of SR power and frequency inter-annual variability has been found
to emerge from a complex interplay of global land-ocean temperature changes, related
convective rainfall and lightning intensity variation, and the solar cycle progression. Ev-
idence of such long-term modulation is clearly seen also from the BTD measurements
taken at Portishead. Figure 8 shows the observed trend in the daily antenna median SD
amplitude, represented as the blue solid line which is superimposed to the interquartile
range calculated for each day (light blue shaded area). The rolling mean, calculated with a
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30-point window convolution filter (black line), exhibits an unambiguous annual oscillation
that is a manifestation of the annual global surface air temperature (Figure 8b) changes
(~1.5–2 ◦C) determining variation with the same period in the global lightning activity,
and accordingly in the SR signal amplitude. The maximum peak in the SD occurs during
the northern hemisphere summer (JJA), where most of the continental landmasses are
distributed, and coincides with the maximum lightning intensity recorded globally [33].
Hayakawa et al. [34] reported a strong correlation between periodic variations of SR in-
tensity recorded at Moshiri (Japan) and global surface temperature in the ±45◦ latitude
band. Similarly, the BTD output signal in the SR band is found to oscillate in-phase with
the combined global land-sea temperature from NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center,
indicating a cross-correlation coefficient of about 0.9, that is consistent with the result
found by Sekiguchi et al. [35] using magnetic field data. Yet, it is worth noticing that
the SD amplitude annual oscillations are not stationary but show evidence of an over-
lapped inter-annual trend. This trend is extracted from the SD daily medians, applying a
seasonal decomposition technique [36] to decompose the time series into three additive
components (trend, seasonal and residual). The observed inter-annual trend (solid red
line in Figure 8a) decreases between June 2015 and June 2018, which corresponds to the
SD extrema (maximum and minimum, respectively) recorded during the 5-year period,
and subsequently becomes nearly constant. An exceptional increase of the SR intensity
for the period 2015/2016 has been documented by other studies, that considered the SR
modes average peak frequency and intensity measured at various observatories distributed
globally [20,24,37]. In analogy with other SR amplitude observations taken at similar
mid-high latitudes (i.e., Eskdalemuir [25]), the steady decline in the inter-annual SD is
found to be in phase with the transition from the maximum to the minimum of the 11-year
solar cycle (Figure 8c). Satellite observations do not show a solar phase-related variation
in the intensity and distribution of global thunderstorm activity (i.e., the primary origin
of SR) [38]. Solar cycle-related long-term changes in the SR frequency and power are thus
attributed to the modification of the earth-ionosphere medium, and in particular to a reduc-
tion of local ionospheric height resulting from increased solar X-rays and energetic electron
precipitation (EEP) near to periods of maximum solar activity [37,39]. In the absence of
data covering an entire solar cycle, however, a univocal interpretation of the long-term
trend observed in the BTD data is still challenging. Intrinsic source changes associated
with other global climate drivers may in fact play a significant role in the inter-annual SR
variability observed worldwide. A qualitative agreement is actually found when looking at
the evolution of the 10 N–10 S ocean temperature anomaly for the same period (Figure 8b),
indicating a possible SR (and in turn the antenna current) response to global climate effects
on major lightning sources.

In this regard, Williams [18] found a significant positive correlation between the rela-
tive tropical temperatures during an El Niño cycle and the amplitude of the SR fundamental
frequency, suggesting a complex modulation of the lightning flash rate by global tempera-
ture changes. Several later works investigated the inter-annual changes in SR parameters
on the basis of the ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation) phenomenon which can change
the global atmospheric circulation, and in turn, affect the weather pattern around the
world [40–42]. In particular, most of them considered the influence of sea surface tem-
perature (SST) anomalies in the Pacific Ocean under warm and cold ENSO phases as a
source of spatial shifts of the thunderstorm regions globally, thus affecting the measured
SR intensity at a given observing station. More recently, Williams et al. [20] investigated
this idea further by making use of SR data from multiple recording stations worldwide.
They found a considerable increase of the 1st SR mode intensity in the transition months
preceding the peak in two super El Niño events (1997/1998 and 2015/2016), associated
with an increase in lightning activity observed from independent satellite and ground
observations. This is attributed to increased instability due to thermodynamic imbalance
between the surface and the mid-troposphere at the transition. In Figure 9b the long-term
SD relative variation recorded by the antenna is shown and compared to the Oceanic Niño
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Index (ONI) (3 months running mean of ERSST.v5 SST anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region
(5 N–5 S, 120–170 W), based on centred 30-year base periods updated every 5 years). Warm
and cold ENSO episodes are classified as such when a threshold of ±0.5 ◦C above or
below the normal SST is met for at least 5 consecutive overlapping seasons. This approach
highlights the months and the UT time characteristics of the SD magnitude anomalies. In
order to emphasize the effect of long-term climate changes, diurnal and seasonal influence
on the data is removed by calculating the monthly average diurnal variation of the SD
with 1-h time resolution (i.e., a 24 × 12 matrix characterises each processed year) and then
normalising each bin value (SDi) by the 5-year average for the specific time and month
(SDi,avg) as follows:

SDi,norm(%) =
SDi − SDi,avg

SDi,avg
∗ 100, (3)
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2018 cold ENSO phase. Similar enhancements/diminutions in the SD amplitude would 
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Figure 8. Long-term variations of the 10–45 Hz SD from Jun 2015 to May 2020. (a) Daily SD median
(solid blue) and rolling mean smoothed curve (solid black), superimposed to the observed trend
derived from seasonal decomposition. (b) NOAA’s combined global land-sea temperature and
10 N–10 S SST anomaly. (c) Monthly sunspot number and intensity of solar radiation at 10.7 cm
wavelength, used as a proxy of solar activity.

The patterns seen in the time-UT anomalies of SD amplitude plot for the 10–45 Hz
band show a noticeable increase (~20–30% of the mean) during the summer months of
2015, while approaching the peak of the exceptional 2015–2016 warm ENSO episode, which
culminated in the maximum ocean temperature anomaly recorded for the entire period
considered. The subsequent decrease to values lower than about 0.5 ◦C in the 10 N–10 S
SST anomaly, coincided with a substantial transition to negative SD anomalies, which is
particularly evident from the second half of 2017, during the months that preceded the
2018 cold ENSO phase. Similar enhancements/diminutions in the SD amplitude would
require more specific analysis, combining measurements from other observatories and
including global convective rainfall and lightning data. Yet, if confirmed by future studies,
the amplitude and time of occurrence of such anomalies in the SD may be used as a proxy
of complex global scale relationships with ENSO, revealing changes in lightning frequency
and distribution pattern in specific areas of the globe. The necessity of choosing an ideal
site for such measurements is further highlighted in Figure 9a, where it is shown that the
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increased daytime local variability during working hours may mask eventual diurnal SD
anomalies otherwise seen in the weekend data. Such effect is observed, for example, during
JJA 15.
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4. Conclusions

The BTD-300 sensor installed at Portishead (UK), has proved its ability to detect and
monitor the Schumann resonances at a single site on a permanent basis, even in an urban
environment where manmade interference during working hours may not be negligible.
The data presented in this work are a valuable reference in atmospheric electricity studies,
as they represent the first continuous survey of SR effects in the electric field component
from the UK since 2015, helping also in characterising site-specific environment influence
on the SR measurements.

The method of data acquisition and processing can provide both principal SR mode
parameters (peak frequencies and amplitudes) for at least the first six SR modes and
additional quantities (i.e., displacement current SD), useful as a proxy of the cumulative SR
power in the 10–45 Hz frequency band. These latter data, collected during the 5 years of
observations 2015/2020, are analysed and presented in various graphical forms to point
out eventual SR intensity changes on a diurnal, seasonal, and inter-annual basis.

Measurements at Portishead qualitatively confirm the overall pattern of diurnal and
seasonal variations in SR amplitudes as reported from other observatory sites, confirming
that the changes in source-observer distance are dominant for seasonal variations in the
diurnal pattern, with the African chimney being prevailing through most of the year at this
specific site.

Recorded inter-annual variations in SD amplitude are better explained in terms of SR
response to a complex interplay of solar cycle progression and climate variables leading to
a modulation of global lightning intensity, not limited to only the 3 major lightning hotspots
on Earth. This has been confirmed by preliminary agreement found with previous studies
linking SR to global climate indexes as the SST anomaly and trend in the global land-sea
temperature. Yet, a concurrent role played by the 11-year solar cycle in determining the
observed inter-annual SD trend cannot be ruled out. The still ongoing data collection
would certainly be beneficial in consolidating these findings, especially if (1) additional
comparisons with other observatories will be made, (2) future measurements will be
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conducted at sites less affected by cultural noise, (3) the equipment will be improved for
future application in SR research.
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Chapter 8

Concluding remarks

This PhD thesis introduces new insights on the detection of lightning gener-

ated signals in the range 1-45 Hz using a novel quasi-electrostatic detection

method. An original waveform classi�cation algorithm based on machine

learning has been described that enables to accurately distinguish lightning

signals from noise, starting from a large number of input attributes for each

selected event. If implemented, it would reduce the number of detected false

positives and in turn the related warnings even further with respect to the

currently used �ash �nder algorithm of the BTD-300. Various optimisations

are also suggested to achieve a good balance between classi�cation accuracy

and computational cost, that is fundamental in real-time data processing for

time critical applications such those at airports and vulnerable sites. The

ease-of-use and versatility of the new method make it potentially adaptable

in the future to introduce additional abilities in the BTD-300, such as the

classi�cation of cloud/ground �ashes and the identi�cation of volcanic light-

ning when the sensor is used to monitor electrical activity in ash clouds of

active volcanoes.

An in-depth analysis of BTD current spikes, responsible for occasional

misclassi�cation and subsequent false warning, has provided new evidence

towards the correct interpretation of the physical process at the basis of this

type of signals. The new data suggest that the spikes represent the BTD

161
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response to ELF radio bursts at frequencies <50 Hz, radiated by strong CG

return strokes (i.e. being thus detectable several hundreds of km away from

the BTD, unlike electrostatic �eld changes), and in larger proportion by very

large peak current (>100 kA) +CG, even though surprisingly less sensitive to

the total charge moment change. This indicates that long continuing currents

(>20 ms) do not contribute signi�cantly to the spike onset but may even-

tually only alter the overall waveform observed. The consistence between

the BTD output and magnetic measurements with induction coils magne-

tometers operating in the same bandwidth and using an identical sampling

frequency (100 Hz) further supports this idea. This investigation has sparked

wide interest in the possible association between spikes and TLEs, which has

been veri�ed by �nding a one-to-one correlation between night-time spikes

and intense +CG that triggered elves and were located at distances of the

order of 1,000 km from the BTD (Pizzuti et al., 2019; Kolmasova et al.,

2021). The regular recording of spikes can thus be applied to estimate the

regional rate of elves in a speci�c area, avoiding the limitations imposed by

optical observations, and to further look at a possible association with large

amplitude transients in the SR background (i.e. the Q-bursts). A necessary

hardware upgrade in this regard would be the integration of a GPS receiver

in the BTD, that would allow ms precision in the recorded sample times-

tamp. Preliminary work has been already done in the course of this PhD by

developing a low-cost Raspberry Pi data logger for the BTD-300 raw data

and can be further re�ned with some software changes, suggested by data

collected during �eld work in southern France.

Additional work in this study led to �ll the gap in the knowledge about

the occurrence of extremely powerful lightning superbolts at the higher lat-

itudes of nortwestern Europe, providing the �rst detailed climatology of su-

perbolts in this area and investigating their association with TLEs under

speci�c weather patterns. In particular, it is suggested that convergence and

aerosols advection from sea surface and busy shipping lanes may favour deep

convection and cloud electri�cation on the English Channel with respect to

surrounding areas. Inherent di�erences in cloud charge structure of sea based
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storms could lead to faster negative leader velocity on average than for storms

over land, and hence in larger peak currents, determining the winter peak of

negative superbolts in the area. The identi�ed areas occupied by the most

populated superbolt clusters can be thereby used (1) as a natural physical

laboratory to conduct future research in the region, aimed at better charac-

terising microphysical properties of thunderclouds generating superbolts and

the speci�c properties of lightning inception and leader propagation charac-

teristics. This would potentially bring a signi�cant contribution in better

understanding the origin of intense oceanic lightning; (2) to assess the vul-

nerability of infrastructures, such as o�shore wind farms around the UK, to

superbolts and promote the development of new adequate lightning protec-

tion systems.

An original technique has been �nally described to monitor SR at a sin-

gle site, demonstrating the suitability of the BTD to also monitor the e�ect

global lightning activity with reasonable accuracy. Despite some basic ques-

tions about the topics covered are still open and require further data and

investigation, such as the long-term trend and its link to climate drivers, this

research has established a solid foundation and a benchmark for an extensive

use of this method in future atmospheric electricity studies. The ongoing

data collection would certainly be bene�cial in consolidating these �ndings,

especially if additional comparisons with other observatories will be made

and future measurements will be conducted at best suited sites (i.e. less

a�ected by cultural noise).
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